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PRESIDENT'S REPORT
I want to thank every member of this organization for caring enough about your
professional responsibility to join and supDart TCDLA.
I remember being subpoenaed some
eleven years ago. The government wanted
to know who paid my (and five other attorneys) fees in a criminal case. We
declined io answer, asserting the attorneyclient privilege and were held in contempt.
You can certainly be alone with y o ~ r
thoughts sitting in a holding cell with five
other lawyers.
After we were released on bond, I found
out my own local bar association did not
have the courage to even publicize the applicable canons of ethics. Wehad been "accused'' by the federal government, and by
God, we must have done somsthing
wrong.
Then I found out what TCDLA could do
and what it could mean-the amicus brief
to the Fifth Circuit-the phone calls of support. The liaison with the American Trial
Lawyers to get us another amicus. Thereply briefs-and fmally, after nine months
of persistent effort by the fast president of
this organization-we prevailed. That was
eleven years ago. In the past eighteen
months, almost 300 attorneys have been
subpoenaed on subjects ranging from
attorney-client privilege to discovery of
client's assets. Post 1984.
TCDLA is an organization of lawyers
who give a damn-not only about other
lawyers, but about something as fundamental as the preservation of the adversary system.
The Attorney General of the United
States proclaims the Miranda warning is
simply a device to protect the guilty. The
Supreme Court rules that the police can Lie
to a lawyer, question his client, and be
guilty only of "misbehavior" with no sanction. Your client can be held without bail
simply because he is charged with a categorical offense. You can't get an appellate
bond unless you convince the trial judge
that there is a "substantial question of law."
Your clients Fourth Amendment rights can
be violated with impunity, but the officer
K

must act in "good faith." Federaljudges can
be chosen as a result of a Litmus test
regarding their ideology rather than their
judicial qualificati~n.
When I look back onmy legal career arld
compare what is happening today, it appears that history is attempting to repeat
itself-only today. we don't have isolated
instances & abu& of government power.
It has become the norm. This is why we
have to stand up for ourselves-and each
other. We must continue to expand our
membership and make waves. We havegot
to get the message to the man on the street
about the sounds we are hearing. These
subpoenas have got to be quashed and the
bench made aware of the danger posed to
the adversary system. We have at least got
to try, because no one else is going to do it.
You have already taken the most impor- '
tant step and I again congratulate you. If
each of us gets just one new member, we
double the strength of the most effective
voice speaking to preserve the fundamental
rights that so many take for granted. They
are in jeopardy.
Attorneys now have a ready source of
information and assistance-through the
Lawyers' Assistance Committee. When
you need help, please contact any of the
following members:

K n m Jones

Frank Jackson
2902 Maple Avenue
Dallas, TX 75201
(214) 871-1122
DISTRICT 4:
Scrappy Holmes
P.O. Drawer 3267
Longview, TX 75606
(214) 758-2200
DISTRICT 5:
Ed Mallett
55 Waugh, Suite 900
Houston, TX 77007
(713) 526-1778
Douglas Tinker
622 S. Tancahua
Corpus Christi, TX 78403
(512) 882-4378

LAWYER'S ASSISTANCE
CDMMIrnE
DISTRICT 1:
Clifford Brown
1601 Broadway
Lubbock, TX 79401
(806) 763-9493

DISTRICT 6:
Robert Yzaguirre
821 Nolana
McAUen, TX 78501
(5 12) 682-4308

DISTRICT 2:
Jim Bob0
409 N. Texas
Odessa, TX 79761
(915) 332-0676

DISTRICT 7:
Gerald Goldstein (Chairman)
2900 Tower Life Bldg.
San Antonio, TX 78205
(512) 226-1463

DISTRICT 3:
Tim Evans
115 W. 2nd St., Suite 202
Fort Worth, TX 76102
(817) 332-3822

DISTRICT 8:
Charles McDonald
P.O. Box 1672
Waco, TX 76703
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Editor's Corner
"The Infamous Parole Instruct ions
to the Jury"
Kerry P. FibGerald

Most of us have been bombarded with
the parole instructions now submitted by
the trial court to the jury.
The instructions incorporated in Article
37.07, Section 4 C.C.P., specifically inform the jury in some types of cases that
the defendant will not become eligible for
parole until the actual time served equals
one-third of the sentence imposed or 20
years, which ever is less, without consideration of any good time he may earn, and
in other types of cases, that the defendant
will not become eligible for parole until the
actual time served plus any good conduct
time earned equals one-third of the sentence imposed or 20 years, which ever is
less. The instructions parallel a "now you
see it, now you don't" line of reasoning but
clearly tell the jury how to sock it to a
defendant.
I think that the closing admonition that
the jnry is not to consider the manner in
which the parole law may be applied to this
particular defendant, borders on the absolute ridiculous. Some months ago, Senator
Craig Washington said tbat this additional
language was included in the instructions
or it would never have been passed to begin with by the legislature. Also interesting
was the Letter to the Editor in a Dallas
newspaper, in which a member of one of
4 VOICEfor the Defenre / October 1986

the organizations supporting this type instruction emphasized that it was about time
that the blindfolds were taken off the jurors
so that they could set appropriate prison
sentences. The letter-writer clearly iutended that the jurors use these instructions as
a measuring rod before setting the sentence, which flies in the face of the instructions themselves. The point so made was
particularly apt in view of the pending
Rose case, now before the Dallas Court of
Appeals. In a Motion for Rehearing, the
Dallas County District Attorney's ofice
emphasized how all of this good information should be imparted to our jurors in
order to be truthful with them hut it should
neverhe assumed that the jurors are actnally using the information because to do
so would be assuming the jurors acted contrary to the instructions given to them.
It should be clear that I thii that such
instructions are a complete farce, but tbat
is not the only reason for my remarks.
I believe that defense counsel should be
making specific objections to the submission of these instructionson grounds similar to the following. Let me initially
confess that I stole a lot of the ideas from
one of our most prominent local attorneys,
Emmett Colviu of Dallas.
At a minimum, we should be objecting

to the submission of these instructions on
the grounds that they violate the separation of powers doctrine of the Texas Constitution; they violate due process of law
under the Texas and Federal Constitutions;
they arenot based on any evidence before
the jury; and they are not authorized by
law.
Interestingly, Article 37.07 Section 4(a)
C.C.P. provides that the Court must
charge the jury with regard to these patole
matters Tf the offense of which the jnry
has found the defendant as listed in Section 3(Q(a)(l), Article 42.12, of this code
or if the judgment contains an affirmative
finding under Section 3(Q(a)(2), Article
42.12, of this code." Article 42.12 C.C.P.
contains no such section 3(Q(a)(l) or (23.
If the Legislature meant Section 3(g)(a)(l)
andlor (2), it failed to say so. Thus, it can
he argued that the instructions given are
totally unauthorized as a matter of law and
should not have been submitted.
In a recent case tried before a jury in
Dallas County, the defendant, tried for
murder, was found guilty of voluntary
manslaughter. During the penalty phase,
the prosecutor argued. '1am going to ask
yon to start your assessment at 12 years
in the Texas Department of Corrections,
andup. You've got the charge on the parole

laws, and you can read that and you can
see that he would be eligible.. .you can
read that charge, and it says that he will
he eligible-he can be eligible for parole
after a third of his sentence. So a sentence
of 12years, that's four years, he'd heeligible for parole. You can consider that. I am
going to ask you to start at that point."
I believe this type of argument to he
more objectionable than the instructions
themselves, particularly as the statute prohibits the introduction of evidence on the
operation of parole and good conduct time
laws and as the instructions themselves
prohibit the jury from considering the manner in which the parolelaw may be applied
to the particular defendant on trial:
Recently, in Rose v. State, No.
05-85-01136-CR, a divided panel of the
Dallas Court 0fAppea)sreversed thejndgment of conviction, conoluding that the
trial court "committed fundamental error
during thc punishn~cnthearing whcn it submitted the comolaincd-ofinstructions to the
jury on the l&of parole." The opinion was
delivered August 11, 1986. The State's
Motion for Rehearing bas now been granted and the matter is being reconsidered by
the Court. Hopemy, the TCDLA will file
an Amicus Curiae brief in the case.
The Court of Appeals has ordered the
panel opinion to be withdrawn. I assume
that that means it is no longer to he used
as authority until a final opinion is issued
by the Court. But that should not stop the
defense from at least being aware of the
reasoning in the opinion itself and it is
therefore quoted below for the benefit of
our readers:
"In his second eround ofermr. ao~ellantcontends
that tbettial murtkmminedhmdn!al ermrduring
the punishment heanng whenit submittedinsmctions
to the jury on thelaw ofpamle. Appellant argues that
tbe instmcttons given as directed by TEX. CODE
CRIM. PROC. ANN. an 37.07 64 (Vernon Snpp.
1986) violate the separationof w e r s doctrine contained in h h the &nstitution;of the United States
and of the Stateof Texas. Appeilantalvo argues that
the instructiaos given deprived appellant of due
pmeess of law under bath constitutions. Appellant
failed to object to the instructions. Thus, appellant
asserts fundamental ermr on appeal. The issue
presented involves only governmental powers of the
State of Texas and not of the United States. Consequently, we perceivenoissue of separationof powers
baween the execulivc branch of the government of
ofthe governthe United SIales and thejudicial b-h
ment of the Unlted States. Therefore, we conclude
that ihe instructionsgiven as directed by articte37.07,
$4 do not violate the separation ofpowers doctrine
contained in the Constitutron of the United States.

Simc we conclude, for thc reasons exprwsed helow.
h t anicla 37.07, 94 violates thc separaliunof plwers

doclrinepravidedby Tl!X. CONST. art. It, $1 and,
therefore, is unconstiutianal, we do not reach the
queaion of whether the instructions given deprived
appellant of due process under baththemnxtitulions
of the United States and of the Slate of Texas.
At thepunishment phaseof thetrial, the trial wurt
iartructedthejury m followspursuantto TEX. CODE
CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 37.07 94 (Vernon Supp.
Under the law applicable in this case, the
defendant" if sentenced to a termofimprisonm a t , may earn time oNthe sentenceimposed
through the award ofgood mnduct rime. Prison authorities may award g& mnduct time
to a prisoner who exhibits goal behavior, diligence in carrying out prison work assignments, and attempts at rehahilitstion. If a
ptisoner engages i n misconduct, prison
authorities mey also take away all or part of
any goal conduct time earned by lheprisauer.
1 is also possible that lhelengthoftime For
which the defendant will be imprisoned might
he reduced by the award of pamle.
Under the law applicable in this case, if
the defendant is senttnced to a term of imorisonment. he will not become elieible for
p ~ m l euntil the uctull timc servrdcqudls owlhid of thc bcntcn;e imposed or 20 ycan,
uhichcvcr ic I s . withuul mnsidcration of any
good conduct time hemay earn. If thedefendant is sentenced to a fern of less than six
years, hemust sewe at least two yearsbefore
he is eligible forparole. Eligibilrty far parole
doesnot guarantee that parole will begcanled.
It cannot accurately be predicted how the
parole law and gwd conduct time might be
a~pliedfolhrs defendant ifhe is sentenced to
a - k n of imprisonment, because the applicatronof these laws will dependou decisions
made by prison and parole authorities.
You may consider the existence of the
pamle Law and gmd conduct time. However,
you are not to consider the extent to which
good conduct time may beawarded to or forfeited by this particular defendant.
You are mt to conrider %manner in which
the pamlelaw may be applied tothis particular defendant.

.

-

actions and the reasons for iL. actions. The Legislature shall have authmhy to enact parulc laws." I b c
lrgishuure has enacted rules governing the appllcatianofpamle laws. PurswnltoTEX. CODACRIM.
PKOC. ANN. an. 42.12, 915(g)(l) (Vernon Supp.
1986). the Hoard of Pardons and hrules is authar i d , where not imonsi\tcnt with law, to adoptrulcs
with mpentoeligibaity ofprisuners for parole. Thc
Board is designed as ?he agency uf slats government
with cxclusivc authority to determine pamle.5. . ."
TI!X. COl>l! CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42.18, 91
(VcmunSupp. 1986). The lcgislaturc has Rxedeligibtlily rquircments 61r pamlc. Articlc 42.18, OQb)
of the Texas Codc of Criminal P r d u r e ~rovidcs
that a nrisoner under a death sentence is noielieible
fir pawle. A person mnvicled uf theclass uf oNcnres
undcrTEX. CODECKIM. PROC. ANN. an.42.12.
53g(a)(l) (Vernon Supp. 19861, (aggrardted kidnapping, aggravaledrexual assault and aggravated mhhew) isnot elidble for ffilcaseon paroleumil his acwai calendar fime sewed, without consideration of
good mnduct time, equals one-ihird of the maximum
scntenceor20 calendar years, whichever is less, but
inno event shall hebe eligible for release on pamle
in Iessthan N o calendar years. The same provisions
apply where the m r t makes an affirmative fmding
thatadesdly weapon was usedor exhibited. AU other
prisoners are eligible for release on pamle w h e r
calendar time served plus gwd conduct time equals
one-third of the maximum sentence imp& or 20
years, whichever isles. TEX. CODECRIM. PROC.
ANN. art. 42.18, 98(b) (Vernon Supp. 1986). The
Parole Board is authorized to release on pamle any
personconfined inapcnal or w ~ m t i o n ainstitution
l
who is eligible for release under the preceding sectian. TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN. art. 42.18,
$8(a) (Vernon Supp. 1986).

.

~~

.~~~~~
~~

Pursuanlto TEX. REV. CIV. SPAT. ANN. art.
6181-1 (VemnonSupp. 1986), inmates areto bedassified by the Texas Department of Corrections into
Lhree ategories amuding to such factors as m n d u d
obedience, industry, and pnor criminal hisfory. T m .
REV. CN. STAT. ANN. art. 6181-1, 92 (Vernon
Supp. 1986). Inrnates emn a specifid amount of@
condvct time based upon their classilication. TEX.
REV. C N . STAT. ANN. art. 6181-1. 93 (Vernon
Supp. 1986). G w d conduct time is a privilege and
not a right, and Uleseeredils may be forfeited by the
director of the Texas Deoartment of Corrections if
the inmate commits an offense or violates a departconduct time affects onh the
mental rule Good
.
.-prisoner's eligibility fur parule $11 nlandatory superviqion and d w not utl~crwi,eoperate to reduce thc
prison term. TRX. REV. CIV. STAT. ANN. art.
6181-1, 94 (Vernon Supp. 1986).

Appellant's basic contention is that these article
37.07, $4 instmctions violate the constllutional doctrine of sep~rationof powers and, therefore, article
37.07, 94 is uneonstitotional. It is well settled that
the mnstitotlonality of a slalutu will not bedetermined
in any case unless suah a determination is absolutely
necessary to decide the case in which the issue is
raised. Smrh v. Stare, 658 S.W.2d 172. 174 Vex.
Crim. App. 1983). Since we find no merit in appelWith this background, we reach the separation of
lant's first ground of error, we must address the asue nfthe constitutionality of art~cle37.07, 34 raised powers issue. At the outset, we emphasize what the
in appellant's second and remaining ground of ermr. present casedoesnot involve. Thepresent case does
not involvejury misconduct in discussingthe parole
We begin with some background.
laws. Therefore, we do not havebefore us the precise
questions ably and h r c e M y addressed by lhemajoritv, and dissentine amnions in Sneed v. Sfale,670
TEX. CONST. an. IV. $1 1 @mrvidcsthd "ltlhc S.W.2d 262 Crex. Crm. App. 1984). Instead, wc
LFgidature shall by law establirl~a Hoard of Pardons must dccidc whrthcr, undcr thc Cnnitilution Of the
and Panrt:s and shall require it to keep record of its Stale of Texas. the trial mun can advisc the jury uf
~

~~

~~

-.
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certain aspects ofthe parole and g w d time laws, i n
cluding time computations for eligibility for parole,
then tell thejury that they may cansider the erijrence
of these aspects of those laws and yet order them not
ta consider the manner in which the parole law may
be applied to appellant.
Fmm the Constitution of the State of Texas, we
knaw Ulat h e peopleof Texas havedivided thepowen
of government of the Slate of Texas into threedepartments. We know also lhat these three departments
are the legislative, the executive and the judicial and
that none of these dcpamnents can exercise any powcr
assigned by the conr;titution to either of the others.
As commanded by the peaple of Texas in TEX.
CONST. art. 11, $1:
The p w e r s of the Government of the Slate
of Texas shall be divided into three distinct
deoartments. eachof which shall be confided

dicial to another; and no person, or collection ofpersons, being of one of these departments, shall exercise any power properly attached to either of the others, except in the
instances herein expressly permitted.
Therefore, in the context of the present case we
must determine if this same mnstilution has "affached"
to any ofthethreedepaaments any power with mpect
to parole. We find that the constitution does so. As
further commanded by the people of Texas in TEX.
CONST. art. IV, $11:
In all criminal cases, except treason and impeachment, the Governor shall have power,
after conviction, on the written signed r e a m mendation and advice of the Board ofpardons
and Paroles, or a majority thereof, to grant
reprieves and commutations of punishment
and pardons; and under such ruler: as the legislaturc may prescribe, and upon the written
recommendation and advice of a majority of
the Board of Pardons and Paroles, he shall
have the power to remit fines and forfeitures.
The Governor shall [have] the power to grant
one reprieve in any capital case for a period
not to exceed thirty (30) days; and he shall
have power to revoke conditional pardons.
With the advice and consent of the Legislature, he may grant reprieves, commutations
of punishment and pardons in cases of treason.
Thus, decisions with respect to pamlc are exclusively a matter within the province of the executive
branch of eovcrnment. Indeed. the State aowars to
conccdc tlrst decisions with respect 11, parole are cxclusircly a rnuttcr wtlhin the pnwimc of the ercculive krmch of govr.r,mmr. 'The Stae, hnucvcr, i l l sists that no separation of powers problem exists.
First, the State argues that to allow jurors to consider
the existeftceof parole and g w d conduct presents no
canstitutional problem because the existence of these
factors is common knowledge amongjurors. We disagree. We are unwilling to hold that asserted "common knowledge" of citizens, including jurors, rewrites
constitutional provisions. We decline to accept the
premise that the Constitution of the State of Texas
is subject to daily amendment by farce of the

..
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preceived "common knowledge" of the moment. It
IS precisely that manner of government that the canstilutionsof ihe United States and of the State of Texas
are designed to protect against. Second, the State insists that no separationofpowen problem exists because article 37.07, $4 does not allow the jurors to
consider applicdm ofpamle andgwd conduct laws,
and that, indeed, the statute requires instructions to
that effect. We disagree. We conclude that article
37.07, $4 is an attempt to allow thejudicial branch
of government to exercise a powcr exclusively within
thepravince of the executive branch of government.
Weconclude that article37.07 $4, in the last analysis, is no more than an artfully drafted subterfuge to
permit the judicial branch of government, acting by
the trial court via instructions to the .
iurv.
.. to authorile the iurv to asemot to ooolv the oarole laws in
isreme of the parole laws is a matter of "common
knowledge" among jurors, we fail to see the need to
instruct them as to what they already know. Thus,
there must besame other reason for theinstructions.
We conclude that this other msan is to permit the
judicial branch, through jurors, to exercise executive
powers with respect to parole. Wc reach this canclusion bemuse the instructions directed by d e l e 37.07,
$4 go beyond the explanation suggested by Judge
Clinton in Keody v. Stale. 687 S.W.2d 757,762 IJeex.
Crim. App. 1985) (Clinton, J., dissenting). Thus, for
example, we conclude that the instructions directed
by article 37.07, S
4 and given in the present case,
exceed constitutionally permissible limits when they
provide:
Under the law applicable in this case, if the
defendant is sentenced to a term of imprisonment, he will not became eligible for parole
until the actual time served eauals one-third
of the sentence imposed or 20 years,
whichever is less, without mnsidemlion of any
goodconduct time hemay earn. Ifthedefendant is sentenced to a term of less than six
years, hemust serve at least two years before
he is eligible for parole. Eligibility for pamle
does not guarantee that parole will be granted.
With this information, article 37.07, $4 allows the
jury, in the words af Judge Davidson, to cngage in
action:
[Slusceptibleof but one construction, that being.. . a revolt by the jury against the eammutation and good-behavior laws of this state
and a denial to Ulis appellant of the rights given
him by those laws.
Solcido v. Sfate. 167 Tex. Crim. 173, 319 S.W.2d
329,334 (Tex. Crim. App. 1959) (Davidson, J.. dissenting). We conclude that the immediately abovequoted instruction directed by article 37.07, $4 permits the iurv to calculate and assess a sentence that
thwarts ihe.parole laws and executive department
powers as to parole laws. We reach this conclusion
because jurars, individually and silently in their own
minds, without discussion among themselves, can calculate a sentence lhat thwarts the parole laws and
executive powen as to parole laws and then vote to
assess a sentence designed to accomplish that objeclive. All without one word of discussion between

members of the jury. Thus, jury misconduct would
never surface. In short, we can only conclude that
the article 37.07, $4 instructions are not intended to
be helpful informational services to jurors. Instead,
we can only conclude that the article 37.07, $4 instructions are intended and designed to be a skillful
scheme to thwart the powers of theexecutive branch
of government and adenial of rights givenan accused
under the law.
Funhermore. u'e unnut agrw, ih,t the findl d~recled
in~tmctionof anid: 37.07. $1rass the \Lllute. That
fmal instruction reads:
You may consider the existence of thepamle
law and good conduct h e . However, you are
not to consider the extent to which e w d conduct time mav he awarded to or forfeiterl hv

-

be npplied to this panicular defendant.
(Emphasis added). We are at a loss to understand how
jurors are expected to distinguish between considerine thc eristewce of the oarole law and the manner
the trial court's instructions. Ai?rswwrrlz v. Store, 517
S.W.Zd274,277 Vex. Crim. App. 1975). Nevertheless, the presence of a correct&structian does not
cure the error of giving another inconsistent one.
Lowry v. Stare. 671 S.W.2d 601,603 (Tex. App.Dallas 198% revSl on o t l w gro~mds,692 S.W.2d
86 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985). Each instruction must
be judged in the context of the entire charge. Lowy,
671 S.W.2d at 603. It is fundamenlal to ourjurisprudence that instructions to the jury must be consistent
with each other, and not misleading to the jurors.
Lowry, 671 S.W.2d at 603. We conclude that to instruct iumn to distineuish between exisrerzce of the
parole law and nppficatio,rof the parole law creates
an irreconcilable eanflict and that this irreconcilable
conflict misleads jurors as a matter of law. Indeed,
the fact that the instructions so mislead the jurors illustrates the evil inherent in attempting to devise a
scheme acmmmndating public outcry against clemency laws and g w d time regulmions of this State. We
cannot accept fiction and subterfuge to circumvent
the Constitution of the State of Texas.

-

Disposition
Next, we consider the consequences that must follow this effort to circumvent the Constitution ofthe
State of Texas. It is well established that under article 11, $1 of the Constilution of ths State of Texas,
power which has been granted to one department of
government may be exercised only by that branch to
the exclusion of the athcrs, and any attempt by one
depaament of government to interfere with the powers
of another is null and void. Munroe v. Stole, 637
S.W.2d 475, 477 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982).'
Clenlencv Dowers embodied in the oarole svstem are
beyond Ule reach of interference by k e j u d i c k branch
and any action by the judicial branch to frustrate or
delay the exorcise of the power by the executive
branch is as much of an unconstitutional interference
as is an attcmpted usurpation of that power. Mwroe,
637 S.W.2d at 477. It is the duty of this court to uphold the constitution, not to subvert it. Sneed v. Smte,
670S.W.Zdat267 (Odom, J., dissenting). Wecan-
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Re: The Texas Speedy Trial Act: APrimer dant spends on bond is excludable under
the Speedy Trial Act.
Richard Kristin Weaver
In Lyles v. State, 653 S.W.2d 775
Voicefor the Defnse, September 1986
(Crim. App. 1983) defendant was arrested
thirty days after an information against him
Dear Mr. FitzGerald:
I found the article written by Richard K. was fded, remained in jail one day, posted
Weaver to be informative, however, I be- bond and was released. For various realieve that there is one area of misinforma- sons, the case was not tried until 228 days
after the filing of the information. The
tion in his article.
Mr. Weaver cites DeLeon v. State 635 defendant was on bond for 197 days. DurS.W.2d 771, 773 (Tex. App. Corpus ing these 197 days, the Speedy Trial Act
Christi 1982) for the proposition that all ran on defendants charges. If Mr. Weaver
time an accused spends on bond is exclnd- werecorrect, all the time after the 31st day
able from the computation of Article when Lyles was released on bond would
32.A02 C.C.P. A reading of DeLeon have been tolled and the state would not
shows that since there were no charges have bad a speedy trial problem regardlms
pending against defendant on July 1,1978 of the reason for delay.
I n h e vv. State, 641 S.W.2d 533 (Crim.
(the date the "Speedy Trial Act" took effect), the criminal action against DeLeon App. 1982), the defendant was arrested on
conunenced when he was indicted. C.C.P. October 4, 1978 and released on bond on
Art. 32.A02 Section 2(a). The defendant October 5, 1978. Defendant was indicted
in DeLRon was therefore tried within the December 5, 1978, rearrested December
27,1978 and tried MarchZ9,1979. A total
120 days.
A reading of "the Act" clearly shows that of 118 days elapsed between defendant's
thecriminal action co~ninenc&whcnan in- indictment on December 5, 1978 and his
dictment informationor coninhint is filcd trial on March 29, 1979. Under Mr.
against the defendant. However, if the Weaver's reasoning there would be no
defendant is detained in custody or Speedy Trial Act problem since all the time
released on bond before the filing of the after October 5,1978 when defendant was
indictment, information or complaint, then released on bond until indictment on Dethe criminal action commences on the date cember 5, would be excludable. The Court
of Criminal Appeals en banc, with no disof arrest.
None of the ten exceptions mention or sents, stated that the criminal action comeven imply that the time which the defen- menced on the date of defendant's arrest.

Frank Maloney, Past President and Charter Member of TCDLA (1971.72). was'
elected as President-Elect of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers
n August 1986. Maloney, the first president of TCDLA, urges those TCDLA mem-,I
I
lers not already members, to join NACDL.
Maloney said the next meeting of NACDL is in Chicago on October 24 & 25. Also.1
1e TCDLA spring trip, Fehmary 16-20, 1987, will be concurrent with the NACDL's,
I
pring meeting at Lake Tahoe, Nevada.
Another Past President of TCDLA (1979-80), Vincent Walker Perini, has been elected1
'resident of the Dallas Bar Association. V. Perini is only the second criminal defense
iwyer in recent history to lead the Dallas Bar Association of about 5,800 members.,
LA is proud to ;lave such outstanding members in our association. Their con-,
upport and hard work is a benefit to the criminal defense bar. Congratnl
-
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Obviously the court did not exclude from
its computation the time the defendant was
on bond.
Feel free to use this letter or any part
thereof if you feel it has any merit or will
he of benefit to your readers.
Sincerely,
RICHARD R. ALVARADO
Midland
From the Hitor:
Mr. Alvarado is quite correct in his observations noted above. Afer Mr. Weaver
forwarded his original article, we discussed thatportion of the article concerning the period of time a defendant is on
bond, and while there may be roomfor a
difference of opinion. Mr. Weaver submitted a second rexi which was to have been
printed. I senr the publisher the wrong tmt.
What Mr. Weaver intended to have prcbtished, beginning at the last sentence of
page 5 of the Septentber 1986 issue should
have read as follows:
"One example would be for the State to
prove that a witness who was necessav for
the State to make their case before the
Grand Jury was unavailable for tweniy
(20) days, and they had exercised due diligence in attempting to obtain the missing
witness. A reasonableperiod of time necessary for the Stote to secure the witness is
acludeable fmm the computation. See.
e.g.: Whalon v. State, -S. W.2d(Tex.Crim. App. No. 67.324 delivered
Februaiy 19, 1986). Having proved that
the necessary witness was unavailable, the
State would have managed to exclude
hventy days from the calcularion, thus,
their announcement of ready would be
within 120 days as mandated by the Act
and dismissal would not be required. See
also Davis v. State, 645 S. W.2d 855 (Tex.
App. -Austin, 1982, PDR refd) for a good
exon~pleof how days are counted."
The blame lies here, not with the author
of the article.

Death Penalty Litigation:
On the 10th Anniversary of the New Death Penalty
in the United States
crime and to appropriate defendants, states
may enact and carry out death penalty
laws.
Executions thereupon resumed with the
shooting by a volunteer firing squad of
Gary Mark Gilmore in Utah on January
17, 1977. After a 10-year moratorium on
capital punishment, the execution chambers of this country had been reopened.
Now, 10 years later, 37 states and two
federal jurisdictions have death penalty
laws on their hooks; there are over 1,700
Henry Schwamchild is the director of people on death row; more than 60 executhe Capital Punishmenr Project of the tions have taken place; over 3,000 death
American Civil Liberties Union. He is the sentences have beenimposed, and we confounder and first director of the National tinue to sentence to death almost 250 peoCoalitionAgainst the Death Penalty, and ple a year. Executions have become almost
continues to serve on the execwive com- routine again, worthy of hardly more than
perfunctory notice in any but the most conmime of the National Coalition.
From 19?2 tintil 1976, Mr. Schwarzs- scientious of news media. Every indication
child was director of the ACLU's Project points to a sharply increasing rate of exeon Amnesty (for Viehanr War resisters). cutions in the foreseeable future.
In the last few years, moreover, the
Before that, he Itad been a staff associate
of i h e Field Foundation and a fellow of Supreme Court bas retreated step by step
the Metropolitan Applied Research Center, from the requirements that it enunicated in
headed by Dr. Kenneth B. Clark. Front the 1970s of a specially high degree of
1964 until 1969, Mr. Schwarnchild was reliability, deliberateness, and reviewthe executive director of the Lawyers Con- abllity when the death penalty is imposed.
stitutional Defnse Committee, a civil- It has substantially loosened those staurights lawyers group active in Alabama, dards in almost every aspect of capital
Mississippi, and Louisiana. He partici- trials and appeals, from jury selection to
pated in thefirst desegregation sit-ins in the standards for exercising sentencing dis1960 and the Freedom Rides in 1961, and cretion, to the very procedures for reviewworked closely with Dr. Martin Luther ing the legal process that leads to the imKing, Jr. and the ofherleaders of the civil- position of the death sentence.
We now execute juveniles in this counrights movement.
Mr. Schwamchild served as research try.We execute mental defectives. We exproject director for the U.S. Deparbnent ecute people whose participation in the
of Sfafe, as educational director of the crime was less significant than that of coRand School of Social Science, as public defendants who got lesser sentences. We
relations director of the Inrematiom1 Res- execute primarily offenders who kill white
cue Comntittee, and as national publica- (rather than minority-oommunity) victims.
tions director of the Anti-Defamtion We execute in substantial disproportion
League of Bhai B'rith in the 1950s and black and Hispanic offenders. We execute
people who have not had the benefit of leearly 1960s.
Ten years ago, onJuly 2, 1976, the U.S.
Supreme Court decided Gregg v. Georgia
(428 U.S. 153) and four other death
penalty cases. In a series of opinions running to over 150 pages of printed text, a
deeply divided Court by a plurality held
that the death penalty does not violate the
United States Constitution. The Court
declared (hut if limitcd to the right prwcdurcs and standards, to thc right kind of

gal representation that would satisfy a
middle-class defendant aceused of shoplifting. We execute people who have declined
plea bargains offered by the prosecution
in which the State would have been satisfied with a medii-length prison term. We
will inevitably execute innocent people
. again.
We again have American executioners
who electrocute, asphyxiate, shoot, and iniect wison. all in the name of a societv that
wants to think of itself as civilized, humane, and enlightened.
Virtually every other country with
whom we sham social, legal, and moral
values has abolished capital punishment.
The international community, religious
leaders, human-rights agencies, political
and moral spokespe~~ons
all over the world
have called for the abolition of the death
penalty. But the United States seems to insist upon an official and ceremonious
bloodbath.
True, we have made some important
gains on capital punishment: We no longer
execute people for crimes other than homicide (such as rape or kidnapping); we no
longer have laws that mandare the death
penalty for some crimes; we no longer execute people after brief and unreviewed legal proceedings; we no longer generally
have juries fmm which blacks and other
minorities are systematically excluded.
These are real gains.
For all that, the fact remains that, 10
years ago, the Supreme Court tried to
make the death penalty work. The effort
has failed. We have as much crime as ever,
because the death penalty is no answer to
crime. It is, rather, an institution that
proclaims that it is all right to kill people
in order to solve problems (without even
any persuasive evidence that it does solve
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Ethics Notes
by Professor WWar W. Sfeela, Jr.
Readers are encouraged to submit quetions abovt eefhiil practice for discussion
in future columns by forwarding to Professor Walter W. Steele, Jr., Southern
Methodist University School of Law, Dallas, Texas 75275. This column will be
written monthly by a panel of authors,

his witness commit unanticipated perjury
during trial, but those conflicting approaches seem to have been swept aside
by the broad, unqualified langnqge used by
Chief Justice Burger in the lead Nix opinion. Note, however, that Nix didnot cammit perjury; Nix complained that he was
******+*****
denied the full swpe of his 6th Amendment
tight to counsel bacanse hislawyer refused
The Problem of Client Perjury
to allow him to commit perjury. Furthermore the lawyer threatened to testiw
Sooner or later most lawyers are faced
against Nix should he persist in his intenwith the problem of how to respond when
tion to testify falsely. See generally wna client or witness makes known an intencuning opinionby JusticeBremen atpage
tion to commit per'ry or to offer false evi1,000.
dence. At first glance the answer w m s
Nevertheless, although some of it may
rather simple and straightforward;
be dicta, the scope and impact of the
"Alawyer mav reveal: Theintention
Gods language in Nix is inescapable; a
of his client k commit a crime and
lawyer has a right, if not duty, to disclose
the information n w s a r y to prevent
Profssor Walrer W. Siede, Jr. (IL.B. pcqury whenever it arises in trial, Conthe crime." DR4-101 (C)(3) Texas
sider these statements h m the Court's lead
SMU) (LL.M. KT,Austin) t m h e s &miCode of Professional Responsibility.
I l d law, & i d
procedu~eand ~ r o f m - opinion.
.IW]e can discern no breach of
sional responsibili&,among other kbjecrs
"In his representation of a client a
arofessional dun, in Robinson's
ur Sourhem Methudist Universiry School of
lawyer shall not: knowingly useperLaw.
idefense litwyesj admonition to
jured testimony or false evidence."
respondent
that he would disDR7-I02 (A)(4) Texas Code of
vocate should reveal perjury to the court).
close respondent's perjury to the
Professional Responsibility.
It Is also interesting to note that Canon 26
court. . .A defendant who inof the original Texas Canons of ethics
formed his counsel that he was arIndeed, the answer indicated in the DRs reached the same result;
.a member
ranging to bribe or threatened witis rather simple and maightforward, upon trial of a cause in which perjury has
nesses or members of thejury would
provided the lawyer is lucky enough to been committed should bring the matter to
have no Pight" to insist on counsel's
learn of the client's or the witness's inten- the knowledge of the prosecuting
assistance or silence. Counsel would
tion in advance of trial. H e l m v. Stare, authorities. .
not belimited to advising against that
670 SW2d 644 (Tex.Crim.App. 19841
Unfomaldy, however, the scenario of
conduct. An attorney's duty of conheld that a defense aUorney did not vio- an attorney antiripating perjury is only a
fidentiality, which totally covers the
late the attorney-client privilege, and in small piece ofa much larger mosaic of perclient%admission of guilt, does not
fact acted properly, by advising the trial jury related events often encountered by
extend to a client's announced plans
judge, out of the jury's presence, that the attorneys. Two other scenarios occur comto engage in future criminal conduct
lawyer conld not e t h i d y question a wit- monly: (I) during direct examination of a
(cite omitted). In short, the responness whom the defendant insisted be client or witness the attorney reatlzes,
sibility of an ethical lawyer, as an
called, because the lawyer understood that without any forewarning, that perjury is
officer of the court and a key
the witness would commit perjury. Hid the being committed (2) during cross examicomponent of a system of justice,
lawyer questioned the perjurious witness nation of the attorney's client or of a witdedicated to a search for truth, is esthe lawyer would have violated DR7-102 ness proffed by that attorney, that attorsentidy the same whether the client
(A)(4). ("Using perjure3 testimony") and ney becomes aware that p e r j q is being
announces an intention to bribe or
would thus become a party to a violation committed. Enter in Nix v. Whiteside, 106
threaten witnesses or jurors or to
of Ak. 37.03 Tax. Pen. C. (Aggravated S. ct 988 (1986).
commit or procure perjury. No sysPerjury). See also Rule 3.3 andCimmcnt
In the past there have been conflicting
tem of justice worthy of the name
on Remedial Measures, ABA Model Rules approaches to the proper role and response
can tolerate a lesser standard." p.
of Professional Conduct (stating that an ad- for an attorney who O ~ S ~ Nhis
~ Sclient or
998.

". .
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Nix presents a strong perference for
viewing a defense attorney as an officer of
the court with a duty to prevent the admission of perjured testimony or false evidence, and Nix is a major decision in this
area of the law; hut Nix is not defdtive
of the full spectrum of perjury problems
faced by practicing lawyers. Cryptically,
all Nix holds is that it is not a violation of
the 6th Amendment for a lawyer who auticipates perjury to reveal that anticipation
to the court. Nix did not establish a duty
for a lawyer to reveal the anticipated perjury. Nor does Nix settle inherent 5th
Amendment issues that are especially pertinent when unanticipated perjury is the
problem.
In conclusion, although some progress
has been made of late towards providing
trial lawyers with practical and reliable
solutions to the diIemmas caused by perjurious witnesses, some aspects remain essentially untouched by the courts. See
Judge Teague's concurring opinion in
Maddox v. State, 613 SW2d 275, 287
(Tex.Crim.App. 1981).
A review of the three perjury scenarios
discussed above with a suggested solution
for each scenario follows:
First Scenario: Lawyer anticipates that

client or client's witness will commit perjury or sponsor false evidence. Solution:
Lawyer cannot knowingly use perjured testimony or false evidence DR7-102. Lawyer may prevent the anticipated crime by
revealing the facts to the court. DR4-101.
See also Nix v. Whitaide. Under no circumstances can the lawyer allow himself
to become a party to the-crime or perjury.

(C)(3). Ni. v. Xhitesidelends momentum
to the viewpoint that a lawyer may reveal,
but see Rule 503 Texas Rules of Criminal
Evidence which seemingly would bar
defense lawyer's testimony as an impeaching witness. Note that the rules of evidence
probably would not apply to defense lawyer's conversation with the judge in
camera.
DRI-IM
- ..- .-Third Scenario: During cross examinaSecondScenario: During direct exami- tion of attorney's client or of a witness
nation of the client or of witness, and profked by that attorney, that attorney bewithout warning, client or witness commits comes aware that perjuty is being commitperjury. Solution: Lawyer cannot "use" the ted. Solution: Lawyer cannot %& the perperjurious testimony, as by arguing it to jurions testimony; as by arguing that testhe jury. DR7-102. Lawyer should make timony to the jury. DR7-102. Hypothesizan effort at first recess to cause the wit- ing that lawyer may reveal his confidenness to recant. Lawyer should cease direct tial knowledge to the court under these
examination, because further questioning circumstances pushes the "office of the
is at least passive participation in the per- court" logic of Nix v. Whiteside to the exjury and could make the lawyer a party to treme. Likewise, the notion that the lawthe crime of perjury in violation of yer 'bay" reveal under DR4-101 (C3(3) is
problematic. Best argument for revealing
DR1-102.
As a matter of professional responsibil- is to equate the perjury with the "fraud" on
ity lawyer may reveal, only if this type of a tribunal which a lawyer Jnust reveal unperjury can logically be construed as an in- der DR7-102 @)(I). A more dependable
stance where the witness is intending to approach is for the lawyer to attempt to
commit a crime in the future, i.e. witness's convince the witness to recant, but to relast answer was perjurious, ergo the next main silent if those attempts fail.
answer will he perjurious also DR4-101

.

Legislative Report t

Looking to the 70th Legislative Session
by Dain Whitworth
In January of 1987, the 70th Session of
the Texas Legislature will convene and
proposed legislation is now beginning to
surface.
The City of Dallas has developed an
"Anticrime Package'' which reportedly has
been endorsed by 150 Texas cities. It includes: (1) permitting the use in evidence
of oral confessions: (2) providing for good
faith exceptions to the exclusionary rule;
(3) increasing the size of T.D.C., repeal
of the Prison Management Act, and limiting "good time" credits; (4) adopting RICO
legislation with civil sanctions and r e m e
dies for law enforcement and victims; (5)
permitting the use of juvenile court records
in sentencing hearings; (6) repealing the
Speedy Trial Act; (7) giving the State the
right to demand a jury at the guilt stage of

felony trials; (8) permitting the joinder of
offenses; and (9) providing for reporting
tothe D.P.S. of bulkpurchases ofprecursor chemicals used in the manufacture of
controlled substances.
The State Bar's Legislative Committee
has voted to support several Bills relating
to the practice of criminal law which include: (1) deposition of witnessesprovided good cause exists for taking a
deposition where the witness refused to
discuss his testimony and no written statement is made available, or where there is
a substantial likelihood the witness would
be unavailable for trial; (2) permitting
deferred adjudication after a trial and fmding of guilt; (3) discovery-expands the
scope of discovery in a criminal case hut
provides for reciprocal discovery and

notice of alibi defense; (4) permitting 10%
deposit bail bonds; (5) removing the examining trial requirement in juvenile eertification cases; (6) creating the office of
State Defense Attorney; and (7) adding
culpable mental states to Section
19.03(a)(3) Murder by act clearly dangerous to human life] of the Penal Code.
This is a small sample of what we can
expect to face next session. Based upon
current attitudes, I have come full circle
and believe that criminal defense lawyers,
as well as prosecutors and the public,
would benefit from having the Court of
Criminal Appeals adopt Rules of Criminal Procedure rather than leaving them to
Legislative enactment.

.
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From the Inside Out
Units of the Texas Department of Corrections
by William T. Habein
Regional Directors
CENTRAL REGION
Marshall Herklotz
Kent Ramsey, Assistant
Debbie Liles, Assistant
3010 Old Houston Rd. at Winding
Huntsville, Texas 77340
4091294-2790
NORTHERN REGION
Wayne Scott
Darwin Sanders, Assistant
Hassel Terry, Assistant
P.O. Box 128
Palestine, Texas 75861
2141928-2217, ext. 287
SOUTHERN REGION
Michael Moore
Larry Johns, Assistant
Margo Green, Assistant
10707 Corporate Dr., Suite 146
Stafford, Texas 77477
7 131240-7752
Board Liaison
James (Andy) Collins
515 Congress, Suite 1800
Austin, Texas 78701
5121474-7204

(Anderson County)
2141928-221 1, 12 or 2233
DARRINGTON UNIT (DA)
Warden Keith Price
Asst. Warden Norman McClure
Asst. Warden Richard G. Belanger
Asst. Warden Charles O'Reillv
Rt. 3, Box 59
Rosharon, Texas 77583
(Brazoria Countv)
Many of the r e a h s haw askedfor information relative to the various addresses
and phone numbers of the T.D.C. units.
The followirtg is tlmt list. While the
wardens may have changed since thepublication of the list, the addressesand phone
numbers are correct.

CENTRAL UNIT (C)
Warden Lepher Jenkins
Asst. Warden Wm. Winkler
One Circle Drive
Sugar Land, Texas 77478
(Fort Bend County)
7131491-2146
TEX-AN 850-1403

B E T 0 I UNIT (Bl)
Warden Terry L. Terrell
Asst. Warden Joe P. Collins, Jr
Asst. Warden Paul Pace
Asst. Warden Nash Moxon
P.O. Box 128
Tennessee Colony, Texas 75861
(Anderson County)
2141928-2217, 18 or 2225

CLEMENS UNIT (CN)
Warden David Moya
Asst. Warden Tommy Crow
Asst. Warden John Lindsey
Rt. 1, Box 1077
Brazoria, Texas 77422
(Brazoria County)
4091798-2188 or 89

B E T 0 11UNIT (B2)
Warden Elmer A. Alford
Asst. Warden Snaders Estes
Rt. 2 Box 250
Palestine, Texas 75801
(Anderson County)
2141723-5074, 75 or 76

COFFlELD UNIT (CO)
Warden Jack M. Garner
Asst. Warden Jimmy Alford
Asst. Warden Carl White
Asst. Warden Leslie Woods
Rt. 1, Box 150
Tennessee Colony, Texas 75861
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DIAGNOSTIC UNIT (DU)
Warden Billy R. Ware
Asst. Warden Lanny A. Steele
P.O. Box 100
Huntsville, Texas 77340
(Walker County)
4091295-5768. ext. 152
EASTHAM UNIT (EA)
Warden George Waldron
Asst. Warden Joe R. DriskeIl
Asst. Warden John Bonner
Asst. Warden Douglas Dretke
Rt. 1. Box 16
Lovelady, Texas 7585 1
(Houston Countv)
ELLIS I UNIT (El)
Warden Jerry Peterson
Asst. Warden Mickey Liles
Asst. Warden Herbert L. Seott
Asst. Warden John M. Gilbert
Huntsville, Texas 77343
(Walker County)
4091295-5756 or 57, ext. 155
ELLIS II UNiT (E2)
Warden Randy McLeod
Asst. Warden Richard Pustka
Asst. Warden Michael Contz
Asst. Warden Doyle B. McElvaney
Huntsville, Texas 77340
(Walker County)
4091291-4200

FERGUSON UNIT (FE)
Warden Chas. A. Blanchette
Asst. Warden Gary Johnson
Asst. Warden Charles R. Martin
Asst. Warden Mac Manning
Rt. 2, Box 20
Midway, Texas 75852
(Madison County)
4091348-3751, 3656, 5905
GATESVILLE UNIT (GV)
Warden Susan Cranford
Asst. Warden J a ~ M.
e Cockrell
Asst. Warden Linda M. Moten
1401 State School Road
Gatesville, Texas 76599
(Coryell County)
8171865-8431
GOREE UNIT (GR)
Warden Richard Fortenherry
Asst. Warden Charles D. Godwin
P.O. Box 38
Huntsville, Texas 77344
(Walker County)
4091295.6331 or 0386, ext. 151
HILLTOP UNIT (HT)
Warden Jerry Gunnels
Asst. Warden Kenneth Green, Jr.
1500 State School Road
Gatesville, Texas 76598
(Coryell County)
8171865-8901

Richmond, Texas 77469
(Fort Bend County)
7131491-3030

Navasota, Texas 77868
(Grimes County)
4091825-7547 or 48

JESTER I1 UNIT (12)
Warden Morris M. Jones
Rt. 2
Richmond, Texas 77469
(Fort Bend County)
7131491-3030

RAMSEY I UNIT (R1)
Warden James A. Shaw, Jr.
Asst. Warden Bruce Thaler
Asst. Warden Lon Glenn
Rt. 4, Box 1100
Rosharon, Texas 77583
(Brazoria County)
7131595.3491, 92 or 93
TEX-AN 872-2000

JESTER 111UNIT (53)
Warden Morris M. Jones
Asst. Warden Dayton Poppell
Rt. 2
Richmond, Texas 77469
lFort Bend Countv)
TDC HOSPITAL AT GALVESTON
(HG)
Warden Wesley Warner
Asst. Warden Ronald Drewery
P.O. Box 48, Sub. Sta. #1
Galveston, Texas 77550
4091761.2875. 6106 or 07
TEX-AN 856-2875
MOUNTAIN VIEW UNIT (MV)
Warden Catherine M. Craig
Asst. Warden Jeanette Boudreau
Rt. 4, Box 800
Gatesville, Texas 76528
(Coryell County)
8171865-7226 or 27

HUNTSVILLE UNIT [HV)
Warden Jack B. Pursley
Asst. Warden Robert Ott
Asst. Warden Robert Lampert
P.O. Box 99
Huntsville, Texas 77340
(Walker Countv)
4091295-6371,ext. 175
TEX-AN 871-6175

PACK I UNIT (PI)
Warden Bobby D. Morgan
Asst. Warden Roy H. Henderson
Rt. 3, Box 300
Navasota, Texas 77868
(Grimes County)
4091825-3728, 29 or 34

JESTER I UNIT (Jl)
Warden Morris M. Jones
Asst. Warden Edward Rreen
Rt. 2

PACK I1 UNIT (P2)
Warden Kenneth Hughes
Asst. Warden James Willett
Rt. 1, Box 1000

Death Penalty Litigation

tice, its imposition flouts the notion of due
process of law and the principle of the
equal protection of the laws. It remains a
legal, social, human, and moral disaster.
The Supreme Court decisions and much
public sentiment notwithstanding, abolitionists (who include religious leadership,
minority-communityorganizations, public-
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the problems). Capital punishment violates
the very essence of the constitutional ban
against cmel andunusual punishment, and
remains inconsistent with fundamental
values of our democrafic system. In prac-

RAMSEY I1 UNIT (R2)
Acting Warden Michael Wilson
Asst. Warden Michael Wilson
Asst. Warden Bryan S. Hartnett
Rt. 4, Box 1200
Rosharon, Texas 77583
fBrazoria Countv)

RAMSEY IIl UNIT (R3)
Warden Arthur Velasquez
Asst. Warden D.F. Donnell, Jr.
Rt. 4, Box 1300
Roshamn, Texas 77583
(Brazoria County)
7131595-3481 or 82

RETRIEVE UNIT (RV)
Warden Bobby Crawford
Asst. Warden L.V. Plentl
Rt. 4 Box 1500
Angleton, Texas 77515
(Brazoria County)
4091849-9306
WYNNE UNIT (WY)
Warden Lester Beaird
Asst. Warden L.N. Hodges
Asst. Warden Richard Jones
Huntsville, Texas 77349
(Walker County)
4091295-9126, 27 or 28, ext. 154
(12-9-85 [Revised])

H

interest law groups, and millions of enlightened people throughout the country)
will continueto seek to end capital punishment and to prevent executions, whether
by litigation, legislation, commutation, or
by the weight of a renewed public outcry
against this brutal and b~talizinginstimtion.
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List of Granted PDR's
Dear Kerry:
Please fmd enclosed an article by Mr.
Richard Banks describing the history and
function of this office. Further, a copy of
the list of pending PDR issues is included.
Feel free to divide the list as you see fit.
We will beproviding updates on aperiodic
basis. Although we anticipate doing so on
amonthly basis, if this will not accommodate your publication schedule, adjustments can most likely be made.
Lastly, please find included the state-

ment we would like included every time
this list, or subsequent updates, appears in
print. This matter is very important and is,
as we have discussed, arequirement set by
the Court for publication.
We hope these materials wiU be of
benefit to your publication. It is our hope
that your action in publishing and updating this list, along with other legal publications in Texas, will benefit the bench and
bar.
Please contact me for any additional in-

formation youmay require. We wouldappreciate a copy or copies of the publication containing the lead-in article should
that be convenient.
With my best wishes, I remain. .

.

Very truly yours,
JOHN G. JASUTA
Chief Staff Attorney

The Boys in the Basements A Short History
by Richard Banks
Executive Administrator
Court of Criminal Appeals
Most attorneys who regularly handle appellate matters before the Court of Criminal Appeals have heard allusions made to
"the boys in the basement." Who are these
"boys" and what do they do? Actually one
of the "boys" is female and none of the
"boys" have officed in tbe basement of the
Supreme Court Building since 1982.
The Administrative Staff was created on
March 1,1971 after the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration (LEAA) provided funds to the Court of Criminal
Appeals to fund positions for the two original boys in the basement: Marvin 0.
Teague, who became a Judge on the Court
in 1980, and Robert Huttash, who became
State Prosecuting Attorney in 1979.
The function of the original "boys" was
to screen and make recammendations to
the Court on Applications for Writ of
Habeas Corpus pursuant to Art. 11.07
V.A.C.C.P. and to answer correspondenee from inmates. After several months,
the AdministrativeStaff also began preparing *oral argument takeoffs" which analyze
the briefs filed by the parties in anticipation of oral argument before the Court.
When the Courts of Appeal obtained intermediate criminal appellate jurisdiction
in 1981, the Staff, in addition to its other
responsibilities, began to analyze andmake
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recommendations to the Court on aU Petitions for Discretionary Review (PDR).
The Administrative Staff is not to be
confused with the personal staff of each
Judge of the Court of Criminal Appeals.
Each personal staff is comprised of a
Secretary, a Briefing Attorney (who is
usually appointed for one year following
graduation from law school) and a
Research Assistant, a permanent attorney
position. These individuals assist the
Judges by doing legal research and by
helping to prepare opinions in such manner as a Judge may require.
On January 1, 1973 the position of Executive Administrator was created to
supervise the Administrative Staff and to
assist the Court in administrative matters.
The fust Executive Administrator was
Alfred Walker who served until December 1978. He was succeeded by Roy Rawls
who served until September of 1984.
Over the years the Administrative Staff
has included other capable attorneys who
have since left to pursue other endeavors:
Ken Anderson, Dan Green, Roy Greenwood, Walter C. Prentice, Patrick Shanuon, Buddy Stevens, W.W. 'Bill" Torrey,
Bill Vance, and John Yeager.
Thepresent AdministrativeStaffconsists
of Richard Banks, John G. Jasuta, Rick

Wetzel, Mary Anne Wiley and Ken
Schutze.
Richard Banks, Executive Administrator since December 1984, was an Assistant District Attorney in Dallas and Travis
Counties, and is Board Certified by the
Texas Board of Legal Specialization in
Criminal Law. His secretary is Margaret
Sims.
The Executive Administrator, inaddition
to assisting the Court in administrative
matters and supervising the other members
of the Administrative Staff, examines all
original matters such as Motions for Leave
to File Application for Writ of Habeas
Corpus invoking the original jurisdiction
of the Court, Motions for Leave to File
Application for Writ of Mandamus and
Prohibition, a11 Sfays of Execution and accompanying Applications for Writ of
Habeas Corpus pursuant to Art. 11.07 in
capital cases, Applications for Bail pursuant to Art. 44.040, and makes initial
evaluation of all Motions for Leave to File
Motions for Rehearing after a written opinion has been delivered by the Court.
John G. Jasuta, Chief Staff Attorney, has
been a member of the Administrative Staff
since November 1978. He formerly served
as a member of the Staff Counsel for Inmates, T.D.C., and as General Counsel to

the Board of Pardons and Paroles. The
Chief StaffAttorney is the right hand man
of the Executive Administrator. He coordinates with the other lawyers on the
Administrative Staff and supervises the
clerical staff: Faye Henderson, Betty
Hooper and Louise Hudson.
Rick Wetzel, Administrative Assistant
since March 1982, was formerly a member of the Staff Counsel for Inmates,
T.D.C., and was Research Assistant to
Judge Tom G. Davis.
Mary Anne Wiley, Administrative Assistant since September 1983, was First
Assistant Criminal District Attorney for
Lubbock County, and Adjunct Professor,
School of Business Administration, Texas
Tech University before joining the staff.
Ken Schutze, Administrative Assistant
since August 1985, previously served as
an Assistant County Attorney for Montgomery County, a member of the Staff
Counsel for Inmates, T.D.C., and as
Research Assistant to Judge Marvin 0.
Teague.
The lawyers of the Administrative Staff
"work up" the Petitions for Discretionary
Review and Applications for Writ of
Habeas Corpus pursuant to Art. 11.07,
review Motions for Rehearing after PDR
refused, prepare oral argument "takeoffs"
and supervise inmate correspondence.
When a Petition for Discretionary
Review is transmitted with the record from
a Court of Appeals to the Court of Criminal Appeals, it is examined by the Staff to
determine compliance with the appellate
rules, especially Tex. R. App. Pro. Rule
202 (d)(5). See Degrate v. State, No.
989-85 (Tex.Cr.App. 1986) delivered July

9,1986, in which appellant's petition was
summarily refused because he failed to
state any reason for the Court to exercise
its discretionary jurisdiction. Examples of
reasons for review are contaimed in Tex.
R. App. Pro. Rule 200 (c)(l-6).
Petitions determined to be in compliance
with the rules are reviewed by members
of the Administrative Staff and a memorandum is prepared for the use of all of the
Judges. This memorandum, together with
the Petition, any reply to the Petition and
the opinion from the Court of Appeals is
distributed to each Judge. The record, contained in a manila file folder(@, called a
"shuck," is sent to the Judge to whom the
PDR has been assigned in rotation but is
available to any other Judge.
The Administrative Staff attends the conference of the Court to assist in m e c tion with the matters they have prepared.
At conference the Presiding Judge conducts the flow of business. In the order of
seniority, beginning with the Presiding
Judge, the PDRs are 'kalled up" one at a
time. The Judge to whom a case is assigned
makes the initial presentation of the case
to the Court and, after discussion, an initial vote is taken. Four votes are required
in order to grant review of the case. This
process continues until the supply of PDRs
which have been worked up for the conference is exhausted.
If a PDR is refused, the "shuck" is
returned to the Court of Appeals whence
it came after fifteen days have passed and
no Motion for Rehearing has been filed.
If a Motion for Rehearing after PDR refused is filed, it is worked up by the Staff
and circulated to the Judges. These mat-

ters are ''called up" following the PDRs.
Four votes are required for a Motion for
Rehearing to be granted.
If a PDR is granted, the Clerk of the
Court notifies the parties who then fde
their briefs and give notice of any desire
for oral argument. When the briefs are
received the Staff prepares "takeoffsSto assist the Court at oral argument.
In any case where a PDR is granted and
an opinion delivered, the record in the case
remains permanently filed with the Court.
The third set of matters mu!inely "called
up" at conference are Applications for
Habeas Corpus fded pursuant to Art.
11.07. These, like the PDRs and the Motions for Rehearing, are reviewed by the
Staff, worked up in a memorandum, and
assigned in rotation to the Judges. Five
votes are required to "fde and set" a writ
of habeas corpus for submission. If the writ
is denied, no motion for rehearing will be
entertained.
As one can tell, the Administrative Staff
is privileged to work closely with the
Court. Virtually every piece of paper
which has been filed with the Court is examined and analyzed by thestaff. The opportunity to assist the Court in conference
and to witness the administration of criminal justice at the highest level is highly
beneficial to those of us who have been
chosen to serve the Court.
The Executive Administrator's office is
found in Room BG3 on the ground floor
of the Supreme Court Building. The Administrative Staff may be found across the
hall in room BG5. All may be reached at
1-512-463-1600.

Issues Presented in Petitions for Discretionary Review
Which Have Been Granted by the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals
and Which Are Presently Pending Decision
Since July 17, 1985 the administrative
staff attorneys of the Court of Criminal
Appeals have compiled, in the normal
course of business, a list of cases and legal issues on which the Court has granted
petitions for review. Although originally
prepared for internal use only, the Court
has authorized release of the list for puhlication and for use by the bench and bar
of Texas. The issues listed are summaries
as worded by the staff, and do not neces-

sarily reflect either the reasoning or the
phraseology used by the parties or by the
Court.
The following are the cases and issues
on which the Court of Criminal Appeals
granted review between July 17, 1985, and
July 30, 1986, for which the Court has not
yet delivered a written opinion:
PDR 0961-84 9/25/85, Raberl Delgado:
(1) Where the police officer was acting on

an informant's tip at the time he saw a
syringe sticking out of a package, was
there a probable cause to search? (2) Was
the evidence sufficient to show that thealleged substance was heroin where the
chemist described the test and gave results
of the unreliable test but did not give the
results of the sole reliable test that he
performed.
PDR 1169-84 9/16/85, Gertrude :stri'F
(1) Were the limitations on a cross-
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examination of the state's witness' mental
health problems proper when they possibly could have gone to his credibility? (2)
Was the bill of exception on the excluded
testimony from No. 1 above in conflict
with Koehler, 679116.
PDR 0062-85 1/22/86, Harris Co. (A's
PDIU, Agg. Rape of Child, Chas. Lee
Ross: (I) Whether Harris Co. r a t forms
are "continuances" for purpose of the
Speedy Trial Act?
PDR 0068-85 7/17/85, Thomas Joseph
Nelson: (1) Was a defendant's testimony
alone, at a hearing outside the jury's
presence, admissible to prove the prior
offense?
PDR 0078-85 7/17/85,Jose Zubia Pachem: (1) Was insanity raised by the testimony of the victims tbat the defendant
wasn't "fight"?
PDR 0094-85 10/08/85, Peter T. Luffred: (1) Does a waiver of a speedy trial
prior to a remand carry over to the trial
aftnr the remand. Article 32A.02, Sec.
2@). Retroactivity of Rosebury and Paris.
PDR 0099-85 9/16/85, Marvin E. Willard: (1) The admissibility of the defendant's wife's testimony in a murder prosecution of the defendant for killing his stepdaughter. Is Art. 38.11 in conflict with
Young, 603/1851?
PDR 0100-85 9/25/85, Raul Borrego
Flores: (1) Was the evidence sufficient to
prove the knife was a switchblade under
Section 46.067 (2) Is the state required to
prove actual use in order for a weapon to
be a prohibited weapon?
PDR 0121-85 9/16/85, Morgan Ernest
Black: (1) Is there a need to apply the law
of parties to the facts in the court's charge
when the evidence shows joint possession
(in a motor home traveling from Los Angeles) of the controlled substances?
PDR 0130-85 9/25/85, Jimmy Wayne
Wrighc (1) Whether promotion of obscenity information alleging magazine was patently offensive, instead of alleging magazine depicted or described patently offensive material, is fundamentally defective.
(2-4) Whether evidence sufficiently established appellant was party, as manager of
store, where he was shown to be manager
as of 3-4 weeks before offense.
PDR 0133-85 9/25/85, Ernest Charles
Carrington: (2) Whether exclusion of testimony that state%primary witness had a
bad reputation for truth and veracity was
error where reputation witness had heard
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others talk about witness, but had not herself talked to others about the witness'
reputation. (3) Whether evidence required
charges on involuntary manslaughter and
criminally negligent homicide where appellant testified tbat he knew if he shot at
his brother he probably would killhim, but
also stated that he fired at the ground to
scare h i , and did not shoot at him.
PDR 0137-85 9/16/85, Diane Marie
Mattias: (1) Are findings in a bench trial
binding when they conflict with the judgment? (2) Is intent to "consummate the
offer or agreement" an element of the
offense of prostitution?
PDR 0140-85 9/25/85, Andrew Cordell
Williams: (I) Whether warrantless search
of paper bag in appellant's truck was
proper. (Movements by another, reportedly a seller of MJ, which could have been
handing something to appellant whiie he
was sitfing inp&ed truck in neighborhood
where numerous MJ busts had been made
in past 2 years.
PDR 0149-85 9/25/85, Lee Warren
Eisenhauer: (1) Did Section 18.01 CCP
codify Aquilar/Spinelli or is lllinois v.
Gates the applicable standard? (2) Do the
facts of the case show a consent to search
at the airport, or was it caused by an illegal arrest?
PDR 0152-85 9/25/85, Terry Matthew
Sykes: (1) Does the Speedy Trial Act require exclusion of a 13-day time period
during which the defendant could not be
located? Does the running of the act commence with the arrest or the time of filing
of the complaint?
PDR 018285 10/30/85, Harpis Co.,
Murder, Kenneth Ray Brown: (1) Cobarrubio/Jenkins (no ohj.)
PDR 0192-85 10/22/85, Dallas Co.
(APPb PDR), Agg. Robbery, FrankElarn
Garrison 111: ( 1 ) Was defendant's confession the product of an unlawful arrest? Objection voiced for the fist time at trial after defendant blocked HIS. (2) Was court's
charge fundamentallv defective for nroviding &I improper definition of "knjfe?"
PDR 0211-85 2/19/86, Tarrant Co. (A's
PDR), Murder, Vernon Walter Roberts:
(1) Can mutually exclusive testimony be
combined to provide all elements of LIO,
thus requiring charge on LIO?
PDR 0221-85 10/23/85, Reeves Co.,
Poss. of C.S.:Heroin, Benito Salcido: (1)
Can abandonment be "voluntary"when the
abandonmentitself is brought about by ille-

gal police conduct?
PDR 0215-85 12/11/85, Dallas Co.,
Burg. ofHab., Gary WayneBrowning: (1)
Whether the objection that it was a comment on the weight of the evidence
preserved error in instructing the jury that
they could rely on a 'presumption" to establish an element of the state's case?
PDR 026285 10/23/85, Lubbock Co.,
Murder, Maurice Eugene Dancey: (1) Was
arrest illegal where policestrongly suspected that the leatherjacket tied to offense was
D's when they asked him to come down
for questioning? (The officer testified that
he would have brought him down by force
had that been necessary.) (2) When the
parts of the affidavit for the search warrant which were shown to be untrue are
omitted, is there sufficient probable cause
to justify the issuance of the search
warrant?
PDR 0267-85 10/23/85, D d a s Co.,
DWI, Fred Kenneth Thomas: ( 1 ) Is failure
to take breath test admissible in pre-84
DWI trials? (2) Is admission of failure to
take breath test, after request for counsel
before taking test, a violation of right to
counsel? (3) Must the jury be charged, on
request, that failure to take breath test after requesting counsel is not to he considered an actual refusal?
PDR 0273-85 10/15/85, DaMas Co.,
Agg. Sex Abuse of Child, Keith Webb: ( 1 )
Was extraneous offense (abuse of male
chid 3 years earlier) admissible after
defendant denied commission of sex abuse
of his stepdaughter?
PDR 0278-85 10/30/85, Hidalgo Co.,
Agg. Rob., WirfredJoseph Miller, Jr. :(I)
Whether search warrant on conclusory affidavit supplemented by other statements
was valid, and ifnot, whether taint was r e
moved from evidence and statements.
PDR 0283-85 10/30/85, Tarrant Co.,
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stitutiomtlity of Speedy rial Act.
PDR 0345-85 11/20/85, Jeflersun Co.,
Capild Murder. Lauru Lee Anderson
Goode: (1) Was witness' previous s t a b
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"You Can't Look Here"
A Search and Seizure Uodate
by Sfaa Weinberg and Ed w as on
In the shrunken confines of search and
seizure law remaining in the 1980s, one
question was left unanswered for the better part of three years, providing a dim,
flickering light to hold back the darkness
waiting to pounce and swallow up the remains of the exclusionary rule.
Jack Rawitsoher asked the question in
this column in the May 1986, Voice-Does
Article I, Section 9 of the Texas Constitution hold out greater protection to eachperson than the Supreme Court allows under
the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution
of the United States?
For several years there was some good
news and had news in this area. On the
good news side was Jack's hopeful prognostication that, at least as to warrantless
searches of vehicles incident to custodial
arrest, the question would not arise and the
wurt would not therefore write on the matter, as long as the state could show a right
to make an inventory search. Otherwise,
Jack forecast nothing but doom, i.e. the
Court would hold that there was no greater pmtection under the Texas Constitution
than that provided by the United States
Supreme Court under the Fourth
Amendment.
Additional good news lay in the fact that
broader interpretations of state constitutional provisions than that given to the
Fourth Amendment were being encouraged in dissenting opinions by Justices
Marshall, Brennan and Stevens.
Now the bad news. A majority of the
Court of Criminal Appeals has sapped the
independent vitality of the Texas "Exclusionary Rule" by adopting as Texas Judicial Policy, the plurality opinion set out in
Brown v. State, 654 S.W.2d 797 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1983) that: "this court has
opted to interpret our Constitution in
harmony with the Supreme Court's opinions interpreting the Fourth Amendment.''
Enter Osban v. State, No. 368-83 (delivered 9/17/86).
Originally, the Court of Criminal Appeals had reversed Brown's conviction for
possession of heroin on aplea of nolo wntendere, at 617 S.W.2d 196 (1981), on the
ground that warrantless seizure of a balloon with contraband in it was not justi-
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fied under the plain view doctrine. The
Supreme Court of the United States
reversed that judgement in Texas v.
Broivn, 103 S.Ct.1535 (1983), and
remanded the case to the Court of Criminal Appeals for further proceedings.
The Court held that the original Brown
decision rested solely on interpretation of
the Fourth Amendment. The plurality
opinion penned by Judge McCormick, then
put forth the proposition that the Texas
Constitution does not offer a more restrictive standard of protection tban that provided by the Fourth, and that it was not
the Court's job to do so and "engraft such
changes upon our Constitution." Three
judges agreed.
Judge Clinton wrote an opinion rejecting this harmony principle, joined by
Presidimg Judge Onion and Judge Miller.
Judge Teague dissented. Judge Odom,
heading for retirement from the Court,
kept the plurality's theory from becoming
the rule in Texas by just concurring in the
result without opinion.
The plurality opinion did recognize,
however, the basis for some good uewsthat the states are free to accept or reject
federal holdings and set standards for
themselves which grant broader protection
under stateconstitutionsthan that required
by the United States Constitution as read
by the Supreme Court. In Oregon v. Ham,
420 U.S. 714 (1975), the Supreme Court
stated that a state may "as a matter of its
own law" grant greater protection than the
minimum requirements mandated by the
high court. State courts could not grant
greater protection based on the Fourth
Amendment, therefore, because the
Supreme Court's interpretation of the
Fourth is the outer limit of protection available under the United States Constitution.
Many state courts have granted broader
protections under their state constitutions,
not on federal law, hut on state statutory
or constitutional grounds alone, under the
state court's absolute power to interpret its
own law.
Some state courts have taken up explicit
invitations in dissenting opinions in
Supreme Court Fourth Amendment cases
to reaffirm decisions on state grounds af-

ter the Supreme Court overmled them. A
prime example of this has been State v.
Opperman, 247N.W.2d 673 (S.D.1976),
on remand from South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U S . 364 (1976). which opened
the way for a wave of "inventory searches"
by police acting without warrant.
New Ymk v. Class, -U S . -,
106 S.Ct. 960 (1986), held that there is no
reasonable expectation of privacy under
the Fourth Amendment in a vehicle identification number and that a policeman can
reach inside the car to move papers hlocking his view of the number, and upon uncovering a gun inside, seize it and use it
as evidence at the defendant's trial. The
New York Court of Appeals, which had
originally found the search unconstitutional
and the gun suppressible and excludable in
472 N. E.2d 1009 (1984), refused to 'Aarmonize"itself with the Supreme Court, and
upon remand, as a matter of state law, held
the search bad and the gun excluded from
evidence.
The Supreme Court in Cily ofMesquite
v. Aladdin's Castle, 455 U S . 283 (1982),
has recognized that federal courts can rely
on state constitutionsto correct "equal protection" violations. And, since the decision
in Illinois v. Gutes, 462 U S . 213 (1983),
where the Supreme Court almost literally
eradicated the ability to gain suppression
of evidence obtained under facially sufficient warrants, criminal defense attorneys
must look more and more to state courts
for protection.
For lawyers in the State of Washington,
the good news is that the state's Supreme
Court has recognized that the language of
its state constitution generally provides
greater protection to persons than that
offeredby the Fourth Amendment. In State
v. Myrick, 688 P 2 d 151 (Wash. 1984), the
majority held that Art. 1, Sec. 7, of the
Washington Constitution goes beyond protecting "reasonable expectations of privacy" under Kaiz v. U.S.,389 U S . 347
(1967), or the "protected places" reasoning of Oliver v. U.S.,104 SCt. 1735
(1984), allowing surveillance of all open
fields. The Washington wurt ruled that the
state constitutional provision focuses on
protecting an individual's "private affairs"

and is not confined to state invasions of
privacy.
In State v. Jackson, 688 P.2d 136
(Wash. 1984), the Washington court
majority, relies on the same Art. 1, Sec.
7, turned down the new "totality of the circumstances" rule announced in Illinois v.
Gates.
A pioneer state in this area was Alaska,
whose Supreme Court, long before the
United States Supreme Court began chopping the Fourth Amendment down to size,
read its state constitution as providing
greater protection than the Fourth in Ellison v. State, 383 P.2d 716 [Alas. 1963).
The Montana Supreme Court found greater
protection in its own constitution than
provided in the Fourth in Stare v. Sawyer,
571 P.2d 1131 (Mont. 1977), relying not
only on a search and seizure provision
~imilarto the Fourth, but also on a right
of privacy section of the Montana Constitution requiring a showing of "con~pclling
state interest" hcforc thc right is infringed.
In Louisiana, where the state Supreme
Court had extended the probable cause
standard to school searches in State v.
Mora, 330 So.2d 900 (La. 1976), on remand from Louisiana v. Mora, 423 U S .
809 (1975), the State court's statement that
it had made its decision based on the Louisiana Constitution, insulated that holding
from further Supreme Court review.
One area of conflict between state courts
and the United States Supreme Court involves search incident to traffic arrests
challenged under the Fourth Amendment.
A number of state courts specifically rejected the holdings in United States v.
Robinson, 414 U.S. 218 (1973), and
Gustafson v. Florida, 414 U S . 260
(1973), that a full search incident to a custodial traffic arrest is permitted. In Hawaii,
the Supreme Court there held in State v.
Kahtna, 520 P.2d 51 (Hawaii 1974) that
a search incident to arrest can occur only
when facts indicate officer safety or
preserving evidence is a consideration. The
same holding occurred in California's Pwple v. Brisendine, 531 P.2d 1099 (1975).
Alaska in Zehrung v. State, 569 P.2d 189
(Alas. 1977), barred incident searches beyond a weapons frisk when the charge on
which the arrest was made is not one of
which evidence could be concealed on the
person.
Another area where state couas will not
follow the United States Supreme Court's
readings of the Fourth Amendment is in-

ventory searches, already noted. In addition to the South Dakota Supreme Court's
refusal to go along with South Dakota v.
Opperman, the Montana Supreme Court
shunned the inventory rule in State v. Sawyer, 571 P.2d 1131 (Mont. 1977). The
Louisiana Supreme Court in State v. Rome,
354 S. 2d 504 (La. 1978), reached a similar conclusion.
In Stae v. Aah, (decided 6/23/86), 39
Cr.L.2289, the Arizona Supreme Court
held that evidence obtained as a direct
result of an illegal search of a residence
is not eligible for admission under thea'inevitable discovery" rule ofNix v. Williams,
467 U S . 431 (1984), under the Arizona
Constitution's counterpart to the Fourth
Amendment.
In another area, closer geographically to
home, a majority of the Oklahoma
Supreme Court in Elmer v. Cifyof l a w ton, (decided 7/22/86), 39 Cr.L. 1069, has
declared that evidence obtained by an invalid search must also be excluded in a
civil ddministrativc: proceeding, bascd on
the Oklahoma Constitution counternart to
the Fourth Amendment, and nut on ;he apparent decision in U.S. Janis, 428 U.S.
433 (1976).
In the matter of consent searches, the
New Jersey Supreme Court has decided in
State v. Johnson. 346 A.2d 66 W.J. 1975),
directly counter to the holding in Schnecklorh v. Bustamonre, 412U.S. 218 (1973),

that warnings of the right to refuse consent are required for a consent search to
be valid.
And, hack home on the range, The
Court of Criminal Appeals has held in
Doescher v. Sfate, 578 S.W.2d 385
(1978), that a wrongful claim of lawful
authority to search renders a subsequent
consent involuntary, contradicting the
statement in Schneckloth that no one factor per se renders consent involuntary in
the absence of a "totality of the circumstances" analysis.
Now, back to the bad news. Jack
Rawitschefs hope that the question of how
broad are the protections of Art. I, Sec.
9 would not arise has permanently faded.
rn Osban, supra, the facts developed at a
pre-trial hearing on the defendant's motion
to suppress showed that on September 6,
1980, Dallas police officer, M. W. Dean
recognized the defendant driving a white
Cadillac in North Dallas. From conversations with other officers, Dean knew that
the defendant's driver's license had been
suspended through April 1981. After
checking the registration on the Cadillac
and determining that it belonged to the
defendant, Dean stopped the defendant and
asked to seehis driver's license. The defendant produced a valid Oklahoma license,
but a radio check confmed that the defendant's Texas license was under suspension.
At this point, the defendant was arrested

The Attorney Who Cares
PREPARES
Whatever the case. Whatever the Court.
Our National/lnternational Sentencing
Memorandum saves precious time. For
You. For Your Clients. When a life is on
the line, a second opinion can't hurt.
Call Now: 1-800-241-0095

NATIONAL LEGAL SERVICES
Sentencing Alternative Planning
710 Lake View Avenue, Atlanta, Ga. 30308
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and placed in the squad ear.
The officer oalled a wreckw to impound
the Cadiliac and began to =-arch the passenga cornpinanent of the car. Dean saw
what appwed to &Ethree %lack moTliesn
in the ahtray. Dean & t i W that he had
bxperienCes in arresting people for possession of "black molli~"and for mmflc vioIations. Dean also found "some movley
over the visor, some money in fbe da$h,
m o w in the glove hax, and money in the
front seatseatseat
amountiag to over $3,000Offticex Dean took the keys from the ignition and unlocked the ttunk &ere he
found 8 kandgm. Four were intmdud
athis trial for felany the&, and were i&ntitied .a9 stolen in a burglary seven4 days
befere.
Judge Tom G . Davis, writing far the
majority, posed the critical #&on aa:

'When an SEW&overs even a
s M amount af conmband in the
passenger compartment of an automobile, the key question to be gked,
in terms of determining probable
muse for a funher search, is whether
a man of rea.sonable eantion would

be warmted in the belief that other
wntraband items m y be located in
the trunkof the car. W s v .Brown,
460 U.S. 730, 103 8.a.1535, 75
L.EQ.2d 502 11983T. Put another
way, is it rea6nable"to mume t h t
an automobile driver or aassemr

York Y. Be&m 453 U.S. 454, 101 S.Ct.
WQ, 69 L.Ed.2d 768(1981), held thpf
Oflcer Dean wmjUslifiRd in ~ m h i the
~ g
passenger umpfirnent of the defenhnt's
car aAer he had olaced thc defendant under mest, and dasd upon the d k m y
of the black mollies and a larpamowt of
caslt, the ommr had prabable caw to
search the t m k .
more ofthesubssanw in zheautomoR is fair ro say that all three disentig
judges @uBgeaTeague, Clinton and MIet)
bide tmk. As the Supreme Conn of
Nebraska stated in Srae v. KetfsS
took issue wifb the Xlogic" ofthe majcrrity
3Q7 NN,W.816, 819 [Neb. 1981):
opinion. In the words of JydgeClinton, the
majority of the court %ow asks vhetber
Bavirrg found a qmntitfrof ilit wax reasonabk to 'assnme'a @ontmHd
licit dm@ in one part of the
sohstance 'might' be found in the car
automobile does not seudbiy
wn&."'BreatMa$ what might be dectihed
suggW the pmbab'iity that no
as a final sigh of disgust, Jndge CIialan
more such wbstance is
cmld not bring himself to "oin in fhjs
pram.''
gratuitous emasculation of the prob&le
came wpi~t:ment.*
The h a r t eventually overruled Gill v.
Judge Miller decrial the majotity opinSrate, 625 6W.W.M 307 JTex.CfEm. App. im wbieh"abr0gated our right tointerpret
1981), distinguished Mntd~nadov. State, omown Constimionsnd. ... h n d u s t o
528 S.W.2d 234 Vex.Crim.App. 1975), allowing the United States Supreme C ~ u r t
and, relying upon thermoning of i&ireil to do so." Judge Miller si@ off with
Smres v. Ross, 456 US. 798, 1M S.Ct. the&?&Ong words of waftling:
2157, fi L.Ed2d 572 (1982) and New
*. .tcr wWngly vest interpretatkxn
of any part of our mstitution in a
court composed of justice8 who are
neither elected by the peapie of
Texas not nemmlly nominbted for
office iry a prWent tbe people of
Texas elected, and who eertaiary are
not aceounfabl~to the ppeople of
Texas, is a genuine mvesty of T e m
jnece."

.

But fhb m y be only fhe first of many
opinions in the same vein. Qn SkptedYer
17,1986, i n H m & v. & t e , 100943,
tha miority opinion of the court specifically adop& -&e hestandard enunciated in
9rickIRnd v. WmhIngton,-US. 104 S.Ct.. 2 W 80 L.Ed.M 674 119843
in detw&nhg whether an a&usei
received the egeetive assistance of

wunsel.
For years, the Cemt of Criminal Appeals lamented the faot that various and
sundry errors raised on appeal w m not

g d e d upon our Texm Con&nt~m and
therefore, the Cowr had its proverbial
hands tied in resolving the issues p r a m ed. Now, maby of us wonder why the 'jud i d commation," if the bottom line was
to be %x of one, half dozen of another".

A View From The Bench
A Member Of The Team
by Hon. Larry Gist,Judge,
$ m i d Districf Court, Beaumo
Some time ago, I commented during a
local newspaper interview that members of
the criminal defense bar were ''adversaries"
to the criminaljustice system. When questioned further by the editor about the remark, I mentioned that it is the legal duty
of the defender to test the system constantly; to be ever vigilant; to make .sure that
the rest of us always did our job according to the law.
I got to thinking about this later and
reflected on the difficult role that must always be played by competent defense
counsel in dealing with the system and its
operation. Things Lie statistics, case flow
management, and local procedures ace not
usually the concern of the defense bar. Yet
a d e e ~ e view
r
of how things work in the
real Gorldmay show just how great a part
of the system falls within the province of
counsel for the accused.
Make no mistake about it, the greatest
duty and 1st commandment of the defender
is to defend. Primary importance must always be directed to the protection of all of
the rights guaranteed a defendant. But the
zeal needed for such an endeavor does not
necessarily involve a confrontation with
either the system or the individuals working on the "other" side. It reminds me of
a scene where the rest of us have our wagons in a circle and around and around ride
hundreds of attacking defense lawyers
making sure that the circle stays tight.
I imagine that in every murthouse in this
state, most of what gets done is handled
by the no glory folks-clerks, court administrators, bailiffs, probation officers
and the likc. A smile and somc fricndly dcmcanor can ohen accomnli.41in a mcnnent
what dozens of motions and hearings can
maybe do in days. Being ugly, unduly
stern or rude, even when properly serving the protection of the defendant, usually does little but make enemies. And often,
that results in everything being harder and
more unpleasant for everyone.
And what about the main powers of

L

-

doom-the police and prosecutors. They
can often, if used properly, be of invaluable aid to the defender. Nobody likes to
acknowledge it, but we all know it's so.
And when it comes time to fight, everyone gears up and does what their separate
oaths demand. But in fact, the latest court
reports show that approximately
95%-pay attention-95% of all criminal
cases end in agreement. So at least statistically, a major portion of our animosity
towards each other is really unnecessary.
Of course, attention also needs to be
given to the trial judge. I've talked to
hundreds and almost without exception.
those judges admire honest, well prepared
counsel who are both courteous and competent. The ultimate test is credibility.
Once counsel has earned the trust of not
only the trialjudge but everyone else in the
system, he will profit beyond his wildcst
cxocctations. All of us from time to time
need some slack, and a record of honesty
and fair dealing with the others involved
will usually accomplish the room we
need-to collect a fee-to make the deer
hunt-to get to the wifes birthday party or
whatever.
By way of example, at the beginning of
the punishment phase of a recent trial, the

Defendant's attorney asked to approach the
bench. He Lookedpale and anguished, and
in an exceptionallynervous tone admitted
he had failed to timely file an application
for probation. It is at difftcult times like
this that past credibility has such great
value. This lawyer had always been fair
with everyone, especially the prosecutors.
Without hesitation, the District Attorney
indicated he would not object to a late filing and a potentially very embarrassing
episode in the life of a top notch lawyer
was avoided.
By way of contrast, another attorney at
a large docket call rose to explain the reason for his clients absenee. Because his
hack was to the courtroom, he did not notice that the client stood when his name was
called. The attorney described how a terrible accident had occurred. He explained
that only a few days before, theclient was
knocked off an oil rig into the North Atlantic. He was recovered nearly dead and
taken by helicopter to anearby city where
it was discovered be had a brain tumor in
addition to everything else. His chance to
survive was slim and no one could predict
when, if ever, he would be able to attend
court. When I then pointed to the client
standing behind hi,he turned and said
about the only thing he could-"when did
they let you out?"
Then there was the time when in cross
examination of the defendant, the prosecutor asked; 'didn't your lawyer tell you
to get on the stand and lie?" to which the
defendant after a long pause replied; "I
would prefer that my lawyer answered that
question."
What these cxamoles denionstratc is the
remarkable differedce between those of us
who act professionally and those of us that
don't. All of us know who can be t ~ ~ t e d
and who can't. The Golden Rule of doing
unto others is certainly alive and well in
the criminal process.
continued mt page 24
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DWI Practice Gems
by J. Gary Trichber
Drivim while intoxicated criminal cases
are ripe Wifhnumerous legal issuesfor the
innovarive practiffoner. Accordingly, the
following is offered as food for fhought in
your practice. In this regard, the author
also invites your inquiries, suggestions and
commenfs.

I

offenses (mental and physical) a person
may commit. However, the State has done
so within one paragraph (the same paragraph) which is error.
IV.
The ermr arises because as per Article
. .no
paragraph may charge more than one
offense."
21.24@), Tex. Code Crim. Pro.,

Introduction

".

Last month's DWI article concerned itWHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIself with the Texas Code of Criminal
DERED,
the Defendant respectfully
Procedure's requirements for proper pleadreauests
this
Honorable Court to ouash
ing of a charging instrument. The memoparagraph one of the information as it is
randum therein suggests that a condition111 and specific verdict form be provided
J. Gary Trichteris apamer in the law defective.
to the jury. The memorandum is equally frm ofMaIIett, nichter & Brann in HousRespectfully submitted,
applicable herein. The following motion, ton, Texas. He is co-author of the t a t
like that of the previous issue, may be a entitledTexas Drunk Driving Law by Butfruitful ground for appeal if it is overruled terworth Publishers. Mr. Trichter has a h
ATTORNEY
by the trial court.
written many journal arficles and has
taught as an aquncf professor of law at
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
NO
South Texas ColZege of Law arrd the UniTHE STATE OP TEXAS $ lN THE UlUNTi WMINAL
versity of Houston Law Center.
w.
S COURT AT LAW NO
I hereby certify that a true and correct
0
CMMTY, TEXAS
copy
of the above and foregoing Motion
MOTION TO QUASH IMPAIRMENTP~GRAF'H OF THE
has been furnished to the Assistant District
LNPDRMATION FOR IMPROPHR IOINWR
hide in a public place. (emphasis
Attorney presently assigned to this case by
added)
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF
Complaint is made with regard to the use hand delivery on this the -day of
SAID COURT:
198-.
of the term "and" in the phrase "mental and
COMES NOW, the Defendant, (Defen- physical faculties'' in that the aforemendant's name), by and through his counsel, tioned charging paragraph alleges two
and moves this Honorable Court to Quash DWI offenses in one paragraph.
ATTORNEY
the first paragraph of the information
which chargeshe;ein that the Defendant
11.
NO. THE STATE OF TEXAS D IN THE COUNTY UUMlNAL
was intoxicated because he did not have
v%.
B COURT AT LAW NO i
COUNTY, TEXAS
"the normal use of his mental and physiSpecifically, Article 67011-l(a) sec. 6@)
cal faculties." In support hereof, Counsel provides that "a person commits an offense
ORDER
would show:
if the verson is intoxicated while drivine
or operating a motor vehicle in a publG
On this day came on to be heard lhe
place." Further, as per the Article's sub- Defendant's Motion to Quash Impairment
section (a)(2)(A), "intoxicatednmeans: "not Paragraph of the Information for Improper
The Defendant is charged by informa- having the normal use of mental or phy- Joinder, and the Court having considered
tion in this cause. The pertinent language sical faculties by reason of the introduc- the same, it is hereby in all things
of the first paragraph charging the Defen- tion of alcohol, a contmlled substance, a
dant with driving whde intoxicated (DWI) drug, or a combination of two or more of
GRANTED DENIED.
provides:
the substances into the body. . . ."
While intoxicated, namely, not
DONE and SIGNED this
day of
having the normal use of his mental
198-.
and physical faculties by the reason
of the introduction of alcohol inm his
It is clear from reading the information
body, drive and operate a motor vethat the State has alleged two distinct DWI
JUDGE PRESIDING
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The Federal Corner
by F.R. "Buck" Eles, Jr.
A drug case with an interesting attomeyclient issue that is well worth watching is
United States ofAmerica v. Albert Samuel
Pomta, Jr., James Lyne Hamage, George
M. Sharer, and Christopher James Reo,
mo. 85-1644,5th Cireuit, decided August
5,1986; to be reported at :796 F.2d 7241.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the wnvictinns of Appellants Fortna, Sharer, and
Reo but directed the District Court to conduct a supplemental hearing on Harnage's
Motion to Quash the Indictment.
Harnage claimed to have retained a
Colorado criminal defense lawyer. James
Smith, in the winter of 1983-84. Without
question, Harnage had described his drug
dealings to Smith, had shared cocaine with
him, and had said he might need an attorney in the future. Smith agreed to accept
(and did accept) a $1,000.00 retainer.
Smith himself became a suspect in a
drug investigation conducted by the
Aurora, Colorado, PoliceDeparhnent. In
April, 1984, Smith met with F.B.I. Agent
Charles Evans and furnished a list of approximately 20 persons who could supply
cocaine. Harnage's name was on the list.
Along with the other defendants, Harnage
was indicted and convicted for various
offenses involving a conspiracy to import
cocaine.
Harnagefded a Motion to Quash the Indictment alleging that the Government im-

A View From the Bench
Eonfbludfron page 21

So its the personal and professional relationship that exists between us that either
makes our work such a joy or a total terror. Nobody has to sacrifice or compromise their integrity or role. And because we all have to work together,
defense counsel are just as important a
member of the team as anyone else.
Cooperation, friendship and trust will help
all of us do our respectivejobs a lot better
and certainly in a more pleasant
surrounding.
To be sure, loyal defense counsel have.
the duty and obligation to fight toath and
toenail for the rights of the accused. But

permissively obtained evidence againsthim
from James Smith in violation of his
attorney-client privilege. At a hearing hefore the district court, Agent Evans testified as to the information which he had
obtained from James Smith. At first, the
district court entered an order authorizing
Smith's subpoena, and the subpoena was
served. Thereafter, the court held the subpoena in abeyance until after the pre-trial
hearing. After the hearing, the district
court released the subpoena, finding that
Harnage had failed to show a need to compel Smith's presence.
The district court concluded that Harnage failed to establish all the elements of
theattorney-client relationship, finding (1)
that Smith was not acting as a lawyer during their communication, (2)that their conversations occurred Tn the presence of
strangers" and (3) that "they met socially
and for the purpose of committing a
crime."
The district court relied upon the definition of the attorney-client privilege as set
out in In Re Grand Jury Proceedings. 517
F.2d 666 (5th Circuit 1975): 'yl) the asserted holder of the privilege is or sought
to become a client, (2) the person to whom
the wmmunieation was made (a) is (the)
member of a bar or a court, or his subordinate and @) in connection with this communication is acting as a lawyer, (3) the
it's the method of the fight that will ultimately determine the difference between
a worthy "adversary" and an enemy. The
former displays the highest credentials of
our profession. The latter will always have
a tough time.
Some lawyers for whom I hold the
greatest admiration have caused me untold
grief. But they did it professionally and
honestly. They did not mislead me legally
or factually. When they won, they did it
fair and square. When they lost, they were
gentlemen to the end. They deserve and
receive respect.
It is this standard which all of us should
strive to attain-all of us, judges, prosecutors, clerks, court administrators,
bailiffs, probation officers-and yes-
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communication relates to a fact of which
the attorney was informed (a) by his client
@) without the presence af strangers (c)
for the purpose of securingprimarily either
[i) an opinion on law or (2)legal services
or (iii) assistance in some legal proceeding, and not (dl for the purpose of committing a crime or tort; and (4) the
privilege has been (a) claimed and @) not
waived by the client."
The Court of Appeals agreed with Harnage's claim that the district court abused
its discretion in refusing to issue the subpoena. b themostinterestinglanguage of
the opinion, the Court writes, "Smith's
mere use (pssibly without payment) of the
cocaine with Harnage during the communication may not have bean in furtherance
of the importationor distribution schemes
that Harnage discussed with Smith." [citing United States v. Valencia. 541 F.2d
618 (6th Circuit 1976)l.
So often, we think of the attorney-client
relationship beginning in the sterile confines of a law office, Here, we may have
another holding where the attorney-client
relationship begins while the attorney and
the client are each acting in violation of
both state and federal laws.
It will be interesting to see what the trial
court does in its mandated hearing and
what the Court of Appeals does in its
second look at the case.
I
defense counsel. All of us-members of
the same justice team, going about our
respective rounds in an appropriate professional manner.
Our system has been so brilliantly
designed that the highest quality ofjustice
can be obtained only when each of us
properly discharge our respective duties.
In a sense, we need to work together
against each other. Sounds kind of crazy,
but we all know that when we each do a
first elassjob, we come as close as we can
to finding perfect justice.
So when it works right, not only is
justice attained hut we all get that solid
good feeling that comes from knowing we
did our very best. And we all share the
pride of knowing that our team won.

.
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R u s t y L e o n OSBAN,
NO.
368-83
O p i n i o n on S t a t e ' s P e t i t i o n
for
D i s c r e t i o n a r y Review:
F e l o n y T h e f t C o n v i c t i o n A f f i r m e d -Judge Tom D a v i s ,
9/17/86 [ D i s s e n t i n g O p i n i o n s by Judges T e a g u e ,
C l i n t o n and M i l l e r ]
NOTE:

C o u r t o f A p p e a l s opinion r e p o r t e d a t 648 S.W.2d

790.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE -- DISCOVERY OF SMALL AMOUNT OF CONTRABAND I N
PASSENGER COMPARTMENT PROVIDED PROBABLE CAUSE FOR SEARCH OF TRUNK
INITIAL
SEARCH OF PASSENGER AREA AUTHORIZED UNDER NEW
YORK V. BELTON AS SEARCH I N C I D E N T TO V A L I D CUSTODIAL ARREST:

--

Facts:

Cop saw D d r i v i n g C a d i l l a c i n N o r t h D a l l a s ;
from his
conversations w i t h o t h e r o f f i c e r s cop k n e w D ' s d r i v e r ' s
license
had been suspended f o r another s i x or
seven m o n t h s .
After
checking t h a t C a d i l l a c r e g i s t e r e d t o D,
cop stopped D and asked
t o see h i s d r i v e r ' s l i c e n s e .
D produced a v a l i d O k l a h o m a
but r a d i o c h e c k c o n f i r m e d t h a t D ' s T e x a s l i c e n s e w a s
license,
under s u s p e n s i o n .
D w a s t h e n a r r e s t e d and p l a c e d i n squad c a r .
Cop c a l l e d w r e c k e r t o
i m p o u n d C a d i l l a c and began t o s e a r c h
f i n d i n g 3 " B l a c k M o l l i e s " i n t h e ashtray
passenger compartment,
and $3,000.00 over t h e v i s o r ,
i n t h e glovebox.
on t h e dash and
i n t h e f r o n t seat.
C o p took keys f r o m i g n i t i o n and u n l o c k e d
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trunk, finding 8 handguns, 4 of which were introduced at trial
and identified as stolen In burglary several days earlier.
[Although not addressed in the majority opinion, DISSENT also
points out that there was alternative to impoundment because D
told cop his ex-wife was there and could take the keys and
custody of the car; officer refused to do so because he didn't
know who woman was.]

Held:

The key question to be asked in determining probable cause
for a further search when an officer discovers a small amount of
contraband in the passenger compartment of a car is:
"Whether a
man of reasonable caution would be warranted in the belief that
-- i .e.,
other contraband items may be located in the trunk"
"Is it reasonable to assume that an automobile driver or
passenger presumably possessing an illegal controlled substance
might be hiding more of the substance in the trunk*'?
Majority finds that even if discovery of "Black Mollies" gave
probable cause for trunk search, question remains whether officer
was justified in searching passenger compartment in first place.
Majority then relies on New York v. Belton, 453 U.S. 454 0981)
for proposition that search incident to valid custodial arrest of
persons who are in or recently have been in an automobile extends
to the entire passenger compartment and all containers [open or
closed1 found there.
Although State had never relied on Belton
to support validity of search, Belton controls.
Dissents: Both Judges Clinton and Teague argue that an inventory
search was not necessary because there was someone else available
to take custody of the car, therefore any impoundment was
gratuitous and unlawful.
Judge Clinton would resolve the issue
of probable cause to search the trunk as:
Based on the facts
purporting to give rise to probable cause in this case, how
extensive a search could a magistrate have authorized?
Cllnton
expresses concern that the majority asks if it was reasonable to
"assume" a controlled substance "might" be found in the trunk.
arguing that to say a probability is "suggested" is really no
more than to point out a possibility and that such a standard
seriously
undermines probable cause.
Judge Miller
joins
Clinton's dissent and additionally decries the Court's abdication
of its right to determine search and seizure issues as a matter
of state constitutional law, which he sees evidenced by the
majority's
reliance
on the earlier plurality opinion
of
Brown v. State, 657 S.W.2d 797 (1983).
Ex parte James Rathmell, No. 973-83 -- Opinion on State's PDR:
-- Judge McCormick.
Pre-Trial Habeas Corpus Relief Denied
9/17/86 [Dissenting Opinions by Judges Onion,
Clinton and
Teague]
NOTE: Appeal of first prosecution reported at 693 S.W.Zd
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498.

DOUBLE JEOPARDY -- HOW MANY MANSLAUGHTER PROSECUTIONS LIE WHEN
TCA says two.
D IS DWI AND HITS CAR KILLING BOTH OCCUPANTS?
Here D filed pretrial habeas corpus application seeking to bar
second involuntary manslaughter prosecution on theory that trial
would expose him to double jeopardy.
Stipulated writ evidence
showed that: While D was driving while intoxicated, he struck an
automobile in which two women were riding; both women dled as a
result; D was indicted separately for involuntary manslaughter
for each death; D was subsequently convicted in d e a t h - o f one
woman and punishment was assessed at 2 years confinement.
Court of Appeals granted habeas relief on D's claim of double
jeopardy and dismissed second indictment; State sought PDR.
[PROCEDURAL NOTE:
The pretrial writ of habeas corpus is an
appropriate remedy to review a double jeopardy claim. Under such
circumstances an interlocutory appeal is not only "a proper but a
preferred remedy".]
Held:
Neither Blockburger C284 U.S. 684 (1980)l nor McWilliams
C634 S.W.2d
815 (198211 apply precisely to D's
case. The
rationale of those cases applies to situations in whlch the
criminal
conduct
violates 2 separate distinct
statutory
provisions? here D's conduct violates one distinct statutory act
-- twice. The offense of involuntary manslaughter is completed
wfth the death of a single individual; it is of no consequence
whether the other death in question occurred prior to, contemporaneously with, or subsequent to the death for which D was first
tried.
Dissent [Teaquel:
Argues that jeopardy applies to D's right not
to be doubly punished for a single criminal act of misconduct -i.e., State is seeking to prosecute D a second time for violating
the same criminal statute through one behavorial act.
Dissent [Onion]:
Asserts that this was an improper use of the
pre-trial habeas corpus procedure.
Judge Onion views the
procedure as a piecemeal appeal, arguing that in most clear cut
double jeopardy situations the State is not likely to seek a
second prosecution.
Dissent [Clinton]:
Stressing that there is commonality in every
element of the offense when more than one victim dies, Judge
Clinton finds no legislative Intent for double punlshment.
Blockburger, which is purely a rule of statutory construction,
applies only when the same act or transaction constitutes a
violation of two distinct statutory provisions.
No. 10009-83 -- Opinion on Appellant's
PDR:
Paul HERNANDEZ,
-- Judge Tom Davis
Capital
Murder
Conviction Affirmed
[Concurring Opinion by Judge Clinton; Dissenting and Concurring
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I
i
I

I

I
I

Opinion by Judge Teague],

9/17/86

INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL -- STRICKLAND V. WASHINGTON
ADOPTED AS A MATTER OF STATE LAW; NO GREATER PROTECTION OFFERED
BY TEXAS CONSTITUTION THAN AS A MATTER OF FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW :
The two-pronged test of Strickland v. Washington Ci04 S.Ct. 2052
(1984)l is adopted in full.
The majority holds that the Texas
Constitution offers no greater rights or protections than the
Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution.
The
first prong of Strickland 1I.e.. the standard for determining
ineffectiveness] differs little or not at all from pre-Strickland
opinions of the Court.
The second prong Ci-e., the test for
-- a reasonable probability that the result would
prejudice
have been different] differs from the former Texas rule [See.
parte Duffy, 607 S.W.2d 507 (1980) holding that effective
assistance was so important a right to a petitioner condemned to
death that its infraction could never be treated as harmless
error]. Nevertheless, after a review of the history of the state
constitutional and statutory provlsions, the majority concluded
that they did not create a more protective standard than
Strickland.
Having decided to follow in full the Strickland
standards in determining effective assfstance and prejudice
resulting therefrom, the majority went on to review each
individual claim.

I

***
CD asserted 3 reasons for his claim of
ineffective
(1)
failure to pursue insanity defense because of
assistance:
incomplete investigation
(2) presentation of evidence that
rebutted the defense of self-defense (through examination of co(3) ignor,mce of facts of case and governing law
defendants)
(Example:
Atty impeaches co-D with his confession which allows
introduction of extraneous offenses;
failure to
subpoena
witnesses)] * * *
Majority concluded from a review of the entire record, that trial
counsel rendered "sub-par" assistance but that in the particular
instances where this occurred, it was not shown that the result
would have been different had trial counsel's assistance been
effective.
-- INTERPLAY OF VOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER AND
CAUTIONARY NOTE
CAPITAL MURDER:
In a footnote relative to a jury charge issue
t.he majority made the following observation:

....

Moreover, we do not believe that
'sudden passion' arises from an 'adequate
cause' under V.T.C.A.. Penal Code, Sec. 19.04.
when a D is in the course of committing one of
the
underlying
offenses
delineated
in
II
V.T.C.A.. Penal Code. Sec. 19.03(a)(2)
(1

...
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Concurring [Clintonl:
Argues that review should not have been
granted. Strickland was not decided until after PDR was filed -the issue of whether to follow Strickland was not decided by the
Ct/App OR briefed or argued by the parties.
Judge Clinton also takes issue with the majority's statement
that Art I, Sec. 10 of the Texas Constitution cannot be
interpreted to give greater than Strickland scope.
In support
he cites to the fact that for at least 4 years, Texas provided a
right of counsel based solely on state law, and that the Texas
Constitution does not incorportate the federal Bill of Rights
verbatim and is in part based on the Mexican experience.
Judge Clinton also urges that it is the CUMULATIVE effect of
counsel's errors that must be evaluated and not the effect of
each individual error.
Concurring and Dissenting
[Teaguel:
Going into the facts
surrounding the Strickland case, Judge Teague asserts that the
issue of whether trial counsel was ineffective in that case did
not concern the merits of the case itself, either as to pretrial
(1) D to
or trial.
He would adopt a two-part test requiring:
show that the specific act would be considered erroneous by the
average criminal attorney, and ( 2 ) State to show that no actual
prejudice resulted thereform or that error was harmless.
James Wallace VICKNAIR,
No. 036-84 -- Optnion on State's PDR:
Remanded to Court of Appeals -- Judge Tom Davis [Dissenting
Opinions by Judges Teague and Clinton], 9/17/86
NOTE:

Court of Appeals decision reported at 670 S.W.2d 286.

SEARCH AND SEIZURE -CAUSE TO STOP D'S CAR:

CRACKED TAIL LIGHT GAVE OFFICERS PROBABLE

it had a
Facts:
Cop saw car with defective taillight -- i.e..
cracked lens and white light showed to the rear of the car while
moving.
Cops stopped car; D was driver.
D had no Texas
license and was placed under arresst.
Marihuana discovered in
plain view in car.
Ct/App reversed on a finding that a cracked taillight emitting a
white light is not a violation of Art. 6701d, Sec. 1 1 1 [Motor
Vehicle Laws pertaining to equipment] and D's taillight did emit
a visible red light at all times.
TCA ignored that section of
the civil statutes in favor of the "Inspection of Vehicles"
section and the Administrative Code.
After
much
cross
referencing between the civil statutes and the Act and D.P.S.
regs and rules, majority concluded that "the criteria promulgated
by the Department under authority of the Act constitute the
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criteria of good working order and adjustments as required in the
Act" [i.e., Would D's car qualify for an inspection sticker?] A
Person driving a motor vehicle with equipment that is not in
"good working order and adjustment" is guilty of a misdemeanor.
A Warrantless arrest is sanctioned under Section 153 of Art.
6701d.
Dissent [Clintonl:
"To resort to a 'chart' in an administrative
code and a 'rules and regulations manual' said to be on file in
courthouses and in vehicle inspection stations to find probable
cause and authority to stop an automobile the citizen is lawfully
3perating otherwise is an incredible demonstration of judicial
imposition of that kind of 'order' intended in the familiar but
3ften misunderstood phrase 'law and order'."
PDR:
:harles Andrew MESSER,
No. 570-84 -- Opinion on Ap's
Possession Cocaine Conviction Reversed, Remanded for Acquittal
-Judge Miller. 9/17/86
STIPULATIONS
TRIAL JUDGE?

-- WHAT HAPPENS WHEN STIPULATION NOT SIGNED BY

If that constitutes all of State's evidence, conviction will be
reversed on sufficiency grounds.
Here both sides entered stipulation and agreed that if State were to call its witnesses, they
would testify to the facts contained in the offense report.
Stipulation was signed by D, his attorney, and D.A.; it was not
approved and signed by trial court.
Held: ( 1 ) Stipulation and
everything it contained Cf-e., offense report] may not be
( 2 ) D did not waiver error in stipulaconsidered as evidence;
tion by failing to object to it at trial [i.e..
failure of trial
judge to sign stipulation is fundamental error and can be raised
for first time on appeal]; and ( 3 ) because D's statement that his
bag contained cocaine was part of offense report, it was never
Properly admitted into evidence and could not be used to support
conviction.
Ex parte Calvin Lloyd Padgett.
No. 766-84 -- Opinion on Ap's
-- Judge
Campbell
PDR:
Pre-Trial
Habeas
Relief Denied
[Dissenting Opinions by Onion and Teaguel. 9/17/86
DOUBLE JEOPARDY -- COLLATERAL ESTOPPEL -- WHAT IS THE EFFECT
OF A FAILURE TO ANSWER SPECIAL ISSUE NO. 2 ON THE CAPITAL MURDER
TRIAL OF A SECOND VICTIM OF THE SAME ROBBERY?
Majority finds that an inability to answer a special Issue is not
the same as a negative answer. Therefore, there is no collateral
estoppel problem in prosecuting as capital the trial involving
the second victim of the same robbery after the jury in the first
trial had been unable to answer Special Issue No. 2 on future
dangerousness.
Majority viewed jury's
inability to answer
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Special Issue No. 2 as merely a "nonanswer" rather than an acutal
determination of the future dangerousness fssue.
To reach that
conclusion majority relied on legislative history to Art. 37.071
and fact that prospective jurors may not be informed of the
effect of failure of the jury to agree on an issue submitted
under that Article.
Dissent [Clinton, joined by Teague]:
The inabilfty of a Jury to
answer any special issue submitted to it is treated by the
Legislature as the functional equivalent of a negative answer,
resuling in a Judgment imposing a life sentence.
Louis King CAMPBELL, No. 1018-84 -- Opinion on Ap's PDR: Court
of Appeals Reversed -- Judge Miller [With Judges Onion and
McCormick
concurring in results and Concurring Opinion by
Teague]. 9/17/86
-- EVEN UNDER NEW RULES OF
EVIDENCE,
PRIOR
BOLSTERING
CONSISTENT STATEMENT MUST BE MADE AT A TIME BEFORE SPEAKER HAD A
MOTIVE TO FABRICATE:

Facts:

D killed deceased in front yard by hitting him in head
heavy object.
No one at scene volunteered information to
investigating officers.
One month later cops told by Crime
Stoppers that Jackson was witness.
Jackson later gave statement
and
was State's eyewitness at trial.
Her
version
was
contradicted by D ahd his 2 eyewitnesses. D's entire case turned
on self-defense.
On cross-examination Jackson stated she had
been paid [$400.00] one month after giving information.
On
rebutall officer testified Jackson had said the "same things" in
each conversation or statement he had with her and that she had
"never changed her story".
with

m:
Rains
rule that if a

[I46 S.W.2d 176, 178 (1940)l sets out prevailing
prior consistent statement was made after a motive
or inducement existed to fabricate, then the supporting statement
is inadmissible.
The new rules of evidence [Tex.R.Cr.Evid.
801(e)(1)1
contain no requirement for admissibility that the
prior consistent statements be made before the time when the
motive to fabricate arose; however, when federal courts have
interpreted the
identical language they have
tended
to
incorporate the requirement of absence of motive to fabricate -Texas rule will also include this requirement and the rule of
Rains will remain intact.

Anthony C. WILLIAMS, No. 140-85 -- Opinion on Ap's PDR: Ct/App
-- Judge Tom Davis [With Judge Onion Dissenting, and
Affirmed
Dissentfng Opinions by Clinton (joined by Miller) and Teaguel.
9/17/66
SEARCH AND SEIZURE

--

PARKING WITH "LEFT WHEELS TO RIGHT

CURB"
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[I.E., ON THE WRONG SIDE OF THE STREET] CONSTITUTES MISDEMEANOR
-- IT IS
TRAFFIC OFFENSE AND THUS PROBABLE CAUSE TO ARREST
UNIMPORTANT THAT OFFICER WAS INVESTIGATING WHAT HE THOUGHT WAS
NARCOTICS TRANSACTION:
Facts:
Informant told cop that X was selling marijuana In the
area.
Cop saw D's truck parked on wrong side of street, with D
sitting in driver's seat and X standing by open driver's door.
Cop could not tell if the men were handing something to each
other or shaking hands.
Cop walked over to investigate? when he
arrived D was standing by open door and X had moved off. Cop saw
brown bag on floorboard of driver's side.
Looking inside and
moving shirt, he saw gun sticking out of 2nd sack. Cop asked if
was D's truck, and when D said yes, arrested him.

Held:

Under Art. 67016. Sec. 153 any peace officer may arrest
without warrant any person found committing violation of any
provision of Art. 6701d [Motor Vehicle Laws].
Thus cop had
probable cause to arrest D for violation of Sec. 96(a) -- right
hand wheels were not parallel to and within 18 inches of righthand side of curb, which is required when stopped or parked on a
2-way street.
It is of no importance that cop was investigating
what he took to be a narcotics transaction.
Search of sack was
justified as search incident to arrest.
Unimportant that this
search "preceded the formal custodial arrest by a few moments."

Dissent [Clintonl: Officer never even hinted of his intention to
issue ticket or effect a custodial arrest for a parking
violation. Officer could have issued traffic ticket to appear in
court [Sec. 1481 for this parking violation. Because officer is
afforded such wide discretion, the hypothectical decision to
place D under custodial arrest and search his truck
was
unreasonabl e.
Robert W. WEST, No. 69.109 -- Capital Murder Conviction Affirmed
Judge W.C. Davis [Concurring in Result: Judges T. Davis.
Miller, McCormick and Campbell; Dissenting: Onion, Clinton,
Teague] 9/ 17/86

--

WARRANTLESS ARREST -- REASONABLE BELIEF THAT D ABOUT TO ESCAPE:
The test for a warrantless arrest under Art. 14.04 [Felony
(1)
committed and offender about to escape] is two-fold:
Whether information available to officers would justify their
( 2 ) Whether the
belief D would flee if not placed in custody;
conduct of officers unnecessarily created likelihood of such
action by D.
Key factor should be availability of reasonable
alternative conduct to the arresting officer.
Plurality rejects
idea that merely because D found in motel frequented
by
transients, reasonable to believe D about to escape.
Here cops
were directed to D's room by witnesses who said saw someone
running that way in bloody clothes; when cops knocked on door,
t.hey were greeted by D's companion and saw D in underwear; 0
agreed to step outside and was arrested; he was then identified.
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F I F T H

C I R C U I T

DAVIS V. HERRING, NO. 83-4421. Order Granting
Relief Affirmed, Opinlon by Judge Rubin, 2/20/86
DOUBLE JEOPARDY

-

Habeas

Corpus

INTERPLAY WITH "SAME EVIDENCE" TEST:

Facts:
Petltioner left a Mississippi bar after startfng a
fight, returned with a gun, and fired six shots lnto the bar, one
of which struck and killed the bar's owner.
He was indlcted for
murder, which under state law is the killing of a human either
with deliberate design or when done In the commission of an act
imminently dangerous to another, or when done without lntent to
kill by a person engaged in the cornmfssion of a felony. Shooting
into an occupied building is a felony in Mississippi.
At trial,
no evidence was Introduced to show that petitioner Intended to
kill the bar owner, and counsel referred to the felony of
shooting into an occupied building as an underlying offense that
eliminated the necessity of proving lntent.
The jury convicted
for manslaughter.
Four months later petitioner was indlcted on
the same facts for a vlolation of the statute making It a felony
to shoot a flrearm lnto a bullding.
He moved to dfsmiss the
indictment as twice jeopardizing hlm, his motion was denied. He
brought habeas corpus action in federal court to enjoin the
prosecution.
At evidentlary hearing prosecutors testifled that
the state would offer the same evldence in the second trial as
the first.
The magistrate found that although the offenses were
not the same for double jeopardy purposes, because the ldentlcal
evidence would be used at the second trial to prove petitioner
guilty of an act that was relfed upon and necessary to his murder
trial. the second trfal was prohibited under the same evldence
test of lllinolse v. Vitale, 447 U.S. 410 (1980).

Held:

The test of Blockburger v . Unlted States 284 U.S. 299
(1932).
is applled as a rule of statutory constructlon to
determine whether the legislature intended that two offenses be
punished cumulatively.
Although the Blockburger test Is not
dispositive in determining whether a later prosecution is for the
same offense as an earlier one, additional protection can be
granted by the same evldence test applied in in re Nielsen, 131
U.S. 176 (18891, which held conviction or acquittal upon one
indictment bars a later prosecution of another crime if the
evidence requfred to support a conviction upon one of them would
have been sufficient to warrant a conviction on the other.
In
Vitale a person who has been covicted of a crime having several
elements included in it may not be tried for a lesser-included
offense consisting solely of one or more of the elements of the
crime for which he has already been convicted.
Therefore.
reprosecution of Petitioner is unconstitutlonal.
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CROCHET V. UNITED STATES, N0.85-3491, Conviction for Possesslon
of Firearm by Felony Affirmed, Opinion by Judge Politz, 4/24/86
WHAT EFFECT DOES STATE EXPUNCTION OF SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED
PROBATIONS HAVE ON FEDERAL FIREARM DISABILITIES?
I

I

Facts :
In 1974, defendant Crochet pleaded guilty to the
Louisiana felony of theft and receiving stolen goods.
Upon
completion of hls three probated sentences, the state expunged
the convicttons from his record. In 1985 defendant was convicted
18 U.S.C. Sec. 1202(a)(l)
of the firearm possession.

I
I

I

Question: Whether a "person who has been convicted" within
language of the gun control statutes is a question of federal law
rather than state law despite the fact that the predicate offense
and punishment were defined by the State law?
Here fact that
Appellant's convictions were expunged
after he completed his
sentences does
not void the- purposes of federal flrearm
disebillties.
COOK V. MORRILL, NO. 85-2200, Order Dismisslng Writ of Habeas
Corpus Affirmed, Opinlon by Judge Hill, 2/26/86
DOES VENUE PROVISION OF SIXTH AMENDMENT APPLY TO THE STATES?
Facts:
Cook was indicted in Bee County, Texas for felony theft.
Over his objectfon. venue was changed to Calhoun County, eightyfive miles away.
After direct appeal. Cook sought federal writ
of habeas corpus alleging that the state court violated his right
to a trial In the venue where he comrnited the crime, the hearing
and order on venue deprived him of due process. and the state
appellate courts vlolated due process by, in effect, decllning to
review the order.

Held:

Vicinage right does not rise to the level of being
fundamental and essential to fair trial therefore the United
States Supreme Court has yet to decide whether the venue
provision of the sixth amendment applies to the states.
COOK V. UNITED STATES, NO. 85-1621. Conviction for Conspiracy to
manufacture Phenylacetone Reversed, Opinion by Judge Jones.
2/27/86
INSUFFICIENT CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE TO SHOW CONSPIRACY:
Facts: At trlal the following evidence was introduced to support
a conspiracy conviction:
a videotape showing Cook and another
Purchasing chemical; a recelpt whlch purported to represent the
purchase; proof that someone uslng Cook's
license rented a
license near a
generator; the presence of one using Cook's
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farmhouse that was later discovered to contain a clandestine
laboratory; and the presence in the laboratory of Cook's brother,
a pillbox inscribed "Wm. Cook", and items of the same type as
those listed on the chemical company receipt.
To convict. the
government was requlred to show that two or more agreed to commit
a crime and that each knew of, intended to joln and participated
in the conspiracy.
Given the evidence presented, neither the
existence of a conspiracy or CookCs knowing participation in it
could have been established beyond a reasonable doubt.
UNITED STATES V. $38.600 IN CURRENCY, NO. 85-1017. Forfeiture
Order Affirmed in Part. Reversed and Remanded in Part. Opinion by
Judge Jolly, 3/12/86
FORFEITURE - EXAMPLE OF WEAK CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE CONNECTING
CASH TO EXHANGE OF DRUGS:
Facts:
Alvaro Freitas was stopped at a border checkpoint when
border patrol agents thought they smelled marijuana. They looked
under the back seat and found $38,600.00 taped to it.
They
confiscated the money, despite Alvaro's claim that the money was
being transported to Texas to purchase horses for his horse ranch
in California.
August Freitas (Alvaro's Father) intervened
sayying he furnished the currency for his son to carry to Texas
so that he could meet his son and they could buy horses.
Under 21 U.S.C. Sec. 881(a)(6), the government's burden in a drug
forfeiture case is to show probable cause for the belief that a
substantial
connection existed between the property to be
forfeited and the exchange of a controlled substance.
This may
be done by circumstantial evidence. Since Alvaro was evaslve and
inconsistent with his first story, and had a small pipe bearing
marijuana resldue in the car with him, the government thought
there was sufficient circumstantial evidence.

Held:

There is no evfdence linking Alvaro's possession of money
to a drug exchange.
Case is remanded for the government to dig
up more evidence taht Alvaro is a drug dealer, otherwlse the
money goes back to Alvaro.
WICKER V. MCCOTTER, NO. 85-2459, Order Denying Habeas
Relief Affirmed, Opinion by Judge Rubin. 2/18/86
HYPNOTlCALLY
INDUCED
D ISQUAL IFCATION:

TESTIMONY

DOES NOT

REQUIRE

Corpus

PER

SE

Facts:
Petitioner was convicted of murder and sentenced to
death.
A witness identifylng Petitioner as the murderer was
hypnotized before testifying. Court rejected rule requireing per
se disqualification of such testimony, holding instead that
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admissibility of such testimony is to be evaluated on a case-bycase basis.
The proper test is to weigh the probative value of
the testimony against its possfble prejudicial effect.
Here
Petitioner did not suffer harm because the witness's
testimony
was substantially the same as the version she wrote before the
hypnotic session.
FRISCO V . BLACKBURN, NO. 84-3448, Order Denying habeas Corpus
Relief Reversed, Opinion by Judge Parker. 2/21/86
IDENTIFICATION

-

USE OF UNCOUNSELED LINEUP:

Facts:
Petitioner had lawyer appointed at the time he was taken
without his lawyer and placed in a lineup where he was identified
by armed robbery victfm.
District Attorney mentioned lineup 5
times and received testimony from the victim about the lineup
before the in-court-identification.
There was nothing to show
independent origin of vfctim's identiffcation testimony.

He:

State failed in tis burden of establfshing identifcation
apart from the uncounseled lineup which was constitutiona1ly
infirm.

NO.
85-3050,
UNITED STATES V. MANZELLA ET AL.
Convictions Afffrmed, Opfnion by Judge Gee, 2/13/86

Racketeering

CAN A CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY SERVE AS THE BASIS OF A RICO ACTION?
A RICO criminal enterprise is different from
conventional
conspfracy. However a criminal conspiracy may serve as a
predicate to establish a RICO action. Court holds that customers
of a criminal conspiracy can engage in a pattern of racketeering
activity in the futherance of the affairs of the enterprise.
group of defendants can be tried together for violating RICO
even though multiple conspiracies existed,
each
involving
different defendants.
However, to prevent unjust association
with the crimes of others, the government must show that each
If the
defendant had some knowledge of the enterprise's nature.
government fails to make this showing reversal must result if the
defendant can show actual prejudice.
A

NOTE:

SUMMARIES OF FIFTH CIRCUIT DECISIONS WILL APPEAR
QUARTERLY IN SIGNIFICANT RECENT DECISIONS.
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Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence:
Introduction
The October and November 1986issues
of the Voice for the Defense concentrate
on the New Rules of Criminal Evidence
1vliicJ1became effective September I , 1986.
A number of seminars have been held already throughout Texas emphasizing the

New Rules, amintore are scheduled. Some
oufstandinglawyers and judges who have
previormsly written on these Rules agreed
to write articles srressing the highlights of
the spec@ mles and emphasizing the
practical aspects of the rules.
This issue concerns Rules I, 2, 4 and 5.
Rules 6 thru II will be contained in the

November issue.
We want to rhank Judge Sam Houston
Clinton, Justice Sam Robertson, Alan L
Levy, Judge Chuck Miller, and Jade
Meeker (Research Attorney for Judge
Miller) and Darla Davis Reid (BriefmgAttorney for Judge Miller) for making the
rime to prepare these materials.

Genesis and General Provisions
by Judge Smn Houston Clinton
Thomas Black attempting to codify the
Texas rules of evidence: Black, The Texas
Rules of Evidence-A Proposed Codijcrrtion, 31 Sw.L.J. 969 (1977).
Explaining that "the organization and
chronology of the Federal Rules of Evidence are followed," Professor Black
quoted without change in the text applicable federal rules when they "conform to
the Texas law," but when Texas law "differs from the federal rules the text of the
rule so reflects." In either case he cited and
discussed supporting Texas authority in
comments and footnotes. His purpose was
"to reflect, not to reform, the Texas law
of evidence." Ibid. Thus the article remains
a heluful source of "ledative history."

-

-

there is a report that Professor ~iack's
sanlH~~~~~~~~ l i~ ~ ~~court
~~ of ~ dproduct
, ~ SO impressed
~
, one member of the
criminal Appeals,
by criminal Leg~slaturethat he converted the proposed
L~~ secrion
ofthe stateBar ofTexas as codification into a hill andintmduced it in
%rtstanding ~ ~ * 1986,
~ "~ i d~ ~ the
~ House.
i ~ In
~ any
d event, in I981 Senator
to practice before *he s~~~~~~~
courtof Kent
Caperton took up the cause and
T
~ 1199;
~ 4dmitted
~
~to Bar
, of ~~~~~~dachieved passage of Senate Resolution
States Supreme Cowl, 1966. Frequeiu lec- 565, creating Senate Interim Study Commrer fhrollghoufT~~~~ legal seminars mittee on Rules of Evidence. Under its
sponsored by the stateB~~ of T~~~~and aegis a State Bar Liaison Committee on
the reras~ ~ ~ ~~f~~~~
~ , Lawyers
, ~ ~ Federal
~ l Rules of Evidence was constifuted.
The Liaison Committee eventually
Association.
determined to draft and recommend a
judicially promulgated "intergrated" code
The origin of our Texas Rules of Crimi- of Texas rules of evidence fairly tracking
nal Evidence, as well as Texas Rules of the federal rule unless it abrogates and is
Evidence, is an article by Professor deemed inferior to Texas law. The project

would take some nine months and then
some. See Caperton & McGee, Background, Scope and Applicability of the
T m s Rules of Evidence, 20 Hous. L.Rev.
49 (1983 Tex. R. Evid, Handbook).
June 18, 1982 the Liaison Committee
published its proposed "intergrated" code
of rules of evidence, and held a public
hearing in connection with the State Bar
Convention. However, during its deliberations thereafter the conunitteedetermined
lhat judicial promulgaton of rules of evidence applicable to criminal cases and
criminal law matters was not feasible under existing law. Accordingly, it prepared
a package of proposed rules to govern civil
vroceedings only and the Senate Interim
~ u ~ s & n e ~ o uBy
r torderof
.
November23,
1982 the Supreme Court adopted Texas
Rules of Evidence for civil actions.
Endeavors to produce rules of criminal
evidence were renewed in 1984 when by
passage of Senate Concurrent Resolution
123 the 68th Legislature authorized creation of "special joint committees," and pursuant thereto was established a SenateHouse Select Committee on the Judiciary,
chaired by Senator Ray Farahee. Among
others there was a Subcommittee on Criminal Matters, Senator Bob Glasgow, Chairman. Charged to address codification of
rules of evidence, appellate rules and
process and legislative delegation of rule
making authority to Court of Criminal Ap-
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peals, he constituted an advisory committee of criminal law judges, practitioners
and professors to work through the "integrated" code initially proposed by the
Liaison Committee in 1982 (as modified
by changes on the civil side made by the
Supreme Court), subject to objections and
written alternatives by any member.
In October 1984 the subcommitteeproduced both an "intergrated" code of rules
of evidence and separate code of rules of
criminal evidence, preferring the latter. It
also recommended and the Senate-House
Select Committee approved a proposition
for legislation granting authority to the
Court of Criminal Appeals to adopt and
promulgate rules of criminal evidence.
Final drafts of proposed rules of evidence
were transmitted to respective courts.
House Bill 13 was passed in the closing
days of the 69th Legislature, authorizing
the Court of Criminal Appeals to promulgate "acomprehensivebody of rules of evidence in the trial of criminal cases" and
from time to time to promulgate or amend
specific rules of evidence. See Acts 1985,
69th Legislature, Ch. 685, p. 5136. The
Court met all conditions and the deadline
imposed, and the Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence became effective September
1, 1986.
The rules are thus rooted in Tntergrated"
Proposed Code of Texas Rules of Evidence
produced by the State Bar Liaison Committee on Federal Rules of Evidence and
in proposals engrafted by Advisory Committe on Criminal Rules of Evidence to the
Gasww Subcommittee on Criminal Matters. In a real sense, then, the comprehensive body of Texas Rules of Criminal
Evidence is a progeny of Federal Rules of
Evidence, and likely will be construed in
light of applicable precedents.

ARTICLE I:
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Rule 101. Title and Scope. To be known
as Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence,
these rules govern criminal proceedings
"except where otherwise provided," such
as a statute or another rule, e.g., Rule 1101
(c), listing situations in which rules do not
apply. Inconsistency with provisions
higher in order of governance is to be
resolved "oy reasonable construction."
Note that common law of England is
lowest in hierarchy and that Articles 38.01
and 38.02, C.C.P., are repealed.
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Rule 102. Purpose and Construction.
Routinely included in most such revisions,
this statement of objectives, in words of
Justice James P. Wallace, "functions as a
maxim" guiding judicial construction of all
other rules in the new code. It does not
justify an exercise of discretion to avoid
applying a particular rule, however, but
may be resorted to where application in a
given situation is uncertain. See Wallace,
Article I: General Provisions, 20 Hous.
L.Rev. 87, 90 (1983 Tex.R.Evid.Handbook). Taken verbatim from Tex. R. Evid.
102, which in turn is derived from Fed.
R. Evid 102, this rule brings precedent
with it.
Rule 103. Ruluzgs on Evidence. Ruling
is not error unless it affects "a substantial
right of the party," and if ruling admits evidence there is timely objection or motion
to strike stating specific ground, if not apparent from context: but if ruling excludes
evidence there is offer of proof making
known its substance, again unless apparent from context of questions. However,
court may "qualify" offer and may, or upon
request of a party shall, require offer in
question and answer forms. Such and other
proceedings shall be conducted "to extent
practicab1e"ao as to prevent suggesting to
jury inadmissible evidence. To this point,
content is substantially Tex. R. Evid. 103
and, except for the last underscored provision, Fed. R. Evid. 103. However, unlike civil rule but like federal rule, $(d) of
this rule retains without change in criminal case our Texas fundamental error
doctrine.
Rule 104. Pi-eliminary Questions. Except in respect to privileges, generally
court is not bound by rules of evidence in

determining preliminary questions, c.g.,
regard'iog testimony of witnesses or admissibility of evidence, except in admitting it
upon a condition of fact that must be fulfilled. When interests of justice require,
such proceeding shall be conducted out of
hearing of jury. Unnecessary to civil side
and unlike generality of Fed. R. Evid.
(104)(c), this rule addresses certain hearings commonly held in criminal cases.
Thus all hearings on admissibility ofcoitfessions must be conducted out of hearing
of jury, and hearings on other preliminary
matters shall be so conducted when teslifying accused so requests; furthermore, by
testifying out of hearing of jury accused
does not subject himself to cross examination as to other issues in the case. Right
of party to introduce evidence relative to
weight and credibility is not limited by this
rule.
Rule 105. Limited Admissibility. First
clause in this rule is Fed. R. Evid. 105:
When requested, court shall restrict limited
admission of evidence to its proper scope
and instructjury accordingly. See Rule 403
and rules related to it. Remainder comes
from qualifiers added by Liaison Committee and adopted by Supreme Court, viz: ahsent such request, admission of that evidence without limitation cannot be ground
for complaint on appeal, and if evidence
is excluded proponent must expressly offer
it for limited purpose
in order to complain
. .
on appeal.
Rule 106. Remainder afRelared Wrirngs
or Recorded Statements. Initiallv called
Rule of Optional Completeness, Tex. R.
Evid. 106 modified Fed. R. Evid. 106
which in turn altered common law. After
proponent offered favorable portion of
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material, adversary was entitled later to
offer relevant remainder to explain true
meanink of first portion. Federal rule permits adversary to require proponent to introduce such other material "whioh ought
in fairness to he wasidwed wntemporaneously with rfirst portion]," even though
unfavarable to proponent. Civil rnle, as
this rule, allows (but does not require) adverse party to introduce it, regardless of
exclusionary rules. Both include depositions within scope of rnle. See also Tex.
R. Cr. Evid, 610(a), providing control by
court over mode and order of interrogation and presentation of evidence.
Rrde 10%Rule of Optional Comptefeness. This rule is article 38.24, adding
fewrded statementstSineluding depositions,
to expanded common law rule of optional
completeness pertaining to acts, declarations, conversations and writings. See
T r a m J l v. Stare, 145 Tex.Cr.R. 224,
167 S.W.2d 171, 176 (1943). Despite its
awkward wording statutory content has
been retained to indicate cntaut judicial
construction still obtains. Note absence in

11. Olasgaw, But Where Am the Rules of Evidence
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47 Tex, B.J. 571
(May 1984).
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Judicial Notice
by Judge Sam Roberfson

Son! Robertson, Justice, Court of Appals fbr the 14th Judicial District in
Hous~on.Admitted to Bar, 195% Prepara-

tory and Legal Education, University of Rule 201. -Notice of Adjudicative Facts
This rnle is identical to Rule 201 of the
T a m (B.A. 1951; J.D. 195% Judge of
262 Districf Court, Hariis Conry, 1978-81. Federal Rules of Evidence. Section fa) provides that the rule governs *only judicial
Excepting three instances, the Texas notice of adjudicative facts."
Adjudicative facts "are those facts which
R n k of Criminal Evidence and the Texas
Ruler; of Evidence (governing civil a court or an agency fmds concerning the
proceedings) are the same. These differ- immediateparties- who did what, where,
ences concern the instruction to the jury when, how and with what motive or
on judicially noti~edfacts, whefher judi- intent-the court or agenc is perfDrming
cial notice is ever "mandatory" in a crimi- an adjudicative function."These are the
nal procding and, finally, the provision facts that normally go to the jury in a ease
in the criminal rules for judicial notice of tried before a jury.
The rule does not speak to 'legislative
city and county ordinances, contents of the
Texas Register, and agency rules published facts." Legislative facts, ordinsrily generin the Administrative code. They will be al and not concerning the immediate parties, are those which help the tribunal to
addressed in more detail.
In drafting the criminal evidence rules determine the content of law and policy
the civil evidence rules were used as a and to exercise its judgment or discretion
guide. Likewise, when the civil evidence in determining what course of action to
rules were drafted, the reporters 'konsis- take? Most often, judicial notice of legistently considered" the Federal Rules of lativefacts occurs when a judge, in decidEvidence and "frequently the reporters ing the constitutionality of a statute or inrecommended verbatim adoption of federal terpreting a statute takes notice of the
rule language."' Kt is hoped, therefore, historical basis of the legislation.
Section (b) provides that a judicially nothat the interpretation by the various courts
ticed fact must be one not subject to
of these rules will be consistent.
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harm to the accused.?'
&tion(d) provides that the court %half'
take judicial notice if requested and the
necessary information for doing so is
provided. At least so far as the law of a
sister state is concerned, the Texas
Supreme Court recently held that in a civil
case once a request for judicial notice has
been made by proper motion, "the trial
court has no discretion-it must acknowledge that law."23
It remains to be seen just when, if ever,
it is mandatory in a criminal case that the
trial conrt judicially notice a fact. Insofar
a s laws of sister states, the first sentence
of the following rule (202) states "A court
upon its own motion may, or upon the motion of a party may take judicial notice. .. ."This is in sharp contrast to Rule
202 of the Texas Rules of Evidence (civil)
which begins 'The judge upon the motion
of either -party shall take judicial
notice. . . ."
Section (e)provides that "upon timely request" a party is entitled to be heard as to
the propriety of taking judicial notice and
the tenor of the matter noticed. If prior
notification is not given that a matter will
be judicially noticed, such request is not
waived and may he made after judicial notice has been taken.
Section (0 provides that judicial notice
may b e taken at any stage of the proceeding. An interesting question is unanswered
whether this will change the present rule
that an appellate court can take judicial notice of facts proper for the trial conrt to
have judicially noticed, but which the
record fails to show it did notice.24
Section (g)provides that if the court judicially notices a faet, it shall instruct the
jury that it may, but is not required to, accept it as conclusive. This provision is
identical to its counterpart in the federal
rules, hut differs from the Texas civil rule
which requires the jury to accept as conclusive a judicially noticed fact. As the federal rule was originally drafted, itprovided that even in criminal cases thejury was
required to accept a8 conclusivejudicially
noticed facts, but the House Committee on
the Judiciary amended it to distinguish between civil and criminal proceedings. The
committee stated that it was of the view
that a mandatoryjury instruction to accept
judicially noticed facts in criminal cases
Gas contrary to the spirit of the Sixth
Amendment right to a jury trial.25

Rule 202-Noticeof Laws of Sister States
Rule 202 provides the procedure to be
followed in determining the law of other
states. As previously noted, this rule provides that the "eourt upon its own motion
may. or upon the motion of a party may
take judicial notice of constitutions, public statutes, rules, regulations, ordinances,
court decisions and common law of every
other state, territory or jurisdiction of the
United States.
The party requesting the court to take
such notice must provide sufficient information to enable it to comply with the
request. Such notice as the court finds
to the other
necessaw must be given
parties.
This mle significantlysimplifiesthe task
of establishing the law of other states and
it is hwrtant to note that it is not restricted
to " t h h n t e d statute books" as presently
provided in Article 3718 of the Revised
Civil statutes.

simple means of judicial notice of the law
of foreign countries.

Rule 204-Notice of Ordinances and
Agency Regulations
Rule 204 provides for judicial notiee of
ordinances of cities and counties, contents
of the Texas Register, and the rules of
agencies published in the administrative
code. The party requesting the court to judicially notice the matter s h l l furnish
sufficient information to the court to enablecompliance with the request. Notice,
if the court deems it necessary, shall be
given to all parties to pennit the opportunity to be heard. Courts, both civil and
criminal have in the past declined to take
judicial notice of city ordinances. This
change will obviously make proof of ordinances simple. Be aware that the civil
rules still do not provide for judicial notice of ordinances. Acts of administrative
bodies officially published in the Texas
Register were. judicially notieed without
Rule 203-Notice of Laws of Foreign benefit of a rule." Contents of the Texas
Countries
Register are now, by statute, judicially
Rule 203 provides the procedure to be noti~eable.~'
followed in determining the law of foreign
It is hoped inpraetice that we find these
countries. If the law of a foreign country
is to be an issue, written notice thereof is
to be given either in the pleadings or by
"other reasonable written notice." At least
30 days prior to the date of trial, the party
shall furnish "all parties" copies of the written materials he intends to use as proof of
the foreign law. If the materials were originally written in a language other than English, a copy of the foreign text and the English translation shall be furnished. The
court is not confined to the material
submittedby the parties in making this determination of foreign law, and the admis0 Legal, Corporate,
sibility of such material is not in issue.
Governmental Clients
However, if the court considers material
U Specializing in Financial
other than that submitted by the parties, he
Theft Cases
must give notice to the parties, an opporhlnitfto comment therwn and the opporU Confidential-Internal
tunity to submit further materials. The
Investigations
uuestion of what the foreign law is is subj k t to review by the ap&ate court.
0 IRS, State prosecution,
With only two minor changes, this mle
testimony experience
is identical with its civil counterpart. The
civil rule was an adoption of the substana
tiveprovisions of nrle 26.1 of the Federal
Chilo
Rivera-Omer
Rules of Criminal Procedure and Rule 44.1
(512) 480-0444
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
1602 E. 1st St. Austin, TX 78702
with rather extensive procedural additions
dealing with notice and an opportunity to
be heard.?6 This rule should provide a

I
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I

II
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newly enacted rules concerningjudicial notice helphl-helpful in a savings in time,
energy and costs.
Sam Robertson
Justice, 14th Court of
Appeals, Houston, Texas
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Relevancy and its Limits
by Alan Levy
Rule 403: Exclusion of Evidence
on Special Grounds
Texas Rule of Criminal Evidence 403 is
the general provision that permits the court
to exclude relevant evidence. See United
States v. Kuecker, 740 F.2d 496 (7th Cir.
1984). The Rule provides that the trial
judge may exclude relevant evidence when
the court determines that the probative
value of the evidence is substantially outweighed by the harms enumerated in the
rule. 'The section thus recognizes 'that
relevancy is not always enough. Theremay
remain the question, is its value worth what
it costs."' See Comment, Advisory Committee on Proposed Rules of Evidence for
New York, Rule 403.
Rule 403 formulates a balancine urocess
designed to enhanoe the fairnesiind accuracy of the fact-finding process by
allowing the judge to exclude relevant
evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by the dangers and consideration enumerated in the rule. See
United Shtes v. Esdaille, 769 F.2d 104
(2nd Cir.), cert, denied 106 S.Ct. 258
(1985); United States v. Hans, 738 F.2d
88 (3d Cir. 258 [1984]); United States v.
Sepulvida, 710 F.2d 188 (5th Cir. 1983);
United Stares v. McRae, 593 F.2d 700 (5th
Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U S . 862 (1979);
Rule 403: Ihe Prejiuiice Rule in Evidence,
49 S.CALL.REV. 220 (1976). When the

--
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substantially outweighed by the harm that
it is unfairly prejudicial, creates a danger
of misleading the jury, confuses the issues,
causes undue delay, or its presentation is
needlessly cumulative, the court can exclude it.
The "substantially outweighed" measure
is a high standard and emphasizes that Rule
403 should only he used to exclude relevaht evidence in exceptional circumstances. See United States v. Fahey, 769
F.2d 829 (1st Cir. 1985); United States V .
DXlora, 585 F.2d 16 (1st Cir. 1978);
United States v. Meester, 762 F.2d 867
(11th Cir.); cert. denied, 106 S.Ct. 579
(1985); United States v. Platke, 725 F.2d
1303 (11th Cir.), eert. denied sub. nom.
Hohes v. United States, 105 S.Ct. 151
(1984). In determining whether the probative value is suhstan6ally outweighed by
the dangers and considerations listed in
Rule 403, the balance shouId generally be
struck in favor of admission. United States
v. Moore, 732 F.2d 983 @.C. Cir. 1984);
UnitedStatesv. Dennis, 625 F.2d 782 (8th
Cir. 1980), cert. denied sub. nom., Hawkins v. United States, 106 S.Ct. 886
(1986). This process is consistent with the
code's preferencetoward the admission of
relevant evidence. United Stares v. King,
713 F.2d 627 (11th Cir.), cert. denied sub
nom. McGlockin v. United States, 466
U.S. 942 (1984).
Rule 403 is a mechanism for excluding

evidence that would otherwise be admissible; it does not authorize the admission
of evidence excludable under another provision of the code. The rule does not confer
upon the judge's power to admit evidence
that is otherwise inadmissible. 2 D.
L~UISELL
& C. MUELLER
Sec. 125; 22 C.
WRIGHT& K. GRAHAM,
FEDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE. S ~ C5213
.
(1978).
Additionally, it should be notedthat Rule
403 does not invest the judge with authority to exclude evidence on the basis that
he, personally, does not find it credible.
United States v. Thompson, 615 F.2d 329
(5th Cir. 1980); 2 D. LOUISELL& C.
MUELLERSec. 126. Rule 403 is not intended to alter the fundamental principle
that credibility is an issue to he resolved by
the jury. 2 D. LOUISELL& C. MUELLER
Sec. 125; 22 FEDERAL PRACTICE &
PROCEDURE 5214.

Unfair Preiudice
Rule 403 provides that relevant evidence
can be excluded when its probative value
is substantially outweighed by the danger
of unfair prejudice. In this context, unfair
prejudice refers to the capacity of the evidence to persuade a jury on some improper
basis, such as through undue emotion or
the probable misuse of the evidence.
UnitedStafes v. Smith, 685 S.W.2d 1293
(11th Cir. 1982); United States v.
Fiaueroa. 618 F.2d 934 f2d Cir. 1980):
2 fi. LOGSELL
& C. MUELLER ~ e c 122:
.
Unfair prejudice occurs when evidence
could have a significantimpact on the factfmding process by reason of its nonprobative aspect. United Srates v.
B a i l h m , supra. Exclusion of the evidence is proper when the probative value
of the evidence is substantiallyoutweighed
by the probability that the evidence will induce the jury to decide the case on an improper basis, rather than on evidence
probative to the issues. Unitd Stores v.
Medina, 755 F d d 1269 (7th Cir. 1985).

Misleading the Juryl
Confusion of the Issues
Rule 403 permits the trial conrt to exclude otherwise admissible evidence when
the danger of misleading the jury or the
confusion of the issues outweighs the
probative value of the evidence. E.g.
United States v. Ahvell, 766 F.2d 416 (10th
Cir.), cert. denied 106 S.Ct. 251 (1985).

Most commonly, "confusion of the issues" in the case, unless it is used to prove the
is employed when the admission of evi- character of aperson to show that he actdence would lead to the litigation of ed in conformity therewith on a particular
collateral issues, thereby complicating the occasion. United Stares v. Burkley, 591
trial and increasing the danger that the jury F.2d 903 (D.C. 1978), cert. denied 440
will reach an incorrect decision through US. 966 (1979); United States v. Sangrey,
confusion. See United States v. Dennis, 586 F.2d 1312 (9th Cir. 1978). In deter625 F.2d 782 (8th Cir. 1980); Dolan, Rule mining the admissibility of other acts or
403: R e Prejudice Rule in Evidence, 49 crimes under Rules 404(b) and 403, the
judge performs a two-step analysis. The
S.CAL.L.REV. 220 (1976).
"Misleading the jury" is often invoked court first decides whether the evidence is
to exclude evidencewhen thejury is likely relevant under Rule 404(b). Then, if the
to overrate its probative value. For exam- conrt finds that the evidence is relevant,
ple, scientific and technical evidence has it applies the balancing test under Rule 403
a high potential for misleading the jury. to determine whether the probative value
The low probative value is often concealed of the evidence is substantially outweighed
in scientifio or technical jargon. 22 FED- by prejudice to the defendant. United
ERAL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE,Sec. Stares v. Moore, 732 F.2d 983 (D.C.
5217; Dolan, Rule 403: nze Prejudice Rule 1984); United States v. DiGernimo, 598
in Evidence, 49 S.CAL.L.REV. 220 F.2d 746 (2nd Cir.), cert. denied, 444
U S . 886 (1979). C.f. United SMes v.
(1976).
Beechum, 582 F.2d 898 (5th Cir. 1978),
cert. denied, 440 U S . 920 (1979).
Needless Presentation of

Cumulative Evidence

Appellate Review

Under Rule 403, the trial judge has the
authority to exclude relevant evidence if
it is a needless presentation of cumulative
evidence. E.g. United States v. Edwards,
702 P.2d 529 (5th Cir. 1983). This
authority clearly includes the power to
limit the number of witnesses aparty may
call for a particular purpose. Unifed States
v. Edwards, supra (limit on number of
character witnesses upheld); 2 D.
LOUISELL
& C. M U E L L E ~ ~ C128.
. Similarly, the court can prevent additional testimony from a witness once the matter has
already been adequately covered in his
earlier testimony, and any further inquiry
would be needlessly cumulative. See
United States v. Hawley, 768 F.2d 249 (8th
Cir. 1985).

Applications of Rule 403
The greatest number of cases under Federal Rule 403 has involved evidence of
other crimes and acts. 22 FEDERALPRACTICE & PROCEDURE Set. 5215. In Federal practice, Rule 403 has not proven much
help to defendants who are attempting to
prevent theintroduction of extraneous acts.
UnitedStates v. Zeuli, 725 F.2d 813 (1st
Cir. 1984). This is an outgrowth of the approach delineated in Rule 404@) to other
acts evidence. Rule 404@) is an inclusionary rule that permits the admission of extraneous acts that are relevant to an issue

Appellate review of the decisions of the
trial court regarding the admissibility of
evidence under Rule 403 is restricted. An
appellate court will not overturn a decision
by the trial judge unless it fmds an abuse
of discretion. United States v. Pitarm, 756
F.2d 579 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 105
S.Ct. 2686 (1985); United States v. Silva,
748 F.2d 262 (5th Cir. 1984); 2 D.
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LOLIISELL
& C. MUELLER,
FEDERAL
EVIDENCE Sec. 125 (rev. ed. 1985); Accord
United States v. Ranney, 719 F.2d 1183
(1st Cir. 1983) (First Circuit will only
reverse when the trial judge's ruling did not
fall within the ambit of reasonable debate);
United States v. Schia 612 F.2d 73 (2d
Cir. 1979) (Second Circuit will uphold trial
judge's ruling unless he acted arbitrarily or
irrationally). WEINSTBINstates that the
usual approach on the question of admissibility on appeal is to view both probative force and prejudice most favorably
towards the proponent, that is to say, to
give the evidenceits maximum reasonable
probative force and its minimum reasonable prejudicial value. 1 J. WEINSTEIN
&
M. BERGER,WEINSTEWSEVIDENCESec.
403(03) (1985); United States v. Holfoway,
740 F.2d 1373 (6th Cir.), cert. denied 105
S.Ct. 440 (1984); United States v. Zipkin,
729 F.2d 384 (6th Cir. 1984).

speaks of "pertinent traits of character,"
Tex. Crim. 328, 15 S.W. 818 (1890).
The accused is allowed to introduce evi- Federal courts have concluded that the
dence of "a pertinent trait of his charac- Rule does not prevent the defendant from
ter." Character trait is not defined in the proving his good character for being a law
Rule and the Federal courts, interpreting abiding person. United States v. Angelini,
the Federal rule, have not produced one. 678 F.2d 380 (5th Cir. 1981); United
United States v. Weft, 670 F.2d 675 (7th States v. Hewift, 634 F.2d 277 (5th Cir.
Cir.), cert. denied sub. nom., King v. 1981). Texas courts have always held that
United States. 457 US. 1124 (1982). The whenever criminal intent is an element of
advisory committee to the Federal rules the offense, the general character of the
cites McComick's definition that a charac- defendant is relevant to the issue. E.g.
ter trait refers to elements of one's dispo- Coffee v. State, 1 Tex. Crim. 548 (1876);
sition such as honesty, temperance, or Jones v. State, 10 Tex. Crim. 552 (1881);
peacefulness. See E. CLEARY,MCCOR- and House v. State, 42 Tex. Crim. 125,
MICK ON EVIDENCESec. 192 (3d ed. 57 S.W. 825 (1900).
The Rule makes clear that the prosecu1984). "Pertinent trait" means a trait that
is relevant to the crime charged. See tion may not prove the defendant's bad
United States v. Angelini, 678 F.2d 380 character, unless and until the defendant
(1st Cir.); United States v. Hewitt, 634 has introduced evidence of his good
F.2d 277 (5th Cir. 1981); 2 D. LOUISELL character. E.g. United States v. Logan,
& C. MUELLER,
FEDERALEVIDENCE
See. 717 F.2d 84 (3rd Cir. 1983); UnitedStates
137 (rev.ed. 1985) (hereinafter cited as D. v. Hewitt, 634 F.2d 277 (5th Cir. 1981);
L ~ S E L&L C. MUELLER).1A WIGMORE 1 WEINSTEIWS
EVIDENCE 404(04) (1985);
ON EVIDENCE
Sec. 59 (Tiller's rev. 1983). 22 FEDERALPRACTICE& PROCEDURE
The requirement that the character trait Sec. 5236 (1980). This provision is conbe "pertinent" continues longstanding sistent with well established Texas preceTexas practice. An early Texas case quot- dent. Texas courts have repeatedly held
that the prosecution is prohibited from ining Greenleaf stated:
troducing evidence of an accused's bad
The evidence, when admissible,
character, unless the defendant first offers
testimony about his good character. E.g.
ought to be restricted to the trait of
character which is in issue; or, as it
Smith v. State, 659 S.W.2d 427 (Tex.
is elsewhere expressed, ought to
Crim. App. 1983); Small v. State, 634
have some analogy or reference to
S.W.2d 698 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982);
the nature of the charge; it being obFreeze v. State, 133 Tex. Crim. 595, 113
viously irrelevant and absurd on a
S.W.2d 539 (1938); Maxwell v. State, 78
charge of stealing to inquire into the
S.W. 516 (1904); Felsenthal v. State, 30
prisoner's loyalty or on a trial for
Tex. Crim. 675, 18 S.W. 644 (1892); C.
MCCORMICK
& R. RAY, TEXAS LAW OF
treason to inquire into his character
for honesty in his private dealings.
EVIDENCE Sec. 672 (1937).

Rule 404-Character Evidence
Texas Rule 404(a) begins by restating
the common law doctrine that character
evidence is not admissible to prove that a
person acted in conformity with that
character on a particular occasion. This
prohibition stems from a general recognition that character is not a reliable predictor of a person's behavior on any specific
occasion. Additionally, evidence of bad
character evidence can he highly prejudicial ". . .long experience has demonstrated that when evidence is received that an
accused is of wicked or criminal disposition, juries arelikely to find him guilty of
the offense charged regardless of whether
it is proved by the evidence." C. MCCORMICK & R. RAY, TEXAS LAWOF EVIDENCE Sec. 672 (1937). Experience has
shown that the danger posed by the introduction of character evidences greatly
outweighs its probative worth.
Rule 404(a)(l) restates the common law
exception, well established in Texas, that
an accused may introduce evidence of his
good character to show that his character
was such as to make it improbable that he
would have committed the offense. E.g.,
United States v. Darland, 626 F.2d 1235
(5th Cir. 1980). appeal after remand, 659
F.2d 70 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied 454
U S . 1157 (1982): Johnson v. State, 138
Tex. Crim. 188,135 S.W.2d 485 (1940);
Pine v. State, 134 Tex. Crim. 396, 115
S.W.2d 918 (1938); Linecum v. State, 29

Jones v. Stare, 10 Tex. Crim. 552 (1881).
For example, in a prosecution for embezzlement, the defendant can present evidence of his reputation for honesty and fair
dealing. Hammaw v. State, 166Tex. Crim.
349, 314 S.W.2d 301 (1958). Reputation
for sobriety is admissible in a prosecution
for driving while intoxicated. Foley v.
State, 172 Tex. Crim. 261, 356 S.W.2d
686 f 1962). A deputy sherBcharged with
negligent homicide could prove his character as a cautious and prudent officer. Save
v. State, 50 Tex. Crim. 569.99 S.W. 551
(1907).
The accused mav still oresent evidence
of his general chaiacter ?or being peaceable and law-abiding. Even though the
Texas Rule, like its Federal counterpart,
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Character of Victim
Texas Rule 404(a)(2) permits the defendant to introduce evidence of a pertinent
character trait of the victim to prove circumstantially the victim's conduct on a
specific occasion. This broadens the scope
of the common law doctrine which limited evidence of the victim's character to
homicide cases where self-defense was in
issue and to rape cases. 22 FEDERAL
PRACTICE& PROCEDURESec. 5237
(1980); 1A WIGMOREON EVIDENCE
Sec.
63 (Tiller's rev. 1983).
The common law allowed a defendant
in a homicide case to introduce evidence
of the deceased's character for violence
whenever there was a dispute as to who

Sec. 37.03 Aggravated Perj
(a) A person commits an
and the false statement:
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(b) An offense u
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was the aggressor. MCCORMICKS~C.
193.
Texas cases have traditionally recognized that one accused of homicide is entitled to prove the general reputation of the
deceased as a violent person or specific
acts of violence which show his violent
character to show that the deceased was the
aggressor. lhompson v. State, 659 S.W.2d
649 (Tex. Crim. App. 1983); Beecham v.
State, 580 S.W.2d 588 Vex. Crim. App.
1979); Mahugey v. State, 471 S.W.2d 801
(Tex. Crim. App. 1971), cert. denied405
U.S. 1018 (1972); Lewis v. State, 463
S.W.2d 186 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971);
Me& v. State, 135 Tex. Crim. 170, 117
S.W.2d 454 (1938); Smith v. State, 67
Tex. Crim. 27,148 S.W. 699 (1912); C.
& R. RAY, THE TEXAS LAW
MCCORMICK
OF EVIDENCESec. 673 (1937). Before any
evidence of the deceased's character is admissible, there must he evidence of some
act by the deceased which the character
evidence tends to explain. Medina v. State,
639 S.W. 2d 947 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982);
Dempsey v. Shrte, 159 Tex. Crim. 602,
266 S.W.2d 875 (1954). The character of
the deceased as a violent and dangerous
man is admissible where there is evidence
of some aggressive act by the deceased
which is relevant to the defendant's claim
of self-defense. Chapa v. State, 703
S.W.2d 422 (Tex. Ct. App.-Fort Worth
1986). Otherwise, until a predicate is laid
that shows some act of aggression by the
victim, evidence of a victim's character can
he excluded. Kolar v. State, 705 S.W.2d
794 (Tex. Crim. App. 1986); Currie v.
State, 692 S.W.2d 95 (Tex. Crim App.
1985).
Texas law permits the accused to prove
the victim's character for violence known
to the defendant at the time of the incident
to show that the accused reasonably apprehended an attack by the victim. E.g.
Thompson v. State, 659 S.W.2d 649 vex.
Crim. App. 1983); Medinu v. Smte, 639
S.W.2d 947 vex. Crim. App. 1982); Dixon v. State, 634 S.W.2d 855 flex. Crim.
App. 1982); Beecham v. State, 580
S.W.2d588 (Tex. Crim. App. 1979). Under Texas law an individual may use force
in self defense when he "reasonahly believes" such force is immediately necessary
to defend himself or another. TEX.PENAL
CODEANN. Sec. 9.31 (1973). Evidence
that the victim was known to the defeudant
to be violent and dangerous would obviously herelevant to show the accused had
a reasonable apprehension of danger. See
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Horbach v. State, 42 Tex. 242 (1875).
This use of character evidence is beyond
the reach of Rule 404(a) because the evidence is not offered for the purpose of
proving the conduct of the victim, it is
offered to show the defendant's state of
mind, i.e. his reasonable apprehension of
danger. See 2 WBINSTEIETS EVIDENCE
404(04); 22 FEDERAL PRACTICE &
PROCEDURE
Sec. 5237.
If the defendant introduces evidence of
the victim's character, the prosecution can
produce evidence of the pertinent character trait to rebut. Thenew Texas Rule does
not require that [he rebuttal necessarily use
the same type of character evidence; it simply permits the prosecution to rebut the
defense testimony about the victim's
character. The form that his rebuttal evidence takes should he the prosecutor's decision. Each side should be free to choose
the method it deems best for stablishing
the pertinent trait of character.
Under the former penal code, when the
accused made proof of antecedent threats
by the victim, to show either the reasonable apprehension of the defendant or the
probability that the deceased was the aggressor, the State could show the reputation of the deceased for being peaceable.
Annstrong v. State, No. 68980 (Tex.
Crim. App. Nov. 28, 1985); Arth~rrv.
State. supra; Murphy v. State, 149 Tex.
Crim. 624, 198 S.W.2d 98 (1946); Denson v. State. 107 Tex. Crim. 649. 298
S.W. 604 (1927). Rule 404 replaces the
somewhat muddled case law and allows the
prosecution in a homicide to introduce evidence of the victim's peaceful disposition
to rebut evidence that the victim was the
first aggressor.

to demonstrate that an accused's had
character or to show his propensity to commit crimes, it is not automatically admissible. Rule 404@) states that it "may" be
admitted. The court must still weigh the
probative value against the danger of
prejudice. MCCOMCK See. 190; 22 BDERAI. PKACTICE & PROCEDURJ?
Set. 5240.

This rule codifies the common law
doctrine forbidding the prosecution
from asking the jury to infer from
the fact that the defendant has committed a had act in the past, that he
has a bad character and therefore is
more likely to have committed the
bad act now charged. Although this
propensity evidence is relevant, the
risk that a jury will convict for
crimes other than those chargedor that uncertain ofguilt, it will convict anyway because a bad person
deserves punishment-creates a judicial effect that outweighs ordinary
relevance. Where evidence has some
'special'probative value, where, for
example, it is relevant to something
other than mere character or propensity, it may he admitted. The judge
must then weigh the special
relevance against the prejudicial
risk, taking into account the likely
hostile jury reaction that underlies
the common law rule.

UnitedStates v. Moccia, 681 P.2d 61 (1st
Cir. 1982).
The methodology expressed in the new
Rule is comparable to recent Texas case
law relating to extraneous offenses. At one
time, Texas courts were criticized for
mechanically applying a set of categories
Rule 40403) -Other Crimes,
to determine the admissibility of extraneous acts. The method was criticized for
Wrongs or Acts
excluding relevant evidence that did not
Under Texas Rule404@), whenever evi- fall within a particular category, and, condence of another crime, wrong, or act is versely, for admitting evidence without
offered for a relevant purpose other than analyzing its actual relevance in a particuto show criminal disposition it may be ad- lar case. Comment, The Admissibility of
missible. Rule 404@) bars evidence of Orher Crimes in Texas, 50 TEXASL. REV.
other crimes, wrongs, or acts offered to 1409 (1972). Recent opinions, however,
show that because the accused is a person have discarded the mechanistic application
of bad character, there is a greater likeli- of exceptions to a general rule in determinhood that he committed the offense ing the admissibility of extraneous acts,
charged. See MCCOMCK Sec. 190; 22 and have already moved toward the same
S ~ C . balancing test required under Rule 404@).
FEDERAL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE
5248.
Mor'gan v. State, 692 S.W.2d 877 v e x .
Even if evidence of other acts is shown Crim. App. 1985). The test for admissito be relevant for some purpose other than bility presently applied in Texas is that ex-

traneaus acts may become admissible upon
a showing of two things by the prosecution: First, tbat the transaction is relevant
to a material issue in the case, other than
thedefendant's character; and, Second, the
relevancy value of the evidence outweighs
its inflammatory or prejudicial potential.
E.g. Garza v. State, No. 504-82 (Tex.
Crim. App. June 18, 1986); McKay v.
State, 707 S.W.2d 23 (Tex. Crim. App.
1986); Planre v. State, 692 S.W.2d 487
(Tex. Crim. App. 1985); Williams v.
State, 662 S.W.2d 344 (Tex. Crim. App.
1983). See Also Maddox v. State, 682
S.W.2d 563 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985).

Traditional Exceptions to
Rule 404(b)
Rule 404@) lists motive, opportunity,
intent, preparation, plan and identity as
purposes that demonstrate a special
relevance supporting the admission of extraneous offenses. These exceptions,
however, are illustrative only, and are by
no means an exclusive test for admissibility. See Morgan v. State, 692 S.W.2d 877
(Tex. Crim. App. 1985); Williarns v.
State, 662 S.W.2d 344 (Tex. Crim. App.
1983); Bachhofer v. State, 633 S.W.2d
869 (Tex. Crim. App. 1982); Albrecht v.
State, 486 S.W.2d 97 (Tex. Crim. App.
1972). "The list of exceptions in Rule
404(b) is no more than a set of examples
i n which the use of other crimes evidence
does not offend the rule of exclusion." 22
FEDERAL
PRACTICE& PROCEDURE
Sec.
5248.

Notice
Commentators have suggested tbat the
prosecution be required to give notice of
intent to use evidence of extraneous acts.
2 WEINSTEINS EVDENCES ~ C404(9);
.
22
FEDERAL
PRACTICE& PROCEDURE
Sec.
5249. Most practitioners have recognized
the unfairness of introducing evidence of
other crimes without any notice to the
defendant. The unexpected use of extraneous crimes effectively deprives the defendant of an effectivedefense. Without prior
notice, the defense has little opportunity to
effectively investigate and respond to evidence that frequently has a decisive impact
on the outcome of the trial. The concerns
gcneratcd thc notice provision in the Tcxas
Rule. Wlrnwcr thc dcfensc ~iiakesa tinlc-

ly request, the prosecution must give eliminate this practice, Rnle 405 provides:
reasonable notice of its intent to introduce
. . .to be competent to testify conother crimes, wrongs or acts of the accerning the character or trait of
cused, except for acts arising in the same
character of the accused a witness
transaction.
must, prior to the date of the offense
have been substantially familiar with
Rule 405: Methods of
the reputation of the accused. . .
Proving Character
This eliminates the problems created when
witnesses attempt to testify about reputation based upon the crime itself, or conversations and events subsequent to the
offense. See Wagner v. State, supra; Watson v. State, 605 S.W.2d 877 flex. Crim.
App. 1979); Frison v. State, 473 S.W.2d
479 (Tex. Crim. App. 1971). Experience
teaches that witnesess who have become
familiar with the defendant's reputation after the commission of an offense have done
so in order to testify. The opinions of these
witnesses are inherently suspect and should
be excluded.
The requirement that character witnesses
must be substantially familiar with the accused's reputation also effectively
eliminates the possibility that evidence of
character can be proven by expert witnesses. Nothing in the Rnle precludes the admission of opinion evidence by experts on
the accused's character. One commentator
apparently endorses the admission of psychiatric opinion about the accused's charac-

Texas Rule 405 permits proof of character either by reputation or opinion evidence. Formerly, under Texas case law,
only reputation testimony was admissible
to prove character where evidence of
character was offered as circumstantial evidence of conduct. See MCCORMICK
Sec.
186. Texas law precluded the admission
of a witness's personal opinion to prove a
character trait. E.g. Green v. State. 679
S.W.2d 516 (Tex. Crim. App. 1984);
beech an^ v. State, 580 S.W.2d 588 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1979); Ward v. State, 591
S.W.2d 810 (Tex. Crim. App. 1978);Lutz
v. State, 146 Tex. Crim. 503,176 S.W.2d
317 (1943); Holsey v. State, 24 Tex. App.
35, 5 S.W.2d 523 (1887).
The inquiry as to character must be
limited to the general reputation of
the person in the community of his
residence or where he is best known;
and the witness must speak from his
knowledge of this general character
and not from his own individual
opinion. Watson v. State, 156 Tex.
Crim. 585,244 S.W.2d 515 (1951).
It is generally agreed, that sanctioning
the use of personal opinion to prove
character will not have much practical effect since reputation testimony was usually nothing more than personal opinion in
disguise. At least, the straightforward admission of opinion evidence eliminates the
need to masquerade opinion evidence as
reputation. 2 D. LOUISELL & C.
MUELLER Sec. 184; 2 WEINSTEIN'S
EVIDENCE S ~ C405(3).
.

Requirement That the Witness Be
Substantially Familiar With the
Reputation of the Accused
It is well recognized that abuses are
prevalent in the presentation of reputation
evidence. Witnesses with little or no actual
familiarity with the accused are commonly called to testify about his reputation. To

Introduced by Representative Kastenmeier and joined in offering by Representatives Masoli, Synar, Schroeder, Frank,
Borenson, Berman, Boucher, and Brooks
(presumably of Texas). Passed by House
on 12/6/85.
The bill provides for a raise of the maximum ceiling for payment from $2,000 to
$5,000 and for a $50.00 across the board
payment per hour, in or out of court with
an optional $75.00 in districts where economic circumstances warrant it.

The Senate companion bill provides for
the current rate but increases the ceiling
and I have no information on whether it
has passed or not or whether the bill is in
conference or not.
Please write your Congressman and
Senator in support of this bill.
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ter in sexual offenses. 2 W ~ S TEnE
DENCE Sec. 405@3). Texas courts,
however, have refused to alhw expert
opiofonthat an accusal's Chamder didnot
match the personality pmfie of someone
inclined to engage in sexually abertantbehavior. William v. State, 649 S.W.2d 693
(Tex. App.-Amarillo 1983) (Wiitrnes,
even experts, cwnot exptess a personal
opinioa ofaccused's character and an expert is not entitled to testify about a d ' s
intent); Dean v. State, 636 S.W.2d 8 (Tex.
App. -Corpus Christi 1982) (An expert
cannot testify about the deFendant's inclination to engage in deviate sexual
intercourse). Few experts will he "substantially familiaf' with an accused's repuration prior to the date ofthe offense. Thus,
the Rule indirectly eliminates expert re.timony ahout character,
The language added to Texas Rule of
Criminal Evidence 405@ containins two
arras of ambiguity. Anacding to the Rule,
"a witness must, prior to the date of the
offense, have been substantially famaim
with the reputation of the acewed," It is
not clear how a wifness can be familiar
with another's reputation without also heing substantially f&liar with it. Either the
witness b o w s the person's reputation or
he doesn't. The real igsue is whether the
witness is qualified to testify about the
defendant's character based on what he
knew prim to the date of the offense. The
requiment that the witness he substantially familiar with the repwtaim of tthe accused presents another difficulty. Why is
the word "mputation" instead of "character" used? Under the Rule, a witness cannot testify to his opinion of the defendant's
chru9cterweu when he was well acquhinted with the accueed, unlws he can also
demonstrate that he was substantially
familiar with his reputation. A literal applhtion of the provision means that a
characler witness is only qualified to express a personal opinion conaerning the
defendant's character when it is based upon
reputation.
The Rule continues the Texas evidence
law excluding introduction of specif* acts
of mismnduct to prow, character. The ream s advanced in Texas law for this prohibition are similar to the poky underlying Rule 404(b): (1) the danger of unfair
prejudice to the accused. (2) Introduction
of evidence of specific acts to prove a
character trait would soufuse the issues at
trial and enmesh the court in unpraducriive

~ exolorations of collateral controversies.
. .
.
.
.
.
.
S& Pomster v. State, 38 Tex. Crimim, 245,
42 S.W. 400 (1897); C. McCortwc~&
R. RAY, %AS LAW OF EVIDBNCE Set.
m 2 0937).

Cross-Examination of
Reptation Witnasses
When a whness tetifies to reputation,
he may he cross-examined ahout any
reports of m
s cdndeming specific instances of condm inconsistent with the
eharacter trait described by the witness
which he might have heard. Peym v.
Sulte, 136 Tex. Crim. 127, 124 S.W.2d
137 (1939). In theory, the purpose of a
"have-yawheardBquestion is not fo show
the specifire instances of had conduct, hut
instead to test the credib31ity of the witness
by testing hi familiarity with the reputation in question. Wrenn v. Stet@, 597
S.W.2d 369 (Tex. Crim. App. 19801;
Ward v. Srafe, 591 S.W.2d 810 (Tex.
C h . App. 1978); Livingmn v. Sfate*589
S.W.2d W5 flex. Crim. App. 1979).
Everyone recognizes that the common-law
theory i* a transparent dispise. The "haveyou-heard" question is actually employed
to expose the jury to the information contained in the question. The questioner asking "Have yon heard that (the accused) shot
a -PUUUY?"
-"- is lessinterested in successfully impeaching a reputation witness than he
is in revealing that the defendant is a
puppy-killer.
The "have-you-heard" fonn was previously required because the witness could
only testify on d i r ~about
t
reputation. The
witness testified about what he had heard,
rather than what he knew. Now that a witness oan testify to his own personal opinion, it is donhtfd that the beve-you-hmrdn
form has significance. Somec o m t a t o r s
have suggested that Rule 405 dimiuab the
distinction between asking what a witness
knew and what he has heard. They assert
that a witness can he cross-examined either
as to what he knows or as to what he has
heard, regardless of whether he testified
as to repnt~tion or personal opinion.
Govemmenr of Yir'gin Islands v. Roldan,
612 F.2d 775 (3d Cir. 1979), ceff. denied,
446 US. 920 (1980); 2 D. L ~ ~ S E&LCL.
MUELLER
Sec. 149.
According to one court, however, the
form of questions in cross-examinationre
mains significant under Rule 405. In
WhitedStates v. Cum>,the court reasoned
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that the Rule only permits erossexamination relevant to the type of testimony offered on d i m examination, Thus,
an opinion witness can only he ~~examined on matter8 bearing on hi own
opinion, and reputation witmses can only
he examined on matters relevant to the
reputation within the community. United
States v. Curtis, 644 F.28 2&3 (3d Cir.
19811, appeal after remand, 683 F.Zd769
(3d Cir.), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1018
(1982). Under the rules, prosecutors still
may ask reputation witnesses "have-youhard" questions. United State* v.
McGuire, 744 F.2d 1197 (6th Cir. 19841,
cert. denied, 105 S.Ct. 1866 (1985).
The only limitation to cum-examination
on speoific instances of conduct is that the
conduct must be relevant to the character
trait to which the witnesstestified on direct
examination. United States v. Curfist
supra; United Stntps v. Apf.Ibaum, 621
F.2d 62 (3d Cir, 1980).

Rule 406: Habit
Texas Rule 406 is adopted verbatim
from Federal Rde 406. The Rulepmvides
that evidence of apwson's habit or the mutine practice of anorganization is relevant
to show that conduct on a particular occasion was in oonformity with the habit or
practice.
On a practiaal level, whether an item of

evidence is classified as habit or character IDittee Note: 2 WEINSTEIN'S EVIDENCE ments inadmissible against the defendant:
(1) pleas of guilty or nolo wntendere
can be pivotal in determining admissibili- Sec. 406(01).
Rule 406 permits evidence of the rou- which are later withdrawn; (2) statements
ty. Evidence of character is not admissible to show a person's propensity to engage tine practice of an organization. As in the made in the wurse of the plea hearing; (3)
in the conduct on a particular occasion. business records exception to the hearsay statements made in the course of plea disHowever, evidence of habit would be ad- rule, evidence of routine practice is need- cussions with the prosecutor. The Texas
missible. On the other hand, evidence ed because, in a large organization, it.is Rule is a slightly modified version of Fedwhichis inadequate to show habit may be unlikely that any one individual will eral Rule 410.
The protections set out in the Rule are
admitted, with almost identical impact, as remember a particular act that bas been
character evidence. In a prosecution for repeated countless times over a period of intended to stimulate negotiated disposisubmitting false mortgage applications to time. 23 FEDERALPRACTICE& PROCE- tions of criminal cases by makhg it possiHUD, the court excluded testimony tha1 DURE Sec. 5274. Although few state ble for a defendant to engage in candid
the defendant routinely acted honestly prosecutions involve formal business or- discussions without the threat that his state@ahit), but allowed witnesses to testify thal ganizations, the Rule does contain an ments will be used as evidence against him
the defendant had an honest character. ambiguity that might affect conspiracy if the negotiations fail. To achieve its purUnitedstates v. Petras, 592 F.2d 525 (9th prosecutions. Rule406 states that 'the hahit pose, the Rule bars the use of a statement
of a person or the routine practice of an fallin8 within its ambit either as substanCir. 1979).
Specificity is a key element distinguish- organization. .is relevant to prove that the tive ciidcncc or to contradict an accused
United Slates v. Larsoir,
~ testified.
.. ~
~-~.
-. ~
ex- conduct of the person or organization on who has
ing habit from character. MCCORMICK
pressed the differences between habit and a particular occasion was in conformity 683 F.2d 688 (2d Cir. 1982); 2 D:
character in the following manner: "Char- with the habit or routine practice." There LOUISELL& C.MUELLER Set. 188.
acter is a generalized description of a per- is a question whether tbe routine practice
Pleas of Guilty and
son's disposition, or the disposition in of an organization is admissible to prove
Nolo Contendere
respect to a general trait, such as honesty, the conduct of an individual member. 23
Set.
tempereuce, or peacefulness. Habit, in the FEDERAL PRACTICE & PROCEDURE
present context is more specific. It denotes 5275.
Texas Rule 410(1) which makes withUnited States v. Angelilli, demonstrates drawn guilty and nolo wntendere pleas inone%regular response to a repeated situation." MCCORMICKSec. 195. United the potential danger when routine practice admissible is the rame as the Federal Rule,
States v. Holmaman, 680 F.2d 1340 (11th of an organization is offered to show an except that the clause continues existing
Cir. 1982). The restriction that habit is individual's behavior. The defendant, a city Texas practice that treats a nolo contendere
confmed to specific conduct is essential to marshal, was accused of participating in plea the same as a guilty plea insofar as
prevent Rule 406 from being used to cir- an elaborate scheme involving bid-rigging criminal cases are concerned. See TEX.
cumvent the general prohibition on proof at city auctions. The government sought CODECRIM.PROC.ANN.Art. 27.02(5)
of character to show conduct on a particu- to admit evidence of the routine conduct (1974); Snyder v. State, 629 S.W.2d 930
PRACTICE& of the city marshal's office (the organiza- (Tex. Crim. App. 1982); Fleet v. State,
lar occasion. 23 FEDERAL
tion) in its fraudulent operation to infer the 607 S.W.2d 257 flex. Crim. App. 1979);
PROCEDURE
Sec. 5273.
Habit is manifested by repetition of the defendant had engaged in the illegal con- Fierro v. State, 437 S.W.2d 833 (Tex.
same response to a particula set of circum- duct because he was an employee of the Crim. App. 1969).
stances. See 1A WIGMOREON EVIDENCE marshal's office. The Second Circuit reSec. 93 (Tiller's rev. 1983). Therepetitive- jected the prosecution theory. The court
Statements Made During the
ness and invariabiity which is characteris- noted that "it would defy the principle of
Plea Hearing
tic of habit enhances its probative value to individuality of guilt to hold that a defendant's
mere
membership
in
an
organization
show a person's wnduct on a particular ocTexas Rule 410(2) makes inadmissible
casion. 'What Rule 406 seeks to admit are practicing a particular crime could be used
those kinds of repetitive acts that provide to show that thedefendant, himself, com- any statements made during a wurt hearstrong proof of conduct on a specified oc- mitted such a crime. United States v. An- ing whenever the defendant's plea of guilty
casion without the danger of bogging down geliUi, 660 F.2d 23 (2d Cir. 1981), cert. or nolo contendere is later "withdrawn."
the trial in collateral issues or unfairly denied Riborsky v. United Sfates,455 US. This exclusion applies to instances where
the defendant voluntarily changes his plea
prejudicing the case of one of theparties." 910 (1982).
to not guilty as well as pleas rejected by
PRACTICE& PROCEDURE
2 3 FEDERAL
Rule 410: Exclusion of
the judge or set aside on appeal. 23 PEDSec. 273.
E m PRACTICE & PROCEDURE
&?C. 5443.
Most controversiies arising under FedWithdrawn Pleas and
This
merely
restates
present
Texas
praceral Rule 406 center on the frequency of
Related Statements
tice. See TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. ANN.,
instances and the degree of consistency
Texas Rule of Criminal Evidence 410 Art. 26.13 (1985).
which must he demonstrated before eviThe Rule changes Texas law by excluddence is admissible as habit. As noted by deals with statements made by a defendant
ing
a defendant's statements whenever the
during
the
process
of
plea
negotiation.
In
the advisory committee to the Federal
Rules, precise standards cannot be formu- general terms, Rule 410 makes three dis- guilty or nolo contendere plea is withdrawn
lated. FEo.R.Em. 406 Advisory Com- tinct classifications of pleas related state- even wbeu the plea was not taken pursuant

.
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to a plea bargain. Presently, Article 26.13
only makes a defendant's statements inadmissible against him if the court rejects a
plea agreement. In a recent case, a defendant entered a plea of nolo contendere and
made a judicial confession. There was no
plea agreement. The defendant changed his
plea to not guilty and at his trial sought to
exclude the statement given at the earlier
hearing. The Court of Appeals held that
his changed plea didnot remove his judicial confession. Cammack v. Stale, 645
S.W.2d 866 (Tex. Ct. App. 1983 pet.
refd). Under Rule 410, the judicial confession would be inadmissible.

Plea Discussions
Statementsmade in plea discussions with
the prosecutor are inadmissible under
Texas Rule 410(3). For the most part,
Texas Rule 410(3) parallels antecedent
Texas practice. Early Texas case law excluded evidence that during negotiations
with the prosecutor, the defendant offered
to plead guilty. E.g. Dean v. State, 72 Tex.
Crim. 274,161 S.W. 974 (1913); StqXord
v. State, 125 Tex. Crim. 174,67 S.W.2d
285 (1934). Even though Article 26.13 did
not expressly apply to statements made by
a defendant during plea negotiations, it had
been construed to prevent the use of such
statements against the defendant. Richardson v. State, 667 S.W.2d 268 (Tex. Ct.
App. 1984, pet. refd.); Bubany, The Texas
Confession State: Some New Wine in the
Same Old Bonk, TEX.
TECH.L.REV.67,
94 (1978).
The exclusionary provisions of Rule
41013) only apply to statements made in
the course of plea negotiations with the
prosecuting attorney. The Texas Rule is a
derivative of Federal Rule 410 which was
amended to make clear that the Rule does
not extend to statements made to law enforcement agents. The admissibility of
statementsmade to the police are governed
by statutes and caselaw relating to police
interrogations and confessions. See United
States v. Sebetich. 776 F.2d 412 (3d Cir.
1985); United States v. Keith, 764 F.2d
263 (5th Cir. 1985); Rachlin v. State, 723
F.2d 1373 (8th Cir. 1983); United States
v. Ceballos, 706 F.2d 1198 (11th Cir.
1983); 2 D. LOUISELL& C. MUELLER
Sec. 184; 2 WEINSTEINS
'
EVIDENCESec.
410(08). An early Texas case recognized
a similar distinction between statements to
a peace officer and plea negotiations with
38 VOICEfor the Defense /October 1986

the prosecuting attorney. Kirk v. State, 56
Tex. Crim. 429,120 S.W. 436 91909) (A
defendant's offer to the sheriff to plead
guilty in return for some consideration on
the fine was not inadmissible. The Court
rejected the argument that the statement
Was inadmissible as an effort to compromise because a peace officer has no
power to negotiate concerning the h e ) .
However, Rule 410 may apply where the
law enforcement officer engages in plea
discussions with the approval of the prosecutor. Rachlin v. United States, supra;
United States v. Grant, 622 F.2d 308 (8th
Cir. 1980).
In addition, Rule 410(3) does not include
every discussion with the prosecutor. Rule
410(3) only embraces statements made to
the prosecutor in the course of plea discus
sions. Statements "made in the course of
pleadiscnssions" are those madeinexpectation that the defendant will enter a plea
of guilty or nolo contendere in exchange
for some concession.
Rule 410 has no application in circumstances where the accused's statements or
withdrawn please are not being used as evidence against him. In one example, the
prosecution sought a superceding indictment as a result of disclosures by the
defendant and his attorney regarding deficiencies in the indictment. See United
States v. Hinton, 703 F.2d 672(2d Cir.),
cert. denied 462 U.S. 1121 (1983). Rule
410 had no application because the information was not used as evidence. Rule410
does not preclude the defendant from
cross-examining a prosecution witness
about his plea agreements and statements
made during plea negotiations. 2 D.
LOUISELL& C. MUELLERSec. 188.
Again, Rnle 410 only applies when the
statements of an accused are used as evidence against him at his trial.

Exceptions
Rule 410(3) provides that if a statement
made during the course of a plea discussion has been introduced into evidence
other statements may be admitted
whenever fairness requires that the factfinder be allowed to consider both statements. This simply insures that the rule of
completeness will be applied in this context to prevent the defendant from taking
advantage of the exclnsionary restraints
imposed upon the prosecution.
The other exception to exclusion found

in the Federal Rule was not adopted in
Texas. Federal Rule 410 makes statements
admissible when the statement is the subject of a prosecution for perjury. Inexplicably, this portion of the Federal Rule was
not adopted in Texas.

Rule 412: Past Sexual Behavior
The vast majority of Americanjurisdictions have enacted rape shield laws
designed to restrict inquiry into the sexual
behavior of the victims of sexual assault.
The policy of Texas Rule of Criminal Evidence 412, like other rape shield laws, is
to protect the victims from"degrading and
embarrassing disclosure of intimate details
about their private lives. See United States
v. Cardinal, 782 F.2d 34 (6th Cir. 1986);
United States v. One Feather, 702 F.2d
736 (8th Cir. 1983); Bell v. Harrison, 670
F.2d 656 (6th Cir. 1982); and Doe v.
United States, 666 F.7.d 43 (4th Cir. 1981)
(cases discussing the purpose of Federal
Rnle 412). Texas Rule 412 reflects the
general consensus that evidence of a victim's sexual behavior is of slight probative
value; the introduction of such evidence
tends to mislead the jury and confuse the
issues at trial; and the potential embarrassment from public disclosure of thevictim's
sexual history has discouraged prosecution
of sexual assaults. See Bell v. Harrison,
670 P.2d 656 (6th Cir. 1982); State v.
Hudlow, 99 Wash. 2d 1, 659 F.2d 514
(1983); Allen v. State, 700 S.W.2d 924
(Tex. Crim. App. 1985); 2 D. LOUISELL
& C. MUELLERSec. 197.
Not surprisingly, defendants have frequently challenged rape shield laws contending that therestrictions on inquiry into
sexual conduct violates the right to crossexamination under the Sixth Amendment
and also violates their right to due process.
Almost every court addressing the issue
has rejected the argument that an accused
has a constitutional right to introduceevidence of a complainant's sexual activity
with others. Absent a few exceptions, evidence of a victim's sexual conduct is i m l e
vant, and there issimply no right topresent
irrelevant evidence. Compare Bell v. Harrison, 670 F.2d 656 (6th Cir. 1982); State
v. Blnc, 225 Kan. 576, 592 F.2d 897
(1979); Cameron v. State, 561 F.2d 118
(Okla. Ct. Crim. App. 1977); and Allen
v. State, 700 S.W.2d 924 (Tex. Crim.
App. 1985) (Cases upholding state rape
shield laws).

Past Sexual Behavior
Texas Rule of Criminal Evidence 412,
unlike its Federal counterpart, does not
contain a defmition of the term "past sexual behavior." The Federal Rule 412 states
that "past sexual behavior" means "sexual
behavior other than the sexual behavior
with respect to which rape or assault with
intent to commit rape is alleged." The absence of a defmition in the Texas rule does
not necessarily signify disagreement with
the definition in the Federal rule.
Nevertheless, it must be noted that the
omission of the Federal definition leaves
open the possibility that a court may mistakenly believe that evidence of conduct
subsequent to the offense but prior to trial
is not excluded under Rule 412.
The term "past sexual behavior" must be
construed in light of purpose of Rule 412
which is to protect the privacy of victims
and to prevent the jury from basing its
decision on a moral assessment of the
victim, rather than the actions of the defendant. 23 FEDERAL
PRACTICE& PROCEDURE Sec. 5384. The Rule's exclusion of
evidence of past sexual behavior eucompasses not only evidence of sexual activity, but also evidenoe that violates the spirit
of Rule 412 by indirectly showing the sexual behavior of the complainant. Evidence
that thc victim had a venereal disease, tirkcs
birth control measures, had an abortion,
or an illegitimatechildare examples of evidence that is excludable under Rule 412,
unless otherwise relevant to an issue in the
case. See United States v. One Feather,
supra; Wilson v. State, 548 S.W.2d 51
(Tex. Crim. App. 1977); and Young v.
Smre, 547 S.W.2d 23 (Tex. Crim. App.
1977).

produce evidence in his behalf. See 23
& PROCEDURE
Sec.
FEDERALPRACT~CE
5385.

not establish a bias or motive.

Constitutionally Required

Rule 412 follows the Federal Rule 412
Evidence Necessary to Rebut or
Explain Scientific or Medical in establishingan amorphous exception to
the general exclusion of specific acts by
Evidence Offered by the State permitting
introduction of specific acts of
Texas and all other jurisdictions recognize that specificacts of sexual conduct are
admissible to explain the origin of physical evidence such as semen or vaginal injury. The defendant is entitled to show
those prior sexual activities of the complainant which are relevant to explain the
source of such evidence.

Past Sexual Behavior With the
Accused Offered on the
Issue of Consent
Rule 412@)(2)@) continues present
Texas law permitting the defendant to
present evidence of his previous sexual
relationship with the complainant when
consent is an issue in the case. This does
not mean that a defendant is automatically
entitled to present such evidence. A previous relationship between the parties does
not by itself always create an issue of consent. In some instances, the facts eliminate
the possibility of consent despite the previous relationship of the parties. Comment,
Rape: Admissibilify of Victimh Prior Serual Conduct: Whzat is the Law in T a m ?
31 BAYLORL. REV. 317 (1979).

past sexual behavior "constitutionally required to be admitted." This exception
gives the courts the flexibility to admit evidence of a victim's past sexual behavior
when circumstances dictate that the information is especially relevant to an issue in
the case. See 2 D. LOUISELL & C.
MUELLER Set. 197.
Rule 412 regulates when the defendant
can admit evidence of past sexual behavior
to show consent; however, the Rule does
not address the unusual problem created
when the defendant seeks to introduce
testimony of past sexual behavior not to
prove actual consent but instead, to show
that he reasonably believed the complainant consented to establish a mistake
of fact defense. Some authorities have suggested that a defendant may produce testimony concerning the compIainant's past
sexual behavior of which he was familiar
before the incident to show his state of
mind if the evidence would be relevant to
establish a mistake of fact. See Doe v.

Criminal Law
Outstanding Service
Awards

The Criminal Law Section of the
State Bar of Texas recognized three
more outstanding persons for service
The accnsedis entitled to introduce evirendered at the recent State Bar Condence of specific instances of sexual bevention held in Houston.
havior whenever it is relevant to show that
Named as Outstanding Judge, Outthe complainant has a motive to falsely acstanding Criminal Defense Attorney
cuse the defendant. Hill v. State, 680
Opinion and Reputation
and Outstanding Prosecutor for 1985-86
S.W.2d 932 (Tex. Crim. App. 1980); 23
were Judge Sam Houston Clinton of the
PRACTICE& PROCEDURE S ~ C . Texas Court of Criminal Appeals for
Under Rule 412, reputation or opinion FEDERAL
testimony about a victim's sexual behavior 5387. Under the balancing test of Rule
his leadership roles in formulating the
is never admissible United States v. Ner, 412, the trial judge must weigh the probaNew Rules of Criminal Evidence and
661 F.2d 1203 (10th Cir. 1981); Doe v. tive value of the evidence against the
Rules of Appellate Procedure in Texas;
Unitedstates, 666 F.2d43 (4th Cir. 1981); danger of unfair prejudice. In this context,
Carolyn Garcia for her tireless efforts
2 D. LOUISELL& C. MUELLER Sec. 197. considering the defendant's constitutional
in Death Penalty cases on behalf of
The exclusion of opinion and reputation right to introduce any evidence that bears
those persons on Death Row; and Jertestimony is an outgrowth of the general on the witness's motive, it would seem the
ry Cohb, District Attorney of Denton
belief that the probative value of opinion only basis to entirely exclude evidence of
County. Jerry was selected by the
and reputation testimony about sexual be- the past sexual behavior of a complainant
Criminal Law Section for his outstandhavior is so low that its absolute exclusion (as opposed to merely restricting admising contributions and significant inis not a denial of the defendant's right to sion of overly detailed accounts) is when
volvement in legislative matters.
confront the witnesses against him or to the trial judge finds that the evidence does

Motive or Bias

.
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United States, 666 F.2d 43 (4th Cir. 1981); virginity could be disproven to explain
2 WEINSTEIN'S
EVIDENCE
Sec. 412(01); physical condition of the complainant.).
& PROCEDURE
23 FEDERALPRACTICE
In Camera Hearing
Sec. 5387.
While specific acts of past sexual beIn addition to the limitations on admishavior are normally excluded subject to a
few exceptions, when the victim's testi- sion of evidence of past sexual behavior,
mony gives a false impression about a par- Rule 412 contains a procedural safeguard
ticular fact, the defendant may produce tes- by requiring a hearing in camera prior to
timony gives an inaccurate impression of the introduction of evidence of past sexusexual innocence, Rule 412 may not be in- al behavior. Texas Rule of Criminal Eviterpreted to preclude the defense from dence 412(c)(d) and (e) are taken verbaproducing evidence in contradiction. 2 D. tim from TEX. PENALCODEANN. Art.
LOUISELL & C. MUELLER S ~ C198;
.
See 22.065 and Texas courts have rigorously
Capps v. State, 696 S.W.2d486 (Tex. Ct. enforced these procedural requirements.
App. -El Paso 1985) (Texas case law prior C.f. fiparte Rose, 704 S.W.2d751 (Tex.
to the rules recognized that assertions of Crim. App. 1984).

Unless the defendant engages in disruptive conduct requiring his removal from
the courtroom, lllinois v. AUen, 397 U S .
337 (1970), he has a constitutional right
to be present during the hearing in camera
conducted pursuant to the rule. Sancltez v.
State, 702 S.W.2d 258 (Tex. Ct. App. Dallas 1985). At the hearing, the defendant must disclose to the court the
proposed evidence. The hearing is not a
discovery proceeding. The defendant
should not be allowed to cross-examine the
victim about her past sexual behavior in
a fishing expedition in hopes of discovering something relevant. See Bell v. Harrison, 670 F.2d 656 (6th Cir. 1982).

Article V. Privileges
by Judge Chuck Miller, Jade Meeker, and Darla Davis Reid
Research Attorney for Judge Miller.
Darla Davis Reid is a graduate of the
University of Texas at Austin Law School
in 1986 and is a Briefing Attorney for
Judge Miller.

timony must be given or evidence
produced, unless specifically exempted by
privilege.

Rule 502
Required Repofis Privileged by Statute

The Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence
were patterned after the Federal Rules of
Evidence. Thus, cases interpreting the federal rules, along with the advisory committee notes following the rules, should be
used for guidance unless the Texas rule
clearly departs from its federal counterpart. Also, the Texas rules became effective September 1, 1986, and since they are
clearly procedural, apply to all proceedings held after that date.
Generally, most evidence rules exist to
aid the factfinder in determining the truth.
Chuck Miller, Judge, Court of Criminal Privileges, however, exist to protect relaAppeals, B. A. Degree from S. M. U. with tionships and result in exclusion of eviJ.D. from S.M. U.School of Law in 1972; dence. Therefore, regardless of relevancy,
Board Certified Criminal Law, Ta-as probative value, or indicia of reliability,
Board of Legal Specialization; fo~merly privileges will be used to exclude evidence
Judge, County Criminal Court No. 7 in when society's interest in protecting a relaDailas County, 1977-82; State Board of tionship is greater than its interest in layTerns, Criminal Law Section, Chairn~an, ing all facts before the fact finder.
1981-82; Adjunct Profesor Criminal Trial
Rule 501
Evidence, S.M. U. Law School in 1980-82.
Judge Miller said that a substantial Privileges Recognized Only as Provided
amount of the work ~vasperforrnedby Jade
Rule 501 states that no privilege may be
Meeker and Darla Davis Reid. Jade
Meeker was an undergraduate at Trinity claimed except as provided by rules of eviUniversity and obtained her Law Degree dence, Constitution, statute, or statutorily
frorn the University of Texas at Auslin authorized court rule. The language of the
School of Law in 1982. She is now rule sets the tenor for the entire article: tes-
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Rule 502 provides that information required to be supplied to federal, state or
local governments remains privileged if the
law requiring the reporting so provides.
Rule 502 is intended to include reporting
regulations and is therefore distinct from
Rule 501. Rule 502 does not apply to actions involving perjury, false statements,
fraud in the return or report, or the failure
to comply with relevant law.

Rule 503
Lawyer-Client Privilege
Rule 503 sets forth the lawyer-client
privilege. The purpose of the rule is the
"promotion of communication between
lawyer and client unrestrained by fear that
these confidences may later be revealed."
Cruz v . State, 586 S.W.2d 861
(Tex.Cr.App. 1979). The general statement of the privilege is found in subsection @): the client is privileged from disclosing, and may prevent others from
disclosing:
(1) communications made in confidence for the purpose of obtaining
legal services; or
(2) any other fact which came to the

knowledge of the lawyer or the lawyer's representative by reason of the
attorney-client relationship.
Rule 503 (a)(l) defmes a client as a "person who is rendered professional legal
services by a lawyer or who consults a lawyer with a view to obtaining professional
legal services." Rule 503 (a)(3). "Client"
includes a person, public office, or corportion, association, or other organization or
entity, either public or private.
The rule does not extend the lawyerclient privilege to prosecutors. In a criminal proceeding, the prosecutor does not
"render professional legal services" to the
State in the sense of Rule 503; rather, he
or she is the State. CJ The roles of the
State Attorney General.
Prosecutor's communications are,
however, protected by the work product
doctrine which is not restricted by these
rules. Article 39.14, V.A.C.C.P., states
that ". . .the work product of counsel in the
case and their investigators and their notes
or report. . ."are not subject to discovery.
The work product doctrine is designed to
protect the lawyer, and not the client, see
In Re Grand Jury Proceedings, 601 F.2d
162 (5th Cir. 1979), and applies toprosecutors as well as defense attorneys.
Rule 503 (a)(2) defines "representative
of the client," as one having authority to
obtain professional legal services, or to act
on advice rendered pursuant thereto on behalf of the client. If an organization is the
client, whether the communicating employee is a representative depends upon his
or her status. Thus, the kontrol group test"
will apply in Texas cases: the privilege applies only if the employee is empowered
to control or take a substantial part in the
decision about any action the organization
may take upon the legal advice given. This
test differs from the "subject matter test,"
which applies to federal cases. See Cornnlodity Futiires Trading Comn~issionv.
Weintraub, -U S . -,
105 S.Ct.
1986.85 L.Ed.2d 372 (1985), and UpJohn
Company v. United States, 449 U S . 383,
101 S.Ct. 677, 66 L.Ed.2d 584 (1981).
Rule 503 (a)(3) definesthe term "lawyer"
as one authorized, or reasonably believed
by the client to be authorized, to engage
in the practice of law. The rule does not
require payment of a fee or an actual employment relationship.
Rule 503 (a)(4) defines "representative
of the lawyer" as one employed by the lawyer to assist the lawyer in the rendition of

professional legal services. The term includes office personnel such as law clerks
and secretaries, as well as experts such as
psychiatrists who are retained by the lawyer as consultants. The definition also includes doctors hired by the lawyers for
consultation in anticipation of trial. (Rule
509 states that there is no independent
physician-patient privilege.)
Rule 503 (a)(4) also provides that an accountant who is reasonably necessary for
the lawyer's rendition of professional legal
services will be considered the lawyer's
representative. Since the client's accounrant would not be a "representative of the
lawyer" under this rule, a separate rule was
adopted for accountants to permit the attorney to use the client's accountant and
have all attendant communications with
that accountant remain privileged. Thus,
the client's accountant becomes the lawyer's client for confidentialcommunication
purposes. The client's doctor, however,
would not be similarly treated since he is
not "employed by the lawyer to assist the
lawyer."
Once the preceding factors are estahlished, the privilege will attach if the
specific communication falls within the
confines of Rule 503 (a)(5), which defines
"confidential"communication. First, there
must be a communication, which encompasses all verbal exchanges, whether oral
or written, as well as conduct such as
gestures.
Second, thecommunication must not be
intended to be d~sclosedto persons other
than those to whom disclosure is made. No
significance attaches to the wording of
Rule 503 (a)@)which does not require that
the communication be made privately as
do the husband-wife and clergy privileges.
Such a communication is "private" if made
between the entities enumerated in 503(b).
Thus if the communication is knowingly
or recklessly made in the presence of or
to a third party not an agent of the lawyer
or the client, then under 503 (b) it is not
covered by the privilege. See Johnson v.
State, 174 S.W. 1047 (Tex.Cr.App. 1915)
and Parel~a v. Stare, 294 S.W. 571
(Tex.Cr.App. 1927). See also Clark v.
State, 261 S.W.2d 339 (Tex.Cr.App.
1953), cert. denied, 346 U.S. 855, 74
S.Ct. 69, 98 L.Ed. 369 (1953). Hayes v.
Pennack, 192 S.W.2d 169 (Tex.App.
Beaumont 1945, no writ).
Last, the communication must be made
in furtherance of the rendition of profes-

sional legal services to the client or those
reasonably necessary for the transmission
of the communication: specifically, the
communicationmust relate to the services
sought. Factual matters raised in later
proceedings are not privileged if the facts
were not revealed because of the attomeyclient relationship or no confidential communication relevant to that relationship
was disclosed. See Pereida v. State, 694
S.W.2d 371 (Tex.App. Corpus Christi
1985, no pet.) (lawyer may testify that
defendant was same person convicted in an
earlier case); and Brasjield v. State, 600
S.W.2d 288 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980) (lawyer may testify that he saw his client at the
scene of a crime).
By adopting the language in Rule 503 @)
referring to "any other fact which came to
the knowledge of the lawyer," the rules
evidence a clear departure from federal
law. Under the federal privilege, fee arrangements were not considered
privileged. See Jim WaherS Hontes, Inc.
v. Foster, 593 S.W.2d 749 (Tex.Civ.App.
Eastland 1979, no writ). Under the Texas
rule, however, any fact, including fee arrangements or terms of employment,
which was disclosed by reason of the
attorney-client relationship will be considered privileged and not subject to
disclosure.
Rule 503 (c) establishes who may claim
the privilege: the client and the lawyer (or
his representative) at the time the communication was made. The lawyer (or his
representative) is presumed to have
authority to claim the privilege on the
client's behalf. This rule was intended to
establish that, in addition to all other situations wheretheprivilegemay be claimed,
the lawyer's authority to invoke the
privilege is presumed. The rule also allows
an attorney or his representative to claim
the privilege for his client on behalf of an
absent client/declarant, and does away with
the necessity of forcing the declarant to
take the stand to invoke the privilege.
Rule 503 (d) lists several exceptions to
the lawyer-client privilege. First, no
privilege attaches to communications
where the lawyer's services were sought
or obtained in order to enable or aid anyone to commit or plan to commit what the
client knew or reasonably should have
known to bea crimeor fraud. This exception turns on the client's knowledge, not
the attorney's, that the contemplated act is
criminal or fraudulent. If the client is in
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doubt, seeks advice about the legality of
the contemplated act, and does not act after learning of its illegality, the communication is privileged. The exception applies
only to future acts; past criminal acts are,
of course, privileged.
This exception is also relevant to perjury. If an attorney reasonably believes that
a witness is going to commit perjury, the
attorney is obligated to inform the court.
See Helton v. State, 670 S.W.2d 644
(Tex.Cr.App. 1984). See also Nix v.
Whiteside, -U.S. -,
106 S.Ct.
988, L.Ed.2d (delivered February 26,
1986).
Another exception relates to the breach
of duty by a lawyer or client: the privilege
does not extend to communications relevant to an issue of breach of duty by the
lawyer to his client or by the client to his
lawyer. See West v. Solito, 563 S.W.2d
240 (Tex. 1978).
The last exception concerns joint clients.
If a communication is relevant to a matter
of common interest between or among two
or more clients and the communication was
made by any of them to a lawyer retained
or consulted in common, then the communication is privileged. This rule makes
clear that communications in connection
with co-defendants will be considered
privileged.

Rule 504
Husband- Wife Privilege
Rule 504 sets forth the marriage cammunication privilege, originally codified as
Art. 38.11, V.A.C.C.P, which is included
in the list of statutes repealed by the enactment of the Texas Rules of Criminal Evidence. (For an excellent review of the old
law in this area, see Privileges (ArficleVJ,
Weldon R. Petty, presented at the Advanced Criminal Law Course, State Bar of
Texas Professional Development Program,
1986.)
Rule 504 contains two separate and distinct privileges. Rule 504 (1)sets forth the
confidential communications privilege,
which may be claimed by either spouse.
Rule 504 (2) establishes the privilege not
to be called as a witness, which belongs
only to the testifying spouse. If a spouse
waives the latter privilege and takes the
stand, the other spouse may prevent the
testifying spouse fmm disclosing confidential communications under the former
privilege.

Rule 504 (1)
Rule 504 (l)(a) defines "confidential
communication" as a communicationmade
privately by any person to his spouse and
not intended for disclosure to any other
person. This definition relates to communications unintentionally made in the
presence of thud party eavesdroppers and
modifies the old law, which held that any
time a marital communication was made
in the presence of a third party, the
privilege was lost. See Bear v. Sme, 612
S.W.2d 931 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981) and
Howell v. State, 242 S.W.2d 388 (Tex
Cr.App. 1951). Under the new law, if the
declarant reasonably believes that the communication is being made in private and
if the declarant intends that the communication not he disclosed, then the
communication is deemed confidential
under rule 504 (1). Thus, if a communication is overheard by an eavesdropper,
but the declarant helieves it to have been
made in private and did not intend it to be
disclosed, the privilege attaches and the
declarant may prevent the eavesdropper
from disclosing the communication.
Rule 504 (1) (h) states the general rule
of the privilege: a person has a privilege
during the marriage and afterwards to refuse to disclose and to prevent another
from disclosing a confidential communication made to his spouse while they were
married. The rule continues the old law
holding that the marital status at the time
the communication was made controls.
Thus, even if the parties are divorced at
the time the testimony is sought, communications made during the marriage will he
prmileged.
The provision enabling one spouse to
prevent the other spouse from disclosing
a marital communication was added to prevent one spouse from thwarting the other
spouse's privilege by disclosing the communication to a third party, and calling that
third party to the stand.
Subsection (c) of Rule 504 (1) states who
may claim the privilege: it may be claimed
by the person, his guardian or representative, or by the other spouse on his behalf.
The authority of a spouse to claim the
privilege is presumed, similar to the
presumption found in Rule 503 (c).
Rule 504 (I)(d) lists the exceptions to the
privilege. First, there is no privilege if the
communication was made, in whole or in
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part, to enable or aid anyone to commit or
plan to commit a crime or fraud. The exception is worded in terms of future conduct only. The exception includes instances
when the spouses are co-conspirators, see
Wolfv. State, 674 S.W.2d 831 (Tex.App.
Corpus Cristi 1984, no pet,).
The second exception to the privilege is
stated in Rule 504 (1)(4)(2): there is no
privilege for confidential communications
made in a proceeding in which an accused
is charged with a crime against the person
of any minor child or any member of the
household of either spouse. This new exception has no federal counterpoint and is
different from the prior law. The rule creates an exception to the general privilege
in proceedings where an accused is
charged with a crime against the person of
any minor child or any member of the
household of either spouse. Thus, under
the new rule, if the spouse testifies, the
State may compel that spouse to reveal
confidential communications in any case
concerning the preceding crimes.
There is an exception to the exception
stated in Rule 504 (l)(d)(2): in a proceeding where the accused is charged with a
crime committed during the marriage
against the spouse, the victim-spouse may
not testify as to confidentid communications. SeeButler v. State, 645 S.W.2d 820
(Tex.Cr.App. 1983) (where wife was victim of aggravated assault committed by
husband, and was permitted to testify
regarding res gestae statements made during commission of the offense and earlier
threats showing motive, but was not permitted to testify regarding other marital
communications).
Several terms used in this portion of
Rule 504 merit comment. Initially, Title
5 of the Penal Code is entitled "offenses
against the person," and includes murder,
kidnapping, homosexual conduct, public
lewdness, sexual assault, injury to a child,
reckless conduct, and a host of other seemingly unrelated offenses. Rule 504 (1)
speaks in terms of '%rimesagainst the person." No special significance was intended to attach to the use of the term "crime"
instead of "offense."
Also, rule 504 (l)(d)(l) refers to the
term "member of the household." "Household" has been defined in Barrett v. Cornmercial Standard Insurance Co., 145
S.W.2d 315 (Tex.Civ.App. Fort Worth
1940, no writ) as "family." See also Travelers Indemniry Co. v. American inden~nity

Co., 315 S.W.2d 677 (Tex.Civ.App. Fort
Worth 1958, no writ). The last sentence
in rule 504 (l)(d)(2), directing that confidential communications made with regard
to crimes committed against one spouse by
another during the marriage remain
privileged, was inserted to show that a
spouse is not to be considered a member
of the household. There is no further
guidance from the rules as to what the term
"member of the household" is to include.
Using the policy supporting the privilege
and its exceptions, however, the term
"household" should be construed to mean
relatives of either spouse living in the
house.
Last, subsection (1) of rule 504 (I)(d)
exempts from the privilege communications made in connection with crimes
against the person of any minor child or
member of either household. Subsection
(2) of that rule provides that confidential
communications made in cases involving
crimes committed by one spouse against
another remain privileged. The privilege
will attach to communications made involving any crime committed by one
spouse against the other, and to any crime
not committed against the persons of minor
children or members of the household.
Rule 504 (2)
Rule 504 (2) concerns the availability of

spouses as witnesses. Rule 504 (1) and
Rule 504 (2) are mutually exclusive: the
former rule extends only to and includes
all mn$denttia[ communications, whereas
the latter rule extends to all nonconfidential matters, i.e., non-commu~cative facts, and sets forth a second
privilege permitting a spouse to refuse to
twtify against the other spouse in certain
circumstances.
The first part of Rule 504 (2)(a) gives
the spouse a privilege not to be called as
a witness for the State. This language invalidates the former law, which distinguished between privileged matters and a
witness' incompetence to testify.
Rule 504 (2)(a) next states that a spouse
may waive the privilcgc and testify voluntarilv for the State. even if the accused objects. The privilege not to be called by the
State is therefore subject to waiver, and is
the personal right of the testifying spouse.
This rule effects adoption of a modification of the mle set forth in Trammel v.
United States, 445 U.S. 40, 100 S.Ct 906,
63 L.Ed.2d 186 (1980) (witness spouse
alone has privilege to refuse to testify adversely). Thus, if a spouse wants to testify against an accused, no one can prevent
that spouse from taking the stand. The
spouse may, however, be prevented from
disclosing confidential communications according to Rule 504 (I)@).
Rule 504 (2)(a) provides that a spouse

who testifies on behalf of an accused is
subject to cross-examination as provided
in Rule 610@), which permits crossexamination on any matter relevant to any
issue in the case, including credibility.
Thus, if the spouse testifies on behalf of
the accused, the State is no longer limited
solely to the issues brought up during
direct examination. The same is true if the
State calls the spouse to the stand: the
defense will not be l i t e d only to those
matters raised on direct. The rule is
phrased in terms of one spouse testifying
on behalf of an accused only because under the prior law, this was the only instance
where a spouse was permitted to testify.
No special restrictions should be implied.
Rule 504 @)(a) concludes by stating that
the failure by an accused to call his spouse
as a witness, where other evidence indicates that the spouse could testify as to
relevant matters, is a proper subject of
comment by counsel. This represents no
change from prior law. See King v. State,
614S.W.2d 165 (Tex.Cr.App. 1981); and
Boles v. State, 598 S.W.2d 274
(Tex.Cr.App. 1980).
Rule 504 (2)@) creates exceptions to the
privilege not to testify. There is no
privilege where the accused is charged
with a crime against the person of any
minor child or any member of the household of either spouse, or as to matters
occurring prior to the marriage. These ex-
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Interested in Paying Less for Insurance?
The TCDLA home office is planning an
insurance package that includes malpractice and disability insurance for our membership at reduced rates. Yon may have
received a questionnaire in the past;
however, this updated informationwiU be
necessary in order to serve you.
It appears to us that the loss experience
of criminal defense lawyers is lower than
that of other practitioners. This obsemation is based mainly on subjective and
anecdotal evidence, but we believe a scientific survey would substantiate this view,
and if a reasonable insurance company
could be persuaded of this fact, that company should be willing to write insurance
for criminal defense lawyers at a lower
premium, or witha premium dividend plan
based on a comparable low loss
experience.
The home office has had contact with

Associated Risk Managers of Texas, Inc.
(ARM), a group of independent insurance
agents who represent quality insurance
companies that write malpractice and errors and omissions insurance in Texas and
elsewhere. Associated Risk Managers bas
offered to make a presentation to several
of the carriers that they represent with a
goal of putting together a malpractice insurancepackage for TCDLA at a substantial savings in overall cost to its members.
The catch is, a majority of the members
must answer four simple questions about
their law practice in order for ARM to be
able to make a meaningfid presentation to
its carriers. Members will receive a form
in the near future with the following four
questions.
1. Number of attorneys in your firm.
2. Number of years experience as an
attorney.

3. Please give a percentage of time utilized on cases; ie., plaintiff vs.
defense (civil cases) or criminal
defense cases .
4. Please attach your loss experience,
premium and insurance company for
lawyers errors and omissions coverage for the past five (5) years. Is your
current policy written on a claims
made or occurrence form?
If you believe such a program would be
helpful to you as an individual practitioner
and to TCDLA as an organization, let us
hear from you on your letterhead with answers to the four questions above or look
for a mail-out with a questionnaire in the
near future. Also included will be information concerning a disability insurance
program for themembership underwritten
by the Paul Revere Company.
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ceptions track the exceptions from matters
constituting confidentialcommunications.
Thus, where the accused is charged with
any of such crimes, the testifying-spouse
may be compelled to take the stand for the
State, just as that spousemay be compelled
to testify regarding confidential communications. There is also the exception to the
exception: if the accused is charged with
a crime committed against the spouse during the marriage, the privilege for the
victim-spouse not to testify still applies.
In brief review, when the accused is
charged with a crime against the person of
any minor child or member of either
spouse's household, the State may compel
one spouse to (I), take the stand and testify
against the other spouse, and (2), testify
regarding confidenfial marital communications. The testifvine-soouse
mav take the
,
stand on behalf of the State, and may not
beprecluded from so doing by the accused.
Once the spouse takes the stand, however,
the accused may prevent him or her from
testifying regarding confidential communications not specifically exempted under
the rule.
-

L

Rule 505
Clergyman Privilege
The clergyman privilege is governed by
Rule 505. This privilege gives apersonthe
right to refuse to disclose and to prevent
others from disclosing communications to
a clergyman. The communication must be
made to a clergyman acting as a spiritual
advisor and must be confidential. For purposes of this rule a clergyman is a
"minister, priest, rabbi, accredited Christian Science Practitioner, or other similar
functionary of a religious organization."
The definition of clergyman also encompasses individuals reasonably believed by
the communicant to be clergymen. The
term "reasonable belief' will continue to
he defined as it has been in the criminal
caselaw. See Valentine v. State, 587
S.W.2d. 399 (Tex. Cr. App. 1979). The
Federal Rule, upon which Rule 505 is patterned, excludes some self-ordained
"ministers" and it is assumed that Rule 505
will do likewise when the issue of reasonable belief arises.
A communication made to a clergyman
is considered confidential if it is made in
private andif it was not intended to be disclosed. This definition is similar to the
definition for confidential marital commu44 VOICEfor the Defense / October 1986

nications. Other persons, however, may he
present if their presence is in furtherance
of the purpose of the communication.
The privilege may he claimed by the
communicant or any person acting as his
personal representative. Since theprivilege
is presumed, the declarant does not have
to take the stand in order to invoke the
privilege.
TheAttorney Generalrecently issuedan
opinion dealing with aconflict between the
clergyman privilege emhodied in Art.
3715a, V.A.C.S. and Tex. Fam. Code
Ann. 534.04 (Supp. 1986). According to
the Family Code, no privileges apply in a
proceeding regarding child abuse or
neglect, except for the attorney-client
privilege. Family Code $34.07 makes it a
crime to fail to report evidence of chid
abuse or neglect. The Attorney General
resolved the conflict between the clergyman privilege and the Family Code by
noting that the Family Code was the most
recent expression of legislative intent and
should, therefore, control. This would
mean that a clergyman could be forced to
reveal confidential communications in violation of the communicaut's privilege.
With the enactment of the Rules of
Criminal Evidence, however, the clergyman privilege emhodied in Rule 505 will
be the most recent expression of legislative intent. Thus, the reasoning reiied upon
by the Attorney General opinion to require
disclosure by the clergyman will no longer
be valid.

judge is ordered to take protective measures required by the interests of the holder
of the privilege, the interests of the parties, and the furtherance of justice. Rule
507 does not define "trade secret";
however, it may be assumed that the case
law definitions will conttol. See Luccous
v. Kinley Co., 376 S.W.2d 336,338 (Tex.
1964); and Hyde Carp. v. Hufines, 314
S.W.2d 763,776, (Tex. 1958), cerr. denied 358 U S . 898 (1958).

Rule 508
Informer's Identie Privilege

The United States, a state, or a subdivision of a state may refuse to reveal the
identity of a person who furnished information relating to or assisting in an iuvestigation of a violation of the law. The
communication must have been made to a
law enforcement officer or a member of
a legislative committee or staff conducting
the investigation. This privilege covers
only the identification of the informer and
not other communicationsunless they revealidentity. The wording of the rnle 8eems
to include paid informers, citizen informers and undercover agents. The privilege
may be claimed by a representative of the
public entity to whom the informer provided information. The privilege may not,
however, be claimed over objection by the
State's attorney.
The privilege is, of course, waived by
the voluntary disclosure of the informer's
identity by either the informer or the public entity. The privilege is also waived if
Rule 506
the informer is called as a witness for the
Voting Privilege
public entity.
If the informer may be able to give tesRule 506 grants a privilege to refuse to
disclose the tenor of a vote at a political timony necessary for a fair determination
election conducted by secret ballot. The of guilt or innocence, the trial c o u t may
only exception applies to cases involving disallow the privilege. [Note that the word
"or" between "guilt" and '‘innocence" was
illegal vote&
inadvertently left out of the final draft of
the rules.] The rule gives no guidance as
Rule 507
to when the informer's testimony will he
Trade Secret Privilege
necessary for a fair determination of guilt
The trade secret privilege is governed by or innocence.
Caselaw has held that the State has no
Rule 507. This privilege allows a person
to refuse to disclose and to prevent others duty to disclose an informer's identity unfrom disclosing trade secrets owned by less the informer was a participant in the
him. The privilege may be claimed by the offense, was present at the time of the
person owning the trade secret, his agent offense or the arrest, or was otherwise
or employee. The privilege is not allowed shown to be a material witness to the transif it tends to conceal fraud or otherwise action or whether the defendant knowingwork injustice. When disclosure of trade ly committed the act charged. See
secrets is permitted by the trial court, the Rodriguez v. State. 614 S.W.2d 448 (Tex.

Cr. App. 1981); and Etchieson v. State,
574 S.W.2d 753 (Tex. Cr. App. 1978).
Kule 508 is intended to permit continued
disclosure in the above situations. The
rule, however, will not be limited to the
situations describad in thecaselaw, but will
permit disclosure any time it is necessary
for a fair determination of guilt or innocence. If the trial court determines that the
informer's identity should be disclosed, the
public entity is then given an opportunity
to show, in camera, whether the informer
is able to supply the testimony. The showing will be made by affidavit unless testimony is directed by the trial court. If the
trial court finds that there is a reasonable
probability that the informer's testimony is
necessary, the judge shaU dismiss the
prosecution unless the public entity discloses the informer's identity.
The trial court may also require disclosure of identity if the informer is being
relied upon to show that evidence was
legally obtained. At the public entity's request, the informer's identity may be disclosed in cantera under this exception.
This exception will apply chiefly in cases
where the search was conducted without
a warrant or incident to a warrantless arrest. Because a reviewing court is not allowed to consider any information outside
the affidavit in determining whether there
was probable cause to issue the warrant,
this exception will have no effect on
searches conducted pursuant to a warrant,
except when the defendant can show that
the affiantmade a false statement in the affidavit and the false statement was made
intentionally, knowingly, or with reckless
disregard for the truth. See Frunks v. D e b
wore, 438 U S . 154, 98 S.Ct. 2674, 57
L.Ed.2d 667 (1978); h a r e z v. State, 586
S.W.2d 513 (Tex. Cr. App. 1979); and
Ramsey v. State, 579 S.W.2d 920 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1979).
If the judge requires the identity of the
informer to be disclosed in camera, no
counsel or party shall be permitted to be
present. Rather, the judge and the law
enforcement officer connected with the
informer may review and discuss the situation, without interference or involvement
by counsel.

Rule 510
Alcohol and Dnig Treatrrrent Privilege
Rule 510 makes privileged any communications made to persons involved in treat-

ment or examination of alcohol or drug
abuse. For persons under treatment, the
privilege only extends to those who are heing voluntarily treated and not those being treated by court order. AN persons who
are being examined for admission are given
the privilege. The communication must be
made within the context of actual treatment
or diagnostic interaction. Once in this context, the entire communication is covered
by the privilege regardless of its subject
matter.

when the holder did not have an opportunity to object to the disclosure. This rule
hinges on the holder's intent to disclose.
It will apply in situations where the person making the disclosure learned about
the privileged information other than by
the holder's voluntary act. It may also be
used to avoid waiver when the person making the disclosure was the person to whom
the confidential communication was made,
and the holder had no opportunity to object to the disclosure.

Rule 511

Rule 513

Waiver of Privilege

Coi~merztUpon or Inference From
Claim of Pn'vilege

Rule 511 governs the waiver of
privileges. There are two ways in which
a privilege may be waived. The first is
when the holder voluntarily discloses or
consents to disclosure of significant parts
of the privileged material. The privilege
may also be waived by the holder's
predecessor if the predecessor made the
waiver while he held the privilege. [This
situation will arise chiefly in the context
of a privilege held by a corporation. See
the discussion of representation of a client,
Rule 503 (a)(2), infra.]
This rule only requires that the waiver
be made voluntarily. The caselaw clearly
indicates that ahigher standard, intentional
relinquishment and abandonment, is required for a defendant to waive his constitutional privileges such as the privilege
against self-incrimination and the anorneyclient privilege. A reasonable interpretation would be to require intentional
relinquishment and abandonment to waive
privileges that rise to constihltionallevels
and to require mere voluntary waiver for
a11 other privileges.
The second way in which a privilege
may he waived is when the holder or his
representative calls the person to whom the
privileged communication was made as a
character witness. This waives the
privilege only as to communications that
have a bearing on the holder's character.

In order to make the right to exercise a
privilege meaningful, Rule 513 prohibits
the trial court or counsel from commenting on a person's decision to invoke a
privilege. [Note that the reference to Rule
504 (a) should be a reference to Rule 504
(2)(a).] To the extent practicable, all
proceedings involving an issue of privilege
are to be conducted in a way that prevents
the jury from knowing a claim of privilege
is being made. This means that privilege
issues should be resolved pretrial or outside the presence of the jury. Reversible
error has been found when the State, aware
that the witness would invoke a valid
privilege, called the witness and made h i
invoke the privilege in front of the jury.
Jolrnson v. Stote, 252 S.W.2d 462 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1952); and WaN v. State, 417
S.W.2d 59 (Tex. Cr. App. 1967).
A party claiming a privilege is entitled
to a jury instruction prohibiting the drawing of an adverse inference because the
party exercised a privilege. A problem still
exists when the court submits such a jury
instruction over the objection of the party
claiming the privilege. Often the instruction only serves to direct the jury's attention to the claim of privilege. The United
States Supreme Court has held that an instruction directing a jury not to consider
a defendant's failure to testify as an inference of guilt will not be error. Lakeside
Rule 512~
v. Oregon, 435 U. S. 333,98 S.Ct. 1091,
Privileged Maffer Disclosed Under
55 L.Ed.2d 319 (1978). Rule513 may well
Compulsion or Withorit Opportunity
be open to a different interpretation where
To Claim Privilege
other privileges are involved.
Note: A copy of this article has been subRule 512 addresses situations in which mitted as a corrrtesy to the Ta-as District
disclosure will not result in waiver. Dis- and County Attorneys Association and the
closure will not waive a privilege when the Professiorzal Develop?nentProgram of the
disclosure was compelled erroneously or State Bar of Texas.
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Forensic Science News
Sampling, Systematic and Random Errors
Part III
by Craig Tatmahill and Pal Donley
Forensic Associates-Lubbock. Texas
The third part of this three-part series
discusses the various aspects of random
error. Random error is both the most commonly encountered type of error in analytical chemistry and the most easily
detected.
The concept of random error is rather
large in scope. Generally, random error
can be considered as the sum of all the
small errors, both positive and negative
that are present in an analysis. Theoretically, the sum of these small errors should
approach zero. On occasion however, the
sum of these small errors will "stack"
toward the positive (false high) or negative (false low) direction. This "stacking"
may result in a significantly large deviation from the true, accurate result.
An important cause of random error is
human error. It is generally acknowledged
that humans make mistakes. These mistakes or errors, may cover a wide range.
Any time a sample must be handled by an
analyst, error is introduced. Sample
handling error includes errors such as
measuring errors of solids or liquids, mixing errors, labeling errors or timing errors.
With training and experience the analyst
is able to minimize these errors so that they
may approach zero. However, on occasion
even the well-trained analyst can make a
large scale error in handling the sample.
Instrument error also provides an important consideration to the concept of random, non-forcastable errors in addition to
human error. Instruments do report results
with large and small scale errors. In fact,
most analytical test results are reported
with an error factor given. The Texas
breath test program provides an example.
A plus or minus error of 0.01 percent is
allowed on the reference (or Simulator) test
result.
Unfortunately, the concepts involved
with instrumental errors are not always as

well understood nor accepted as well as the
concept of human error; however, as with
human error, instrumental error may he
present in any analysis. In addition, the experience of many analytical chemists is that
the more complicated the instrument, all
the more opportunity that for instrumental error. Most people have experienced
this phenomena in their daily lives. It can
be considered a truism that if you take a
plain, highly reliable four door sedan and
start adding options; the more options you
add, the more break-downs you can expect
over the lifetime of the car. It should be
added that the total number of these breakdowns and frequency (number of hreakdowns per unit of time) of these breakdowns cannot be forecast. Fortunately for
analytical chemistry, the issue of random
error is well understood and there are acceptable methods for dealing with this matter. Before these methods are discussed,
two more terms need to be addressed.
These terms are accuracy and precision.
These terms and the methodology to
identify them are considered so basic that
early in his studies, the analytical chemistry student is introduced to these methods.
Accuracy and precision are among the
most important factors in analytical
chemistry. Precision refers to getting the
same or close to the same result from
analyzing multiple portions of the same
sample. Accuracy refers to getting the true
correct result. These two factors are closely inter-related. The illustration of a rifleman adjusting the sights of a rifle is often
used to demonstrate the principles of accuracy and precision and how they relate
to one another.
When adjusting the sights of a rifle, the
rifleman typically fires five rounds at the
target. If the five shots are closely grouped
on the target, precision is achieved. Perfect precision would be achieved if all five
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shots went through the same hole on the
target. As in analytical chemistry, this perfect precision is rarely achieved. If the five
shots are grouped in an area the size of a
silver dollar, excellent precision would
have been achieved. Reasonably accurate
precision of shooting would he achieved
if there are four grouped shots and one shot
in another part of the target. Three closely grouped shots would be considered marginal precision.
To this point, establishing precision has
been the primary concern of the rifleman
even though he is aiming for the hulls eye
each time. In terms of this illustration, accuracy is hitting the hulls-eye. Once precision bas been established, the sights can
then be adjusted to bring the shots into the
bullseye and thus achieve accuracy. If the
shots are scattered over the entire target
area, or if the rifleman fires just one shot
and it strikes the bullseye, he cannot be
sure that the rifle is accurately sighted because precision has not been established.
The concepts of accuracy and precision
are similar in analytical chemistry. The establishment of precision is a necessary
prelude to the establishment of accuracy
on an individual sample. By running mnltiple analysis on a sample and establishing
precision, there is much greater assurance
of accuracy since most random errors and
many systematic errors will be illuminated
if precision is not present.
Let's relate the concepts of accuracy and
precision to the breath test. Presently in the
Texas breath test program, the following
general procedure is used to conduct a
breath test; one sample of an individual's
breath is collected, analyzed and reported
which is followed by the collection, analysis and reporting of a known reference
sample. At this point, the test is considered
complete. Does this procedure tell us
everything we can reasonably expect to
know? Conventional, conservative analytical wisdom says no. Below is a chart
depicting hypothetical results from five individuals. Sample 1follows current procedures. The procedure in samples 2 through
5 is to run three breath samples in sequence
within as short a period of time as possible. (Multiple sampling was chosen since
sample splitting is not possible with current intoxilyzer equipment.)
Now that you have had a chance to study
and become familiar with the chart, let us

interpret the results. First, and most im- regulations; however, there is some "scatportant for the purposes of this discussion, tcr." The breath tcst rcsults cxhibit a connotice that with the exception of sample 1, sidcrablc "scattcr'or lwk of orecision from
the average of 0.10 percent. The "scatter"
none of the test results are perfect.
h k at sample 5. The breath test results is a plus or minus 20 percent from the
are closely grouped with very little "scat- average 0.10 percent result. If pressed for
ter." As a result, it can be said with a "best" breath alcohol result, the average
assurance that the breath test result is 0.12 of 0.10 percent would be best. Confidence
percent; however, have you seen the in the result should not be very high beproblem in this test series? The reference cause of the "scatter" in the results of the
test on sample 5a is out of tolerance in- series of tests.
dicating an error. How does this affect the
Sample series 2 and series 3 are separate
assurance of a breath test result of 0.12 presentations of the same interpretative
percent? Under the breath test regulations problem. In both series, one breath test
of Texas, the reference test of sample 5a result is considerably different from the
is out of tolerance and therefore, invalid. other two. The reference tests in the serLef's follow the regulations and throw out ies are all within the allowable tolerance.
the results of sample 5a. (Considering the Upon reflection, it becomes clear that the
entire series of reference tests on sample test result of 0.12 percent in sample 2a and
5, it is obvious that one of the types of er- of 0.08 percent in sampIe 3a is in error.
rors that this series has discussed has Of course, more information than is given
reared its ugly head on one, siirgle refer- here is needed to determine the source(s)
of error. In both cases; however, the erence test.)
This leaves us with the tests on sample roneous test can be removed from cou5b and sample 5c to use or consideration. sideration and the test results that agree. can
Both tests in this example are valid; there- be taken with reasonable assurance as
fore, there is still reasonable assurance that correct.
the breath test result is at least 0.12
In comparison to all of the other tests in
percent.
the chart what information does the test
The series of tests for the individual, result of sample 1impart? The answer is,
sample 4, presents a different interpreta- of course, minimal information is imtive problem. AU of the reference tests are parted. Without the series of tests, what
within the limits set by the breath testing useful information is gained about the ac-

Chart 1
Example Results
Analysis

Breath Test
Result (Unknown)

Reference Test (Known)
Predicted
Actual

Sample 1

0.15%

0.15%

Sample 2a
Sample 2b
Sample 2c

0.15%
0.15%
0.15%

0.14%
0.15%
0.15%

Sample 3a
Sample 3b
Sample 3c
Sample 4a
Sample 4b
Sample 4c
Sample 5a
Sample 5b
Sample 5c

curacy of the breath test result in sample
11 Accuracy can only be inferred by the
reference test results in this particular test.
As Chart 1 demonstrates, the best test for
this inference is multiple testing.
A word of warning is appropriate here.
The breath test involves constantly changing, dynamic physiology in the blood,
lungs and breath. The interpretation of the
results with multiple testing is not always
as clear cut as in the examples given in
Chart 1. It should he clear; however, that
three breath tests taken from an individual
in rapid sequence yields muchmore information about possible errors than a single
test.
It is hoped that this series of articles on
error will help show the reasoning for the
steps gcncr;illy takcn in nnalylical chemist ~ In. terms ofanalvrical chcmisrrv. a single test on a sample is considered a screening test. Analysis of 3 to 5 portions of a
sample with a confirming test, using a
different method is considered definitive.
One fmal question, is it u~easonableto require a higher standard of accuracy when
the statutes allow the diagnosis of intoxication based solely on the result of a chemical test?
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